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Chapter 1
Our Decaying Intellectual Infrastructure

1.1

Brannock and Barleycorns

In 2010, what is thought to be the
oldest known shoe was uncovered
in Armenia. It is estimated to be
6 000 years old. The shoe was immediately identified as a right footed
shoe, which had been designed one
thousand years before the construction of the Great Pyramid of Giza.
The shoe’s length is 245 mm and its
width is approximately 76-100 mm, with straw inside. The “modern” size of this shoe is US size 7 women, according to a Discovery
News report. The shoe was constructed from a single piece of
cowhide laced with a leather cord. The next oldest known shoe is
that of Ötzi The Ice Man. His shoe was more sophisticated than
the Armenian find. Ötsi’s shoes had bearskin bottoms, with deerskin sides and a bark-string net which form-fit around the foot.
The shoes were stuffed with grass.
Of interest to me, was the claim, that the oldest shoe is from
a right foot. This is because one of the great modern shoe innovations was the development of right and left shoes. Although
this development occurred in the mid 1800s, the majority of shoes
1
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worn by soldiers in the US Civil War were identical, without left
and right.
Was the first known shoe designed to be a right shoe, or was it
“broken in,” and only later became identifiable as a right footed
shoe? I suspect it is the latter. This implies it took over 6000
years for humans to realize the utility of creating right and left
shoes. This innovation was accomplished by using foot models for
right and left shoes of a given size. These foot models are known
as lasts. When viewed through modern eyes, the lack of a right
and left shoe seems unimaginable.
Uncomfortable shoes cannot be tolerated for long. Because
of this, one would suspect the science of foot measurement and
shoe sizing would be mature. The most ubiquitous method of
foot measurement for shoes is the Brannock measuring device. It
was created by Charles Brannock in 1927. Currently this device
continues to be the dominant method for foot measurement to
determine shoe size in the US.
Perhaps the most famous shoes in US popular culture are the
ruby slippers worn by Judy Garland in The Wizard of Oz. A number of ruby slippers were made for the movie with sizes from 5 to 6
and widths of B to D. Most people in the US will quote their shoe
size without a second thought. But what are the measurement
units? I suspect almost no one knows. If a person were asked to
guess what imperial measurement unit US shoe size is based, they
would probably not guess the barleycorn. The original AngloSaxon measurement unit was the barleycorn. It was decided after
1066 AD, that three barleycorns equal one inch. Yes, the difference between one shoe size and the next whole size is one barley
corn, or 1/3 of an inch (8.47 mm). Size 12 is twelve inches. Size
12 was assumed to be the largest, and the sizes are counted backwards in barleycorn units. So a size 11 is 11.67 inches (296 mm).
So what is the length of Judy Garland’s slippers? Shoe size
doesn’t immediately tell us how many millimeters long her shoes
were. Women’s shoes have two different size definitions, Common
For Non-Commercial Use Only
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and Foot Industries of America (FIA). The common size is based
on “last length” which is the length of the inside of the shoe. This
measurement is known to only produce a very crude estimation of
shoe size.
The mathematical formula is: Female Shoe Size = 3 x Last
Length (in inches) – 22.5. I hope I have not lost you at this
point. I only brought this up to explain why the current method of
determining shoe size is out of date, non-intuitive, and desperately
needs reform. It also needs to be changed so I can spend less
time in shoe stores. What is the approximate length of Judy
Garland’s foot?—it is approximately 237 mm according to the
common formula.
The alphabetical shoe width designations in the US are ad hoc
and have no accepted standard. Our current shoe sizing does not
incorporate width in proportion to any measurement. One can
only wonder why a salesman would ever bother to measure foot
width with a Brannock Device—perhaps they don’t.
I’ve had the experience of trying on numerous shoes, and sometimes never finding a comfortable pair. It’s explained to me without embarrassment that “the same shoe size from different manufactures, are not the same.” A small forest of rejected shoe boxes
generally begin to surround me, producing claustrophobia, which
compounds my shoe purchasing aversion. I never want to reach
the point where the salesman has only The Cruel Shoes left to
offer. There must be a better way.
Clearly, the need for reform in the US shoe industry is long,
long overdue. The introduction of the metric system into the US
would provide the perfect opportunity to implement much needed
reforms. In this case, the leading candidate for shoe size reform
is known as Mondopoint (ISO 9407:1991) which is an International Standard for shoe sizes. Mondopoint is based on the mean
foot length and width for which the shoe is suitable. It is measured in millimeters. A shoe size of 280/110 indicates a mean foot
length of 280 millimeters and width of 110 millimeters. Because
Mondopoint also takes the foot width into account, it allows for
c Randy Bancroft
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better fitting than most other systems. It is, therefore, used by
NATO and other military services. Mondopoint is also used for
ski boots. The introduction of Mondopoint in the US during a
metric switchover would allow for more exact shoe manufacture
and provide consumers with a better shoe shopping experience at
a lower cost.
Don’t put a shoe on the wrong foot, demand Modopoint.
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Without Metric Threads We’re Screwed

I only had a casual acquaintance
with screws during much of my
working career. Where I worked
were clear plastic organizers with
machine screws inside, and label
designations outside, like #4-40,
#6-32 and #1/4-20. I had little idea what the nomenclature
meant. One day I decided it was
time for me to cure my ignorance.
I discovered rectifying this lack of knowledge would be much more
of a Herculean effort than I expected.
I asked a number of people what the designation #4-40 meant,
as I had seen a large number of these machine screws used on
projects. The answer was almost uniform, and went something
like this: “The 40 means forty threads per inch.” I would then
ask what the #4 designated. This was generally met with a blank
stare and speculative guessing would commence.
Finally I met an engineer who knew the answer off the top of
his head. He told me that below 1/4 of an inch the number was
in gauge, above that the designation was in fractions of an inch.
I was gobsmacked, and could not make any logical sense of this.
When I looked up a dictionary definition of gauge, I discovered
that it had the alternative spelling of gage. The definition that
seems to fit this situation is: “A standard dimension, quantity, or
capacity.” What was the dimension of the gauge size below 1/4
inch? After some research I found this answer:
In Unified threads (measured in inches) there are
numbered diameters #0 through #10, with 0 the smallest and 10 the largest. (Diameters #12 and #14 may
also be found, but are usually on older equipment and
needed for repairs or restorations. #14 is close to, but
not exactly the same as, 1/4-inch.) The major diamec Randy Bancroft
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ter in Unified threads = 0.060” + 0.013” x (numbered
diameter). So #2 has a major diameter of 0.086”. The
odd numbers exist, but the even numbers are in far
more common use.
WHEW!!! This is how we designate screws in the US?! So you
take 60 thousandths of an inch, and add the gauge number times
13 thousandths of an inch, to obtain the size in inches from the
gauge number!!!? This is what we viscerally protect as a rational
method of articulating screws in the US? But the given diameter
formula is only valid for the gauge numbered screws. Above 1/4
inch, the values are directly in inches—well as directly as a fraction
may be called “direct.” One generally has to compute a decimal
value from the fraction to actually perform computations. It is
clear that even this demarcation at 1/4 inch is an apparent ad hoc
attempt to merge the two separate nomenclatures, given that #14
is close to 1/4”.
We see that #14 would be 0.242 inches and #1/4 is 0.250
inches. One can see that this is only a 0.008 inches or 0.2 mm
(200 µm) difference between these screw diameters. It is not difficult to imagine many situations where this size similarity caused
mistakes. The answer offered to solve this problem appears to be
“just stop using #14.”
Recently I met a former machinist who smiled when I told
him “I only use metric in my designs.” His countenance indicated
he really didn’t see that changing to metric was anything other
than a frivolous, fringe issue. I looked at him and asked a simple
question: “what size drill bit do you choose to allow a #4-40
screw to just pass through a sheet of material?—to produce a
friction fit.” Suddenly his face became blank with uncertainty. He
replied, “what I usually do is get a pair of calipers, and measure
the diameter of the screw in inches, and then choose a drill bit.”
I then asked what type of drill bit designation he then used to
obtain the correct drill bit size based on his measurement.
There is more than one option. A fractional set of drill bits
does not match the decimal inch value he measured with a calipers.
For Non-Commercial Use Only
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Figure 1.2: A set of metric drill bits.

He would first need to use a decimal equivalent chart to choose
the closest fractional drill bit size. A #4 screw has a diameter
of 0.112” according the the formula. The closest fractional size is
0.125” which is a 1/8 inch drill bit. That’s as close as it gets! There
are also US number and letter size drill bits, but I’ve tortured
myself long enough explaining this Rube-Goldberg method of just
trying to figure out what size drill bit to choose, for a given screw,
when using imperial measurement. I didn’t inquire, but I suppose
the former machinist is content to measure all the candidate drill
bits with his calipers until he finds one acceptable. How is it we
are content to have size designations on screws and drill bits that
have no correlation?—and reject any change or reform?
c Randy Bancroft
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Let’s now explain how
screw threads are designated in
metric. The closest size screw
in metric to a #4-40 machine
screw is M3. What does M3
mean? Well, the M means
metric and the 3 means three
millimeters in diameter. My
metric drill index (Figure 1.2)
has a three millimeter diameter drill bit, which if I then drill
a three millimeter hole, allows
the three millimeter M3 screw
to just pass through the plastic, metal or whatever sheet
material I drill. Yes I have
done this, it works. It’s that
Figure 1.1: Caption for M3-4-40simple! If you want some clearScrews-Sharp
ance choose a 3.1 mm drill bit
or 3.2 mm. They’re both standard sizes.
When Australia switched to the metric system in the late
1970s, their manufacturers quickly discovered they could get rid
of a large amount of screws and bolts they stocked. One car manufacturer was able to reduce their inventory of fasteners by 80%,
which saved considerable money. The small business community
in this country, who use commonly available imperial fasteners,
don’t realize that without metric threads they’re screwed.
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Feral Units Endanger Our Health

Last year, I spent one beautiful afternoon driving back roads through
the Rocky Mountains with my friend
Thern, who is a Mechanical Engineer. I don’t recall the conversation exactly, but at some point I was
complaining about receiving an engineering drawing in mils. My friend
swiftly turned his head, looked me in
the eyes, and said “mils are a bullshit, made-up unit.” I found his visceral, candid and accurate response refreshing. When later talking with Sven, another prometric friend, about mils, I thought I heard him call them “feral
units.” The designation was perfect. A feral organism is one that
has changed from being domesticated, to being wild or untamed.
The word derives from the Latin word fera which means “a wild
beast.” A mil is a feral engineering unit indeed.
What is a mil? Well, according to engineering folklore a mil
is one-thousandth of an inch. The British use the word mil as a
slang term for millimeter. Confusing a unit which is 25 µm with
one that is 1000 µm, is an error of about a factor of 40. When
American engineers work with British engineers on a project, this
could be the source of some serious mistakes.
The two feral units which are probably the most dangerous to
humans, you probably use every time you follow a cooking recipe.
They are the teaspoon and tablespoon. Some readers may almost
find this assertion preposterous, but, as I will demonstrate, it is
not. In America we use the abbreviations Tsp for teaspoon, and
Tbl for tablespoon.
When I was growing up, and became sick, my mother would
obtain liquid medicine from a doctor, and then obtain a teaspoon
or tablespoon from our silverware drawer. Unfortunately, there is
no requirement that a teaspoon or tablespoon of flatware hold a
c Randy Bancroft
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prescribed volume. The label on the brown bottle would have the
dosages typewritten in terms of teaspoons or tablespoons.
If one looks at a set of measuring spoons used in cooking,
metric equivalents are generally stamped or printed on them. A
teaspoon is designated as 5 mL and a tablespoon is 15 mL. (In
Australia a tablespoon is 20 mL) The ratio in US volume of tablespoon to teaspoon is obviously three. It is well known that the
abbreviations Tsp and Tbl are easily confused. This has led to
cases of people receiving 1/3 of the required dosage of a medicine,
or three times the recommended dosage. Not long ago I exchanged
emails with a woman who has become interested in metric issues
because her child was incorrectly medicated because of Tsp versus
Tbl. Studies indicate that approximately 98 000 Americans die
each year from incorrect dosage, and medical errors, which can be
directly tied back to the lack of the Metric System in the United
States.
How long has the medical establishment known about the danger posed by feral units? I’m not sure, but here is a column from
The Journal of The American Medical Association, dated September 20, 1902 (page 712):

This problem has been understood for over 100 years, since
the days of John Shafroth, but nothing is as permanent as AmerFor Non-Commercial Use Only
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ican inaction when it comes to adopting the metric system. This
adoption must be mandatory and exclusive. It is my understanding, that legislation mandating over the counter medicines include
dosage cups with milliliters, has been perennially thwarted by
business and industry.
America is a country that is very sensitive to the welfare of
children. The population most at risk from dosage mistakes are
children, yet this needless endangerment continues—only in America. All other countries (except Myanmar and Liberia) are metric,
and this is not a health issue. Clearly, feral units that wander the
shelves of America have the potential to kill.
The ferocity of Tsp and Tbl are anemic by comparison to the
difference between gram and grain. A gram is a metric unit, a
grain?—well here what Wikipedia has to say:
A grain is a unit of measurement of mass that is
nominally based upon the mass of a single seed of a
cereal. From the Bronze Age into the Renaissance the
average masses of wheat and barley grains were part
of the legal definition of units of mass.
They go on:
The fundamental unit of the troy, apothecary and
avoirdupois systems, commonly known as the grain (or
less commonly the barleycorn), is nominally based on
the grain of barley.
Well, there isn’t just one type of grain for mass, there is the
grain, the troy grain, the pearl grain, and the metric grain. Don’t
even get me started on the insanity of mixed “units” like metric
grain and metric ton. The grain we generally talk about is the one
where 7000 grains are equal to one avoirdupois pound.
I might hear you say, but we don’t weigh things in grains. Well
here is Wikipedia again:
c Randy Bancroft
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The grain is used to measure the mass of bullets,
gunpowder, smokeless powder, and preformed gold foil;
it is the measure used by the balances used in handloading; bullets are measured in increments of one grain,
gunpowder in increments of 0.1 grains. Moreover, the
grain is used to weigh fencing equipment, including the
foil. In archery, the grain is used to weigh arrows and
arrow parts.
Unfortunately the grain
is also sometimes used in
medical prescriptions in the
US, this is where an almost 65:1 error is possible.
If the only legal system for trade in the US
was exclusively the metric system, and it was enforced,
it’s all grams—period, it’s
all milliliters—period, it’s the Figure 1.3: Five Grain Aspirin
simplest way known to de- Tablets.
scribe these quantities—period.
This is true only if we use accepted SI designations. For instance, the abbreviation for milligram is mg and microgram is µg.
This is very important as the dosage difference between milligram
and microgram is a factor of 1000. Unfortunately, vitamin bottles
use MG for milligram and MCG for microgram. These are feral
designations.
A Dateline NBC program entitled: “The Validity of Vitamin
Bottle Labels” which aired on March 18, 2012, relates the story
of a number of women who were poisoned taking vitamins. There
is no regulation of natural “dietary supplements” so anyone can
start a vitamin company. Anyone can just send a list of ingredients to a chemical vendor, and create a “dietary supplement,”
and offer it for sale to the public. One business used MG when
the dosage was supposed to be MCG for the amount of Selenium
For Non-Commercial Use Only
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dioxide in a “dietary supplement” concoction. Women taking this
“supplement” began to lose their hair, nails, and had joint pain.
The use of feral metric designations in medicine, endangers the
public health.
It is long past time for the US to require only the domesticated
metric units used by the rest of the world. Feral units can then
be safely isolated in a museum for all to gaze upon, knowing they
are safely confined, where they can do no harm.
Postscript
In 2012, I wrote an essay titled Feral Units Endanger Our Health. In it, I detailed the well-known problem
of the confusion between teaspoons and tablespoons.
I
pointed out that confusion between the two units can lead
to a 3:1 or 1:3 dosage mistake. I then cited a column
from JAMA, The Journal of
The American Medical Association, dated September 20,
1902 (page 712), which is reproduced in the original essay
Figure 1.4
above. The 1902 JAMA column advocates for mandatory
implementation of the metric system through the Shafroth Bill. It
was brought to my attention∗ that just two days ago (2014-05-21)
JAMA published a column which yet again addresses the same
issue over 111 years later. The new column is titled “Group Urges
Going Metric to Head off Dosing Mistakes,” and is authored by
Bridget M. Kuehn (pp. E1-E2). The article opens with modern
day examples of the problem. They are shown in Figure 1.4.
∗

Thanks Dr. Sunshine

c Randy Bancroft
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The article goes on to state that “about 3000 to 4000 children
are treated in emergency departments each year as a result of
medication errors by a caregiver. Poison control centers in the
United States also field approximately 10 000 calls each year about
dosing confusion,..”
It has been said that a working definition of insanity is to
do the same thing over and over expecting a different outcome.
This apocryphal quotation danced in my mind as I read “The
CDC worked with the US Food and Drug Administration and the
Consumer Healthcare Products Association to develop voluntary
guidelines that were published published in 2011.” Our current
answer to all measurement problems in the US is to adopt voluntary guidelines.
The suggestions are all mostly reasonable, such as including a
dosage device with medication which does not use “unusual units”
(I guess they mean metric?), adding zeros before decimal points
(they could also adopt the whole number rule), and “dosing devices
that are not substantially larger than the largest recommended
dose of the medication.” Further it is stated:
The CDC recommends using only milliliters as a
measure for liquid medications to avoid confusion between teaspoons and milliliters and avoiding relatively
unfamiliar measures such as drams (a holdover from
apothecaries). The CDC wants the dosing device with
the appropriate unit of measurement included with the
medication to avoid caregivers using a kitchen spoon or
other implement that uses a different unit of measurement. Further, the enclosed device should only have
the recommended doses labeled on it to make it even
easier and safer to use.
The ISMP (Institute for Save Medication Practices) goes further than the CDC recommendations and argues for expressing a
patient’s weight only in Kilograms. The “ISMP, explained that
because there are 2.2 kg per pound [sic], switching back and forth
For Non-Commercial Use Only
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can lead to 2-fold errors in dosing of medications by weight.” Once
again, in an echo of the 1902 JAMA column they point out that
over the counter medications need to conform to these voluntary
recommendations. The article also argues against the use of dualscale dosage devices.
The article goes on:
Stephen C. Mullenix, RPh, senior vice president of
public policy and industry relations at NCPDP, said
the white paper is “a call to action” for pharmacists
to make sure dosing is correct. They can verify with
the prescribing physician to ensure they understand
the dosing for a particular drug.
I’m sure the authors of the
1902 JAMA column also saw
their words as a “call to action.” The big difference between then and now is the
Meyer Brothers backed John
Shafroth’s bill for mandatory
metrication.
The article ends with the
problems encountered when
using electronic prescriptions.
The example cited is of a doctor prescribing in milliliters
Meyer Druggist April 1922
and when it arrives electronically, the pharmacies software has a default setting to teaspoons.
The article ends with a familiar modern refrain:
Converting all dosing and patient weights to metric is going to take time, Cohen acknowledged. But
already he noted that soda cans and many other types
of packaging already use metric units and that people will learn the conversions over time. “This isn’t
something that is going to happen overnight,” he said.
c Randy Bancroft
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The lack of mandatory metrication in this country is making
people sick, costing our economy financially, and showing us for
what we are, a nation that is willing to sacrifice people on an
altar of ideology rather than acknowledge and engage with reality.
Given our history, I suspect that in another 100 years we may
still be waiting patiently for these voluntary recommendations to
adhere.
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The Invisible Metric Embargo

About four to five years ago I’d had it with imperial measures.
I decided I was going to set my engineering lab up with nothing
but metric. The first purchase I made was a dial caliper. I next
wanted to purchase an honest to goodness meter stick, with only
metric markings, and not a dual scale one with inches. I went to
the local metric supply store, and they were puzzled that I wanted
a meter stick with nothing but a metric scale.
Where could I get a meter stick? Well, our friends in the Great
White North are metric right? I surfed websites in Canada looking
for high quality meter sticks. All I could find were painted wooden
ones with centimeter markings. I purchased a pair and waited for
them to arrive. It bothered me I could not find metal ones.
For six months to a year, I muddled through using small metal
rulers with dual scales, all centimeter with millimeters between. I
had converted my software and other computer aids to metric. It
was then I first heard some of Pat Naughtin’s lectures, which were
eye-opening for an American.
I fumed at the lack of metric availability in the US, and wrote
an editorial which was published in a local paper. Pat Naughtin
and Mike Joy, both from Australia, commented on how pleased
they were I had spoken out. Mike contacted me by email and
wanted to know if there was anything he could do to help. I told
him I had one hell of a time finding metric only rulers in the US.
Mike generously said he would send me some. I insisted I pay him,
but he was more than pleased to send them along without prior
payment.
When they arrived I had a 150 mm, 300 mm, and 600 mm set
of beautiful steel metric only rulers. I was just dumbfounded. I’d
never seen such things. They were easy to read, simple and elegant
compared with imperial and the Canadian meter sticks. When I
began using them I was in for a second revelation. All engineering
drawings I’ve ever seen are in millimeters. When I was using my
milling machine to create parts, suddenly it was much, much easier
c Randy Bancroft
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to read the measured dimensions of prototype PCBs. I pondered,
and then realized I had been converting centimeters to millimeters
in my head, because the Canadian meterstick was in centimeters.
I had been doing an unconscious conversion without realizing it,
constantly moving decimal points in my head. Once I no longer
did this, as I now had a millimeter only rule (Figure 1.5), I noticed
the increased ease of checking dimensions on machined PCBs, but
it took me a while to realize why. It was then that it clearly
dawned on me that centimeters were indeed a bad idea.

Figure 1.5: Australian 300 mm Metal Ruler

Mike was very eager to help me obtain metric-only tools from
Australia. He also had an eye for quality tools. I was able to
purchase a mm square, and a machinists combination square. To
my surprise, I was able to get a metric radius gauge, by mail order,
here in the US.
The most interesting tool Mike was able to provide, was a true
metric socket set. One of my complaints is that all the metric
sockets in the US are just American sockets, kludged with metric
ends. What I mean by this is the drives for various sockets are
1/4”, 1/2”, and 3/4”, with metric on the other end. My father
has complained to me on numerous occasions about finding the
right adapters to go between these different size drives. I was lectured several times by multiple people that Americans invented the
socket wrench, and our drives were the international standards, so
even if they gave the drives metric dimensions, they were actually in inches. I could almost hear a fife and snare drum in the
background as they sounded like a speech given by Oliver Wendall
Douglas of Green Acres.
When the metric socket set arrived from Australia I was was
again dumb-founded. Once again my fellow Americans were talkFor Non-Commercial Use Only
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ing out of their posterior. They just assumed what the rest of the
world was all about. I had proof their viewpoint was so much intellectual vaporware. Below is a photograph of my metric socket
set. It has a 19 mm drive, with adapters for the old fashioned
1/4” and 3/8” imperial socket sets. A short 80 mm extension is
included. It is a Tradesure Part No. TS4019 (Figure 1.6)

Figure 1.6: Australian Metric Socket Set

It was at this point I began to realize, I lived in a country that
has an informal, invisible, and strict, metric embargo in place.
The rest of the world enjoys the use of metric only tools, but
they are never imported or sold in this country. If Mike Joy had
not volunteered to help me break this metric embargo, I would
not have been able to outfit my Engineering Lab with all metric,
millimeter based tools.
Mike made a trip to the US and stopped to pay me a visit. He
brought a set of metric drill bits from Australia, and showed me a
millimeter metric tape measure from Australia. Mike was willing
to give up the drill bits, but he’d promised the metric only tape
measure to another friend he was visiting. I wanted a millimeter
only metric tape measure, and hoped Mike would send one once
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he was back home.
Unfortunately, incidents in
Mike’s life prevented him from
helping me further. I was now
on my own, I had to do my
best to break the invisible metric embargo. When I first began to purge my lab of imperial tools, I had purchased a
metric-only tape measure, but
it is “US designed” and has
centimeters and millimeters. I
was completely over using centimeters. I put the old centimeter tape measure in a beatup old tool box, far away in
the back of my garage, with my
imperial tools. I looked and
looked online. One American
manufacturer had a millimeter
based metric tape measure in
their catalog, but when I called
them, it was “discontinued.”
One day my luck changed, I
found a boat-building supplier
that had metric tape measures,
they were all centimeters, except for a small one that was millimeter based. I was willing to take what I could get at this point. I
purchased two. They were better than not having one at all. The
boat building supplier then stopped offering metric tape measures.
I wanted a larger, easier to read, mm tape measure. I found a supplier in Australia called Bolts & Industrial Supplies. I could get
metric only tape measures from them I was told, but the shipping
would be very expensive—and it was. I was also able to crossreference Mike’s set of rulers and get extras, along with a true
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stainless steel, millimeter graduated, meter stick.

Figure 1.7: Tape measures in mm only Good luck finding one in the US

I thought I was through purchasing tools for my lab, but I then
realized why my metric calipers had been so hard to read. The
dial was millimeters and the slide was centimeters. I had been
converting the value on the slide from centimeters to millimeters,
and then adding the millimeter reading from the dial. An American distributor had sold it to me. I finally located a millimeter
based set of dial calipers, and the mixed set were banished.
Over and over I’m told,
“hey, this is America, you can
choose to do metric if you
want, nobody’s stopping you.”
That is a load of bull. There
is no choice of quality metric
tools in this country. But there
Figure 1.8: Millimeter Combination is often a choice of inferior
Square
ones. I receive catalogs for machinist tools periodically, and
they are all imperial sized. They offer endmills that are 1/4” or
1/2” or 3/8.” No metric listed, no metric offered, no choice in
America.
Ninety five percent of the worlds population uses metric, and
we try to put our hands over our ears, close our eyes, and ignore
them. The absence of quality metric-only mm based tools in the
US demonstrates this truth most effectively. It is proof of an
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invisible metric embargo. The lack of metric in our economy makes
it far less competitive than it could be. The European Union has a
larger economy than the United States. China is projected to have
a larger economy than us by around 2016. A metric switchover
would be a sound investment in our future, stimulate our economy,
and make it more competitive. We could rebuild our bridges and
infrastructure more cost efficiently in metric, and get more for our
tax dollars. This would allow US workers to experience metric
only building, which would in turn help us to competitively bid
on metric building construction overseas. But I guess these are
not priorities in Congress, or among the American public, but
they should be.
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Metamorphosis and Millimeters

On a lark, I decided to read a book about bees titled Fruitless
Fall. I was quite surprised that a book about bees could be so
interesting. The keeping of beehives is ancient. The traditional,
conical shaped, stepped mud/clay beehive was used until 1851. It
was then that Reverend Lorenzo Lorraine Lanstroth (1810-1895),
of Philadelphia, envisioned an entirely new and radical bee hive
design. The Langstroth bee hive did not require a bee keeper to
destroy the bee hive in order to harvest the honey. There were numerous other bee hive design improvements Langstrom introduced
in an amazing flurry of engineering creativity. Author Rowan Jacobsen describes the affect the introduction of this new bee hive
had on this ancient practice:
. . . it changed everything. Within a decade the
Langstroth hive had swept the United States. In another decade, it was standard throughout the world.
And it has endured with only minor improvements ever
since.
It seems remarkable that not a single individual, in
the previous eight thousand years of beekeeping history, hit upon this idea. It looks obvious in retrospect,
but then so do a lot of revolutionary ideas.
This set of prose reminded me how humans can become trapped
and arrested by tradition. For generation after generation, they
repeat received technical methods without questioning if they are
optimum, or may be improved. The issue is considered to be settled, and therefore not to be re-examined.
This in turn made me think of centimeters. When I was first introduced to millimeters and centimeters in college, it was expected
that one be proficient in both. Multiple choice exam questions
preyed on those who might confuse the two units. This seemed
most prevalent in chemistry and physics classes, but vanished in
my engineering classes. Oddly, I never realized this absence until
years later, and after some reflection.
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At that time, the Engineering Department was teaching the use
of “scientific calculators.” The HP calculators used Reverse Polish
Notation (RPN). I purchased a Hewlett Packard 29C calculator.
When I read the manual, I discovered it had three display settings.
One was called fixed, which was just numbers with a fixed number
of places beyond the decimal point. The second I expected, it
displayed scientific notation. I expected this would be the setting
I would use for the next few years of school. The third option came
as a surprise, it said “Engineering Notation.” “Well,” I thought,
“I’m going to be an engineer, let’s see how this setting works.”
What I discovered, was that the engineering display setting output
numbers in groups of three orders of magnitude.

Figure 1.9: Table of Engineering Notation (to 12)

What this means in practice is that if I was computing a capacitor or inductor value for instance, the output would match
commonly used prefixes on electronic parts. When I computed inductance, it would adjust the output to be a whole number raised
to ten to the minus ninth, which would be nanohenries or nH.
Capacitance would appear as picofarads (pF), nanofarads (nF),
microfarads (µF), and track all the standard component value designations. I thought it was beautiful.
There was one odd sticking point, when metric distances were
displayed, the unit grouping would be Kilometers, meters, millimeters, micrometers, nanometers, picometers and so on. All were a
difference of 1000, which meant there was no automatic output for
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centimeters. If one wanted a centimeter, then the decimal point
would need to be moved appropriately. This absence of the centimeter did not produce any epiphany, and for many, many years
after that, I continued to embrace the idea of centimeters.
About four years ago, I decided to purge all Olde English units
from my engineering work. I obtained a wooden meter stick from
Canada with centimeter markings. It had alternating colors for
each decimeter. Compared with the imperial rulers I’d used, the
meter stick seemed much, much, simpler, and I was poised to
embrace it.
I have a fortnightly breakfast with my good friend Sven, and on
one occasion mentioned my new centimeter meter stick purchase.
Sven gingerly tried to assert that perhaps there were some metric
units that should not be used, or at least de-emphasized as much
as possible. Centimeters was first among them in his view. I
blanched at the notion. Centimeters were the first metric unit to
which I had been introduced during my university study. Clearly
my friend was being “too hard” on centimeters, they must be
useful, because everyone used them. The notion of eliminating
centimeters appeared to be an absurd idea—when I first heard
it—but my viewpoint would begin to change as I began to think
more about it—and use metric units in my work.
I spoke with my friend Thern, who is a mechanical engineer,
and mentioned the centimeter discussion I had with Sven. Thern
had a quiet measured reply, in the form of a question: “Have you
ever seen an engineering drawing in centimeters?” I realized I had
not—and I had seen a considerable number of metric Engineering
Drawings. This metric intervention by my friends began to initiate
questioning within my mind about the utility of centimeters, but
I still thought that they were necessary units. They’re part of
SI—right?
I had begun using a small milling machine to create printed
circuit boards. The work was all done in millimeters, and I dutifully used my centimeter ruler to check dimensions. One day
an Australian friend’s gift of a 300 mm and 600 mm set of steel
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rules arrived. It was then that I realized how much conversion I
was doing in my head from millimeters to centimeters. It was as
if a decades long fog had been lifted, and I could finally see very
clearly. I began to obtain all millimeter based tools, and purged
the centimeter ones from my tool chest.
I started to wonder just why centimeters had been introduced
in the first place. I then began to suspect centimeters had been
introduced so there would be a unit which was similar to an inch in
magnitude, and that a 100 part division had worked so well with
decimal money—people would quickly catch on to the centimeter.
Just as 100 cents equal one dollar, so 100 centimeters would equal
one meter. The public would accept and embrace metric with
more ease if they could relate to the divisions of a dollar.
The centimeter has been around for 200 years, so I expected it
was obviously an important choice for a measurement unit. This
belief faded quickly when put into practice, and like the bee keepers who were exposed to Langstroth’s innovation after 8000 years
of clay beehives, I soon began to question the utility or desirability
of the centimeter. When I next met with Sven for breakfast, I had
become a fire-breathing opponent of centimeters, which caught my
friend by surprise. Only a short time before, I had been arguing
centimeters were not a big deal. A lot had happened since I last
spoke with him.
One of the first metric tools I purchased years ago was a dial
calipers. Whenever I used it, I seemed to have a terrible time
reading it without difficulty. One day while measuring a device for
analysis, I continued to stumble making measurements. I thought
to myself that I had owned this tool for a long time and perhaps
I might consider purchasing a new one. It was at that point I
realized how odd perception is. I had been using this set of metric
calipers for almost seven or eight years. It was only now that I
realized the dial was in millimeters, and the slide was in centimeters. To my astonishment, my mind had been looking at the lower
slide, realizing it was centimeters, then automatically converting
to millimeters, and then adding that value to that on the dial. I
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Figure 1.10: Caliper with mm and cm (top) Caliper with mm only (Bottom)
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was doing this without a conscious realization of performing the
centimeter to millimeter conversion. I only perceived my calipers
“were hard to read accurately.” I found and purchased a metric
only set of calipers with millimeters on both the dial and the slide.
I was amazed how much easier they were to read (Figure 1.10).
I had now started to become radically antagonistic to centimeters, and of the opinion they were archaic, and should be dropped
from general use. It would be later that I would listen to the
late Pat Naughtin’s video and audio lectures which describe how
industries that embraced millimeters converted quickly from imperial to metric, and those that chose centimeters so far had not,
even after many decades had passed. Pat found this to be a surprising, and somewhat counter-intuitive result. He has written
essays about why he thinks this centimeter-millimeter difference
occurs. My personal experience combined with Pat Naughtin’s
work, convinced me centimeters should be eliminated.
The most enlightening moment in Pat Naughtin’s lectures for
me, was when he related that centimeters had been completely
banned from use in Australian building construction. All the
blueprint dimensions are in millimeters. Centimeters are never
to be used in a calculation, never written down or used in any
way—period. The choice of millimeters allowed for the use of integer only numbers—simple numbers as Pat would call them.. No
decimal point would ever be needed. This choice reduced errors
in cutting and measuring so much, that compared with imperial,
10-15% is saved on construction costs. They have saved this ever
since their metric conversion in the 1970s. The American guide
to metric construction (yes–there is one) also bans centimeters. It
only took Australia about one year to convert their entire construction industry to metric using millimeters.
This example (Australian construction) and others made me
realize that the viewpoint that big numbers were somehow unwieldy and awkward to use, was simply folklore. It is a myth
which has been passed down from generation to generation. I suspect this is a psychological holdover from using Roman Numerals.
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The full power of Arabic (Indian) numerals has not been realized
out of an irrational concern about “large numbers” somehow being incomprehensible. In practice, these large numbers are most
accessible to the least numerate on a project. This is completely
opposite of what generations of mathematical folklore claims.
This was a real metric epiphany for me. I realized that for
John and Jane Q. Public, it was possible to implement the metric
system in the US, in a manner that almost completely eliminates
the need for decimal points. In everyday life one could generally
use milliliters (mL), millimeters (mm) and grams (g) almost exclusively. No decimal points needed. The wisdom Pat Naughtin
delivered in his lectures and writings has been distilled down to
an informal set of rules called Naughtin’s Laws.
Engineering notation eliminates the prefix cluster around unity
found in the current embodiment of SI. The prefix cluster around
unity is deci, centi, deka, and hecto. The existence of these vestigial prefixes decreases the utility and ease of use of the metric
system.
For cooking, one can use milliters, millimeters and grams—
period. 1250 grams—no problem—big numbers won’t hurt you—
embrace them. In other parts of daily life, Kilometers, Kilograms
and Liters would work just fine for Jane and John Q. Public. They
might run into milligrams now and then in medicine, but this is a
compact set of units compared with the almost endless number of
units in Imperial. Engineers and Scientists would be the only ones
that would need to know what most of the other prefixes mean
off the top of their heads. There is one odd-man-out: Celsius. I
discuss this in my essay Making The Milligrade. With a change
to milligrade, almost all everyday work could be done without the
need for decimal points. The advantages would be enormous.
From my research, it appears that the way to introduce the
metric system in the US, so that its adoption is the most difficult
for the public, and thus delay its implementation for decades, even
with mandatory legislation, is to: 1) Use centimeters 2) Use dual
scales 3) Use the prefix cluster around unity. Current dual-scale
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rulers sold in the US have centimeter-millimeter scales. In my
viewpoint this obscures the utility of metric, and has made metric
look like just another kind of inch.
Much like the wholesale abandonment of mud/clay bee hives
for Langstrom’s type, I’m convinced that the time of the centimeter has long passed, if it was ever appropriate. We should expunge
it from SI, and use only millimeters, and prefixes separated by
1000. If this version of the metric system were implemented in the
US, its great utility and efficiency might almost make-up for the
years of cost savings lost, by not introducing metric into the US
by law. This will be true only if we don’t continue to dawdle and
ignore the problem.
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Isaac Asimov – Technophobe?

I’ve read a lot of comments below articles about US metric conversion. Persons from outside the US often post a variant of this
question: “Why on earth won’t Americans switch to the metric
system?—it’s so much easier—why do you resist—what’s wrong
with you?” It is an exasperated plea of confusion, which sometimes morphs into a visceral anger almost equal to that displayed
by Americans confronted with the possibility of an actual metric
conversion. I’ve been on the receiving end of this primal anger in
response to the suggestion we change to metric. It is not pretty.
It appears that Isaac Asimov (1920-1992) has described the
roots of this reaction in a cogent manner in his essay “Technophobia.” The Good Doctor had used a typewriter for almost 40
years. His fellow writers had purchased and begun using word
processors (i.e. computers) for their compositions. Isaac heard all
the praise for the new device from other writers, but stubbornly
refused to investigate these devices. “I preferred to pretend they
did not exist and typed away stubbornly.”
His editor asked Dr. Asimov to write about his experiences
of changing from a typewriter to a word processor. Isaac had to
admit that he did not own one. The editor saw this as a great
opportunity. He purchased a word processor, and had it delivered
to Isaac. The Word Processor would be set-up, and Asimov would
write about his transition to the new technology.
The man who taught me how chemical catalysts work, what
Olber’s Paradox means, what a factorial is, what relativity theory
means, and countless other scientific concepts, was paralyzed with
fear—by a word processor? How could this be? Technical support
people spent hours with Asimov, who admits he wanted to quit
several times over. The Good Doctor eventually did learn how
to use the word processor, and was pleased how it improved his
writing experience. “But why I ask myself, was I so resistant
to something that was sure to help me (and does) and that did
not even cost me anything to begin with?” There had been many
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changes in typewriters over the years, but none of these caused
him any monumental angst. He also realized upon reflection that:
Human beings learn how to handle numerous complicated devices in their lifetimes. The learning is not
always easy, but once the complications are learned
— if they are learned properly — it all becomes automatic. The thought of abandoning it and learning
something else, of going through the process again, is
terribly frightening.
For instance, the system of common measures in
the United States—inches, feet, yards, miles, or ounces
and pounds, or pints, quarts and gallons—is an incredibly complicated and nonsensical farrago of units. The
rest of the civilized world uses the metric system, which
in comparison is simplicity itself. Using the metric
system would save us endless hours of educating our
youngsters and be beneficial to our entire industrial
infrastructure. . .
And yet there is no question that the American
public fears the metric system and, if it has its will,
it would cling to the present system forever. Nor is
it because the public uses the common units with any
great skill. Very few Americans are completely at ease
with them, and know, offhand, how many pecks there
are in a bushel, or how many square feet in an acre,
or, for that matter how many inches are in a mile. Yet
we won’t change it for a system any child can learn in
a day and remember for a lifetime. We invent reasons
for resisting the change, but the real reason is that we
dread the process of re-learning.
It is my feeling that re-education must be recognized for the highly difficult and (even more so) embarrassing process it is.
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So why would it be embarrassing? Isaac offers no explanation.
From my viewpoint, I suspect it is because we feel we are reduced
to an almost pre-educated state, like a small child. Do you remember when you were so young that you had to ask one of your
parents what time it was?—because you could not read a clock. It
made you feel powerless. If you were informed, as an adult, that
new clocks were to be introduced everywhere, in place of the old,
and that you had no idea how to read them, your response could
easily be fear of returning to that helpless juvenile state. The reaction would probably be emotional and not intellectual. One of
the first skills one learns as a child is measurement. It is understandable that the suggestion of learning a new system would be
met with every intellectual excuse in your arsenal—as to why you
should not.
The metric system is easier, but without learning and using
it exclusively for a period of time, you have only your current
experience with which to judge its utility. The 95% of the world
that uses the metric system sees the situation from the other end of
the telescope. They gesticulate with exasperation that Americans
don’t see the irrational complication of the imperial grab-bag of
units and methods.
I can only think of one way an American might be able to
see through the other end of the metric telescope—and see how
the rest of the world views us. That is by using money as an
example. We early on embraced the “metric system of money”
called decimal currency.† The United States was the first. We
take for granted there are 100 cents in a dollar. Do we use any
other units?—of course not, no matter what the amount of money
involved. Suppose we have say $3,466.56 in a bank account, we see
dollars and cents, and nothing else. Have you ever stopped and
said to yourself, “that’s just not enough denominations to describe
money, I need more!—I feel constrained!” Never.
Suppose next you wanted to make money by importing items
†

Counting is different than measuring, but this is a good analogy in my
view.
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from Great Britain, and they had stubbornly never embraced decimal “metric” currency. You would have to figure out the price of
the item and then convert it to dollars. First you would have to
understand that the basic unit of money was the pound, which is
20 shillings. Each shilling is 12 pence. Each penny could be divided into two half pennies, or four farthings. Now two half pence
equal a penny, and six pence equal a “tanner,” 2 shillings and 6
pence equal one half crown. A crown is 5 shillings of course.
Now that you have mastered the values of money below 1 pound, you are ready
to learn that 1 guinea is one
pound and one shilling or 21
shillings. So 1/3 of a guinea
is seven shillings. Believe it
Figure 1.11: Farthing and Half or not, there are more values
of British currency you could
Penny
learn. But I think I’ve made
my point.
It is easy to see how an American, looking at this situation, and
wanting to do trade with a British business, would feel the urge to
demand to know why on earth the British don’t use “metric” currency. It’s so much easier. An American could well react exactly
the way 95% of the world population does when confronted with
gallons, pints, quarts, ounces (mass) and ounces (fluid), inches,
feet, miles, chains (yes we use chains to build roads), grains, and
other assorted, and un-needed measurement units. The exasperation an American could feel, at the British refusal to adopt the
obvious improvement of decimal currency, could easily cause them
blow their top and ask: “What’s wrong with you British!—Why
won’t you change!—are you fools!”
The rest of the world learned the simple metric system as children, and react with shock and horror at the complicated way we
choose to measure our world in the United States. It makes no
sense to them, and it shouldn’t make sense to us either.
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US Electronics: A Metric Peg in an Imperial Hole

The Metric Maven has read countless articles about the decline of
American electronics manufacturing. Pundit after Pundit who almost certainly have no idea which
end of a soldering iron to pickup, feign deep knowledge of what
makes us “uncompetitive.” There
is always a laundry list of problems
which are trotted out by these professional opinion manufacturers. The one item which is never on
their list, is the lack of the metric system in the US. This omission
is proof by proxy they are armchair commentators who know a
thousand ways to make love to a woman, but have never had a
girlfriend.
Central to the miniaturization of electronics in the 21st century
is the surface mount device (SMD). They are packed into smaller
and smaller sized printed circuit boards. This makes “smart”
phones, and other devices smaller, and much easier to lose—I mean
use. The world standards groups met long ago and defined SMDs
in terms of metric. Industry PCB consultant Tom Hasherr sees it
this way:
The United States is now the only industrialized
country in the world that does not use the metric system as its predominant system of measurement.
All the World Standard Groups involved in the
electronics industry (IPC, IEC, NIST, JEDEC, EIA &
JEITA) have made the transition to the metric measurement system. They formed an alliance to stop using English units and all the data they publish is in
metric units.
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Buried within these diplomatic statements is a larger
story of America looking down,
taking direct aim, and shooting
itself in the foot—with inches.
The story goes like this:
Once upon a time in the 1980s
the world standards organizations banded together and produced worldwide metric stanFigure 1.12: SMD Capacitor
dards. The Electronics Industries Alliance (EIA) in the US was given the responsibility to articulate the size of surface mount devices. The world had created
all the standards in metric, and the EIA was to publish the new
dimensions for all to use. A book was printed with all the component names, dimensions and other pertinent engineering data. It
was then released to US manufacturers for implementation.
American component manufacturers refused to make components to metric dimensions. The PCB assembly and etching houses
rejected metric dimensioned drawings, and spurned any thought
of using them. They repeatedly demanded the EIA publish a version of the standard with Imperial (Olde English) units. The EIA
finally did this, and unilaterally changed the names of the components.
The metric SMD components were now renamed using inches.
Originally, the first two numbers of the chip component names
are the SMD length in mm, and the second two, are the width
in mm. There is an assumed decimal point between each set of
paired numbers. For example 3216 is 3.2 mm x 1.6 mm. Figure
1.13 has a short list of the original metric and the Olde English
renaming.
The metric 3216 is renamed 1206 which is 0.12” x 0.06” with
an assumed decimal point at the front, and whatever conversion
factor error is introduced. We see that this US “improvement”
introduced the same numerical designation for different sized elecFor Non-Commercial Use Only
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tronic SMD components. After this re-naming, should you be
interested in an 0402 or 0603 device, one now has the opportunity
for a metric/imperial nomenclature mistake, which could precipitate lost time and money.
When the world standards
committees discovered what the
EIA had done, they released an
order for the EIA to cease publication of this non-metric document. The EIA was reminded
they were in violation of the international agreement they signed
with all the world standards bodies
Figure 1.13: Surface Mount Deagreeing NEVER to publish ANY
vice (SMD) Metric & Inch Sizes
standards using Imperial (English)
units. In 1991, the EIA stopped
publishing the feral document, and it is my understanding, that
because of this, there is no longer any official standard followed in
the US.
The US component manufacturers and PCB etching houses returned to the days of the perch, furlong, and barleycorn. With no
standard to follow, SMD manufacturers began to game the situation. There were no longer standards for capacitors or inductors,
or common three leg transistors known as SOT23. So 20 different
sizes of these small outline transistors (SOT23) appeared. Chaos
ensued. Rather than impose order by standards regulation, or
metric adoption, the US industry just tried to figure out a way to
name the multitude of these ad hoc non-interchangable “standard”
parts.
The rest of the world embraced metric measurements and metric standard electronic parts. If you are in Germany and order
parts from Japan, or Korea, or Timbuktu, you know they will fit
on your printed circuit board. These are all metric countries. You
have no guarantee if you order American electronic surface mount
parts, that they will fit. If you were a German, would you take
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the chance?
The situation is actually far worse than I have explained thus
far. In the United States, our PCB software puts down grids in
mils (a feral unit of the inch) or in inches. The world standard
for parts is metric. The standard grid size for which these parts
are designed is 0.05mm, so there is no reason to expect the metric
parts to fit nicely on an inch based software grid. They are two
different measurement units! The software used to connect up
parts makes many mistakes in a mixed imperial/metric environment. We often have to fix these “by hand.” There is no guarantee
of compliance to layout standards when metric and imperial are
mixed. Metaphorically, we are trying to fit square pegs into a set
of round holes. Metric parts on a metric grid are interconnected
by software to international standards.
Over the last decade, I’ve watched as one small US based
printed circuit board house after another have gone out of business.
The company where I last had full-time employment, picked up
and moved to China. How much of this PCB work might have remained in the US if we had embraced the metric system years ago?
It’s hard to say, but it should be clear that metric conversion is of
paramount importance—period. Unfortunately, the idea of industrial policy disappeared as a government concept in 1980, along
with metric conversion, and has not been contemplated since.
When construction, medical, electronics, and other industries
are all taken together, one has to wonder just how much it has
cost us not to have mandated the metric system in the United
States. There were legislative efforts to make metric the official
measurement system of the US in 1866, 1902, 1921, and 1975, and
they were all either rejected by Congress, or were voluntary, and
therefore impotent. We may never know how much it has cost the
country, because the US may never become metric.
The technically ignorant pundits who populate our media space,
will continue to point to reasons that are divorced from any understanding of Engineering, technology, manufacturing, or the metric
system as a problem with US manufacturing “competitiveness,”
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and the rest of the world will continue to reap the benefits of their
choice to become metric—decades ago.
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1.8

The Cuprous Proxy

Many moons ago my father decided to construct a lehr, so he
could print and decorate glassware as a part of his printing business. A lehr is like a kiln, only
it is designed for continuous use.
One screenprints a decoration on
a glass, which contains ceramic
particles and oil. The screenprinted glass is then placed on a chain conveyor. The glassware
goes through warm-up, firing, and cooldown zones inside the lehr.
The ceramic printed image would fuse to the softened surface of
the glass, and become semi-permanent from this process. This lehr
was unique, because unlike most designs, it used electricity instead
of natural gas. I recall many anecdotes about the design and development of the lehr. The one which is germane to this essay
involves the firing of a considerable number of stemmed glasses.
The glasses were placed at the entrance of the lehr, but as they
emerged from the far end, to my father’s horror, the stems had all
softened and the glasses came out looking like tulips which rather
than seeking the sun, sought the ground.
The possible financial loss weighed on my father. He could
not think of any way to fix the situation, so he stopped for a
glass of ethyl alcohol at the local pub to give the disaster some
thought. My father knew the pub owner, to whom he related his
problem. The owner knew exactly what to do. He told my father
to bring in the glasses, and they would put them up on a shelf
and sell them. My father exclaimed “but who would buy them?”
The owner replied “drunk people will buy anything.” Sure enough
they did, to the eternal gratitude of my father.
I thought of this story when reading through the monograph
Metrication in Australia by Kevin Wilks. Wilks has summaries
of how metrication was used as a unique opportunity to reform
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many trades, that had entrenched, long time traditional practices,
that were clearly in need of change. He has a short note on Flat
Glass: “Some rationalization of glass thicknesses was achieved and
the opportunity was taken to eliminate mass per unit area as a
measure of glass thickness.” In other words, before metrication,
glass was sold not by thickness, but by perhaps ounces/square foot,
or ounces per square yard. Of course people would want to know
the thickness for some applications, but it would not be sold that
way, they would only guarantee the weight, and not the thickness.
In other words, ounces per square foot was a proxy “unit” for the
thickness. One guesses that controlling the weight of the glass is
easier than controlling the thickness?—during production?
One would think that in our enlightened age, proxy units like
this would be a thing of the past in the United States. Well,
not so for electronics and specifically not so for RF (Radio Frequency)/Microwave printed circuit boards. When I was in Engineering School we were presented with equations to calculate the
important design values for RF circuits. One common parameter
is called characteristic impedance. The design equations require
one to know the thickness value of the copper on a printed circuit
board. When I took my first Engineering position in industry, I
asked how thick the copper was on some RF PCB material we had
in stock. The surprising answer came back that “it’s half-ounce
copper.” My mind contorted. “But how thick is it?” None of the
young engineers around me had a clue. Fortunately a classic engineering textbook on microstrip antennas has a table in the back
to which I could refer:
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The textbook explained that “The cladding material usually
is designated in terms of weight per square yard.” By cladding
they mean the copper foil. In those days (and now) in Aerospace,
the thickness is expressed in a feral unit called a mil. This is
1/1000 of an inch in the US (in the UK it’s a slang term for a
millimeter). The copper thicknesses were called out as 1/2 ounce
with 0.7 mil thickness, 1 ounce has 1.4 mil thickness and so on. No
metric was to be used in Aerospace—except when safely tucked
away from view inside of computer programs. I asked my fellow
engineers why the copper designation was in ounces/square yard.
No one knew for certain, but it was speculated that weighing the
finished product before and after cladding was easier than using a
microscope, or micrometer to determine the final thickness.
An author, with whom I’m acquainted, produced a textbook
in 2004 about microstrip antennas. It has the same table with
the same information. The foil weight is asserted to be in ounces
per square yard. The table is in a format which is perhaps more
readable:

A second edition of the textbook was published in 2009. It has
essentially the same table as shown above. By now I’m sure many
readers are waving their arms in the air and saying “Look at the
crazy number of decimal places on the metric thicknesses!” and
he did not use micrometers to produce more easily comparable
values.
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The author has contemplated a third edition of his textbook,
but (possibly through my influence) has become a metric advocate, and is now aware of Naughtin’s Laws. He decided to go back
and start from first principles for the next edition. It makes very
little sense to talk about grams/square yard as shown in parenthesis in the table. This is serious PigFish.‡ The author started with
the density of copper, ran through the calculation from first principles, and obtained a number for grams per square meter. There
was just one problem, the numbers computed were not even close
to those for grams per square yard found in the table in of the
earlier textbook. The value of grams/square yard and grams per
square meter simply did not correlate at all. The calculations were
checked over and over. There seemed to be no error. Then while
researching the problem, he ran into this statement in a fairly
obscure textbook:
Very thin copper foils, e.g., 1/8 oz/ft2 weight at 4µm thickness,

The 1/8 oz copper was divided by a square foot?!—and not a
square yard? When the calculations were repeated using a square
foot, and not a square yard, they came out exactly perfect. That
is they matched the values found in the original textbook table.
But what about how to designate the metric version of the
mass/unit area for copper foil? Should it be re-done in all metric?
Should it be left in grams per square foot? He decided to go all
metric. The author converted from Ye Olde English to metric,
and rounded the values so metric becomes rational. The metric
copper foil information for the new edition of his textbook is in
Figure 1.14.
One can see the table is now all metric and Naughtin’s Laws
have been applied—mostly.
The US information in Olde English is provided as the second
table, Figure 1.15.
One lesson that emerges is the negative affect of “Engineer‡

Pigfish is when Olde English units and metric units are mixed and concatenated together.
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Figure 1.14

Figure 1.15

ing Folklore.” One textbook after another can copy the same incorrect information. One of the reasons this was not discovered
sooner, is that the value of interest, the copper thickness, was
tied to a proxy unit (ounces) which, was never examined or directly used in engineering computations. The proxy started out
as ounces/square foot, but was reduced to ounces with the area
value suppressed. People could then make the incorrect assumption that it was ounces per square yard and publish. No error
would be noticed as the area value was suppressed. The word
ounce is as decanted of meaning as the word gauge. If the manufacturer publishes a proxy value (i.e. ounces) on a data sheet, and
the thickness is correct when the table is consulted, no one realizes
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that an error has occurred in the descriptive text. The odd way
copper is designated on PCBs is not the only problem created by
non-metrication, I’ve discussed the problems with electronic parts
in an earlier essay.
The implementation of metrication in the US would allow for
a complete review of technical practices throughout the economy,
government, and our lives, with everlasting benefits to us all. We
would have an opportunity to invest some time and money to save
time and money indefinitely into the future. If only government
would exercise its constitutional right to “fix the weights and measures” rather than ignoring it as they have for at least 230 years,
we could all benefit.
Australians no longer have to purchase glass in ounces per
square yard or foot, they now purchase it in thickness. I would like
the opportunity to purchase RF/Microwave PCBs with a defined
copper thickness in micrometers, or have a rational metric proxy
if industry sees fit to remain with its current questionable proxy
practices.
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1.9

The Chain Gang

When I was taking a machine shop
class, I was the lone metric advocate. There were in fact rounds of
boos when I first brought the subject
up. One of the instructors decided
to plumb the depths of my ignorance
with this question: “What units are
used to construct roads in the US?”
To his surprise I replied: “chains, and that makes sense how?”
Originally sections of a chain were used to measure land. Later
the length of these chains were decimalized. A chain has a length
of 100 feet (US Survey Feet) with each link in the chain equal to
one foot. Each foot is then divided into ten parts. This is called an
Engineer’s Chain or Ramsden’s Chain. But, most of the country
was surveyed with Gunter’s Chain. According to Wikipedia:
The chain is divided into 100 links, marked off into
groups of 10 by brass rings which simplify intermediate
measurement. Each link is 7.92 inches long, with 10
links making slightly less than 6 feet 8 inches. The full
length of the chain is 66 feet.
Gunter’s chain reconciled two seemingly incompatible systems: the traditional English land measurements, based on the number 4, and the newly introduced system of decimals based on the number 10.
Since an acre measured 10 square chains in Gunter’s
system, the entire process of land measurement could
be computed in decimalized chains and links, and then
converted to acres by dividing the results by 10.
Got that? Well, I don’t, so I decided to call someone who does
this for a living. I spoke with a Colorado Surveyor who works
on public roads. Modern chains are not made of chain, but are
now steel tape measures. When a measurement is under 100 feet,
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its accuracy is generally best determined with a chain tape. For
measurements over 100 feet, Surveyors use an Electronic Distance
Meter (EDM). Beyond about 1/2 mile they switch to GPS.

Figure 1.16: Surveying Chain Tape

The Surveyor indicated that because GPS is a meter based
system, the Surveyors measure out all the distances in meters,
but then immediately convert them to survey feet. If there is data
that is not immediately converted, this is the first step done when
it is imported into a Computer Aided Design (CAD) system. The
design is then done all in feet.
As we talked, the Surveyor interjected: “I would much rather
do everything in metric, and in the 1990s it looked like that would
happen.” He explained that the US DOT had mandated the use
of metric in the late 1990s. Colorado created and printed up
specification books in metric and had them printed—at no small
cost. The surveyors began to measure and build in metric. Metric
was then met with “resistance” whose origin he could not specify.
There were complaints about “machines” all being in inches, and
horrible calibration problems. This sounds like the “any excuse
we can think of not to change, no matter how ridiculous” method
of stopping metrication. The Feds reversed themselves and said
go ahead and go back to the way you were doing it—we’re still
not ready for metric. Now well into the second decade of the 21st
Century, we are back to using decimal feet to measure our public
construction. The same way we did it in the 19th Century.
Then I was surprised by this revelation: The road people have
one heck of a time dealing with the bridge designers. This is
because, instead of using decimal feet, bridges are designed in
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feet and inches. One can imagine plenty of room for error and
confusion with this situation. Of course if it was all in metric—no
such problems would exist.
Architectural firms in the US use feet and inches, yet around
the world construction is done in metric. There is no study, of
which I’m aware, that investigates how much international construction work may be lost by US firms, because other countries
don’t want designs bid with imperial units. A UK Metric Views
Contributor John Frewen-Lord asserted that there may be a metric reason that US firms are buying up established UK civil and
structural engineering consultants:
Although many projects are designed by nominally
US companies, most work is done by a local office using local people familiar with SI. In my experience as a
quantity surveyor working internationally, the US offices of these companies are woefully unfamiliar with
SI. I remember when I was once in Chicago, in SOM’s
(Skidmore Owings Merrill) offices, looking over a project
to be built in the Middle East. It had obviously been
conceptually designed in SOM’s Chicago offices in USC,
which they then ‘converted into SI – to about 10 decimal places! Ridiculous – not only dimensioning everything to an accuracy of micrometres, but the fact that
the resulting sizes and dimensions were wrong for metric products (everything from blocks to light fixtures).
SOM’s local office in Riyadh had to re-dimension the
building.
Our lack of a coherent measurement system has long ago become an economic ball and chain which impedes US industry and
commerce. It is long past time for the United States to reform
our weights and measurements, switch to metric, and coordinate
their usage across all government agencies, and mandate metric
for the nation as a whole. We just can’t afford to continue doing
otherwise.
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American Software vs. Metric

During the 2008 Bejing Olympics, the United States Olympic
Committee (USOC) sent measuring cups and spoons to China.
This was done because the Chinese could cook recipes from anywhere else in the world, but not those from the US. The non-metric
units of the US were a complete bafflement to the hosts, and when
the Olympics were over, they just threw the cups and teaspoons
away seeing them as useless.
I began cooking with metric about three years ago. It took me
a while to understand that I needed a scale with a digital readout
in grams. I realized that metric recipes generally use mass instead
of volume for dry ingredients. The best chefs do this also. The
surprising part was that because of the fact that 50 milliliters of
water weights 50 grams, I could actually estimate using the mass
of many liquids. After I became used to using the digital scale and
its tare function, I found cooking in metric vastly easier, quicker,
and more enjoyable than it had been in Olde English.

Figure 1.17: Don Bancroft’s recipe converted to metric by a computer
program.
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My father has been interested in cooking his entire life. He
uses a software package to index his recipes. During a recent visit
to his home, my father marinaded steaks, and served them for
supper. I had not tasted steaks made this way since I was a boy,
and later asked for the marinade recipe by email. He sent me the
recipe in Imperial units as I would expect, and then said he had
included a metric version from the program, so I would not have
to convert it. Figure 1.17 has a reproduction of the metric recipe.
After I saw this I wrote my father an email, and asked if he
had created this metric recipe as a joke. No, he assured me, it’s
how it came out of the recipe program. I was just gobsmacked by
the use of fractional values of centiliters, deciliters and milliliters.
According to the metric recipe this would make one cup of marinade.
This strange metric usage made me think of a story told to me
by a deceased family friend, known as Skeez, about his experiences
in World War II. He talked about riding in troop trains across the
US when he was in the military. He gushed and gushed about
the great food the women would have prepared for them at each
rail stop. Word had “gotten around” that the food at all the
Utah stops was good—but don‘t drink the coffee. Mormons are
forbidden from drinking coffee, but when they were catering for
the government, and were required to brew it, the coffee was not
remotely as good as the food.
In fact, the coffee served by Mormons was so awful, that considerable speculation went into the method used to make it so
completely unpalatable. Some argued that they reheated the same
giant container of coffee over and over during the week, and just
added more as it decreased in volume. Others thought they just
re-used the coffee grounds, and added new when it didn’t look
black enough. For me “Mormons Making Coffee” was a metaphor
for people trying to implement something about which they had
only a very slight acquaintance or understanding, and no working
knowledge. Like an American presiding over a cricket match.
Whoever programmed the recipe software my father owned,
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had proved to me that he was like a “Mormon Making Coffee,” but
more specifically, he was an American Using Metric. There could
be no certainty how an American might imagine metric should be
used in cooking, and as we see, anything could happen. The two
hallmarks of the metric system which make it elegant for cooking,
is that it can be implemented to whole value (integer) numbers,
and only a simple set of prefixes need to be used. It was clear
that the confused, and nearly incomprehensible, American measurement vernacular had been imposed on the metric recipe. The
use of 1 1/8, 2 1/2, and 1 1/4 with metric values, was ultimate
proof. As the saying goes, there is no crying in baseball, and
no fractions in metric. Metric recipes generally use whole numbers, and milliliters—only—and certainly not fractions. Generally
spices are measured in volume as indicated, but not with fractional
numbers. The brown sugar would be measured in grams. Let’s
take this simple recipe, and write it as I would have expected to
see it.
Don’s Soy Sauce Marinade
125 mL LaChoy Soy Sauce
125 mL Orange Juice
30 mL Lemon Juice
12 grams (15 mL) Brown Sugar
30 mL Salad Oil
3 mL Pepper Sauce
1 Clove garlic, crushed
1.25 mL Black Pepper
Combine ingredients. Use to marinate beef, pork, or
chicken before grilling or broiling. I usually put it in
a Ziploc bag with the marinade for 2 to 4 hours before
grilling. . . for a little different flavor add 30 mL of Worcestershire sauce.
Yield 300 mL
This is the best I could do with this conversion. You will note
that other than the black pepper, I was able to use whole numbers
for the rest of the ingredients.
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This episode in my life illustrates something I did not appreciate until a few years ago. Although the metric system is much
simpler than the, bloated, and uncorrelated set of units used in the
US today, metric should still be even simpler. There are metric
prefixes that should be eliminated, which I call the prefix cluster
around unity. More formally it’s Naughtin’s 4th law. Some prefixes with units, like the centimeter, the centiliter, and deciliter
should be vanquished. The use of prefixes that are spaced by a
factor of 1000 seems to work very well, and is about as simple as it
gets for metric system implementation. In cooking, the milliliter is
probably all you need for volume, the gram for mass, and the millimeter for distances, and that’s it—done!—nothing else to learn!
With a metric recipe and proper instructions—perhaps even
Mormons could successfully make palatable coffee. But not if that
metric recipe was created by Imperial to metric conversion software, which had been written by American programmers. Without instruction in the metric system from childhood, and its mandatory and efficient adoption in the US, our software designers will
probably continue to use metric in an obtuse manner, and continue to create the illusion that the metric system is complicated,
when it’s a paragon of simplicity.
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Extreme Tradition in Measures

I have never been crazy about the Middle Ages or Medieval Times.
It makes me think of the black plague, trial by ordeal, unclean
water, the emptying of chamber pots from second floor windows,
and other unpleasantness that is best left in the past. Given the
choice, I will take modern medicine, law, and municipal water over
those offered before this century anytime. I would hope that most
US citizens would feel the same way. I find it interesting that
when it comes to weights and measures there is a disconnect. The
US clings to a system that is anachronistic in the extreme. How
anachronistic? I’m glad you asked.
For instance, we in the US use the Winchester Wine Gallon.
So why is it called Winchester? Well according to Page 30 of Evolution of Weights and Measures (EOWAM) by William Hallock
and Herbert Wade (1906):
With Winchester are associated the earliest AngloSaxon weights and measures, and their authority as
standards is said to date back to King Edgar (reigned
958-975), who decreed that “the measures of Winchester shall be the standard.”
We in the US also proudly use the Winchester bushel for our
dry goods. Despite the fact that we fought a Revolutionary War
with Great Britain, and without the French and General Lafayette
providing essential financial and military aide, we might never have
become a separate nation, we cling to the traditional measures
used by England—or do we?
On page 35 of EOWAM we read:
The Winchester corn gallon, as the measure is known,
was employed until it was supplanted in 1824 by the
imperial gallon, while its companion, the Winchester
bushel, which was similarly outlawed in 1824 in favor
of the imperial bushel in Great Britain, has survived
in the United States.
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•••
On the reorganization of the weights and measures
in 1824 the wine gallon was abolished, [in Great Britain]
but it was never supplanted in the United States and
remains as the legal gallon. The British imperial gallon, [was] legalized in 1824 . . .
And on page 36:
In fact, we find the Anglo-Saxon measures of length
perpetuated on the same basis as is given in the statute
of Edward II [in 1324], where there is a restatement
in statutory form of what has since become the wellknown rule that three barley-corns round and dry, make
an inch, twelve inches a foot, three feed a yard (ulna),
five and one half yards a perch, and forty perches in
length and four in breadth an acre.

Figure 1.18: US & UK Pre-metric Unit Comparison

The British even updated their definition of a yard in 1824,
by defining it in terms of a seconds pendulum. Despite President
Washington imploring Congress to legislate and create a rational
set of measures for the United States, there has been (as far as
traditional weights and measures goes) no legislation up to this
day. The US Metrologists were left without a rudder, which is why
many US measurement decisions, like the Mendenhall Order have
come from individuals who found they had no choice but to make
a decision so that commerce in the US could continue without
disruption. The only weights and measurements legislation ever
enacted, concerned appropriating a troy mass artifact from the UK
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for the coinage of our currency. This is not the common pound in
use by the US today. Otherwise congress has been silent.
Figure 1.18 is a table of three common contemporary US measures and the traditional ones used last by the UK before metric.
The US quart is derived from the gallon, as is the pint, as is
the fluid ounce. We can see that the current measures used in the
US, are not even those which were revised by the UK in the 19th
century. The table above illustrates just how neglected are the
weights and measures of the US. This magnitude of neglect gives
procrastination a bad name. By comparison, we are behind the
British measurement reforms of the 19th century by 9 centuries for
liquid and dry measure (as if we need both), but only 5 centuries
behind them in defining length. Ten penny nails sold in the US
are named from the price of 100 nails that were sold in the 15
century. So, is our set of weights and measures more traditionally
British, than the British use? It looks that way to me. How
on Earth can we call these units US Customary? They are as
traditional as British/Anglo-Saxon measures as one can get. The
are not even reformed British measures. They are fundamentalist
British measures. It’s as if a Renaissance Fair was tasked with
providing the US with its current weights and measures. I guess
it’s what makes America great—measures which are 11 centuries
old for volume and weight (no mass, or other important scientific
concepts back then)—and an inch from 7 centuries ago.
I’ve never liked the rubric “US Customary” for the current
anarchy of US units. It gives the completely non-systematic and
backward set of weights and measures a cache they do not deserve.
It is placing lipstick on a pig and calling her Monique. Considering that the units we use here in the US are actually English units
which are centuries old, anachronistic, and unused even by England after their 19th century reforms, I will from now on call them
US Olde English Units, or Ye Olde English Units. Alternatively
I may call them the US Anarchy of Units, as Sven does, which is
probably more descriptive.
The British realized they had not sufficiently defined the wine
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gallon in the 16th century and so defined it as 231 cubic inches.
Robert Zupko on page 48 of his book Revolution in Measurement
states:
In a special examination conducted by the Standards Department during 1931-32, the actual capacity
of this gallon was found to be 230.824 cubic inches, a
figure that would be found grossly inadequate by today’s standards, . . .
Is this what our country is? One that cannot even find the
where-with-all to abandon 10th and 14th century measurement
units that the British reformed in the 19th?—and who have since
changed to the metric system in the 20th? The British are at
least well over half-way to metric it appears. We’re still standing
still—solipsistically contemplating our traditional greatness—and
apparently proud to remain centuries behind the modern world.
Addendum:
In response to a comment on the Metric Maven website:
To elaborate on the antiquity of our measures, the reference
I quoted from: Evolution of Weights and Measures, from 1906,
states that King Edgar who reigned in the 10th century decreed
that “the measures of Winchester shall be the standard.” Queen
Anne is credited with requiring this wine gallon be used by statute
in 1707. It is also known as the Exchequer wine gallon. In 1850
the Universal Dictionary of Weights and Measures, Ancient and
Modern; Reduced to the Standards of The United States of America
by J.H. Alexander was published in Baltimore. Its entry on the
gallon is reproduced in Figure 1.19.
The Winchester Wine Gallon is shown as unity on
the right hand side. This indicates it is the standard for
the US. This Wine Gallon is traced back to the tenth
century—at least, as I indicated, and is the same as
the Queen Anne Wine Gallon.
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Figure 1.19: Winchester Wine Gallon

The same Universal Dictionary from 1850 also states our bushel
is the Winchester Bushel, Figure 1.20.

Figure 1.20: Winchester Bushel

Before there was a United States, there were British colonies.
The barleycorn inch was inherited from England, and when the
US won its independence, this did not change. George Washington implored Congress in his first State of The Union Address
on January 8, 1790 to address the weights and measures. They
did not. The barleycorn inch was there, and used by US citizens.
The barleycorn inch was introduced around 1066 AD. According
to Robert Zupko the author of Revolution in Measurement 1990
(page 62):
An act of 1620 was the first to describe the foot
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as the length of 12 inches, even though a statute in
1685 still continued to define the inch as the length
of 3 barleycorns set lengthwise. The sheer number [of
statutes] unfortunately produced a difficult situation.
The barleycorn is the basis of current US shoe sizes, which I
detail in my essay Brannock and Barleycorns.
One can quibble about the authority of references, but these
are primary sources from the 19th and early 20th Centuries. Even
NIST needs references. That we use very, very old measures, I
think should be clear, and is the point of the essay.
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Chapter 2
Rulers, Yardsticks and Metersticks

2.1

Stickin’ it to Yardsticks

One of my very first memories
of linear measurement, is of my
Grandfather’s upholstery shop.
He had built all of his wooden
workbenches himself, and embedded wooden yardsticks into them for a convenient measure.
Well, they looked like yardsticks, but were actually 54 inches. This
was the size of “standard” upholstery cloth he often used. There
were also yardsticks of 36 inches around for quick measurement.
They were ubiquitous in my youth. Why?—because almost every
business of one type or another gave them out as free advertising.
Below is one from many years ago as an example.
They seem as American as apple pie, but are actually a good
example of how much the way we measure is a throwback to the
18th century. Even then they knew better. I explained the problem to a woman one day during a trip, and half-way through my

Figure 2.1: American Yardstick
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Figure 2.2: Yardstick with scales labeled

explanation she spouted out “You make the way we measure sound
like it’s difficult!” I wasn’t sure if it was denial mixed with surprise,
and a hint of exasperation, or the shock of realization. She is no
average girl, she has worked on large engineering bids in Korea
and London. What’s wrong with our rulers? Let me begin at the
beginning. Figure 2.2 has part of a yardstick with typical divisions
labeled.
As every American knows from grade school instruction, a
yardstick is divided into one inch divisions, half-inch, quarter-inch,
and in the case of the yardstick shown, into eighth-inch divisions.
Apparently that was close enough for most people, I don’t recall
any complaints. The divisions are expressed as fractions, so if you
have 1 + 1/2 + 3/4 + 7/8 you cannot add them directly to get
25/8 total. You must find a common denominator for them.
Essentially you have a ruler with 4 scales on it. By a scale
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I mean graduations you can read and add together directly. For
instance if you measure a distance of 1 inch, and then measure 3
inches you can immediately add them together to make 4 inches.
This is true for each fraction also, so 5/8 + 7/8 = 12/8 (= 3/2).
To designate these scales on a yardstick, the line lengths are all
different. Their vertical length is proportional to their horizontal
linear graduation size, with 1, 2, 3 inches the longest and 1/8, 2/8,
3/8 the shortest vertical lines.
The Maven has one suggestion that would help make a yardstick much easier to use he-thinks. All of the fractional scales, (i.e
1, 1/2, 1/4 ..) are on top of one another, and share many equal
values. What I mean is 1 inch = 2/2 inch = 4/4 inch = 8/8 inch.
So lets just get rid of all the scales except for the integer inches
and the 1/8 inch graduations. The yardstick would now look like
this:

Figure 2.3: Yardstick altered so only eighths show
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Now we can measure as precisely as possible with the smallest
given graduation, that is, within 1/8 of an inch. The ruler does
not have finer graduations, so no matter what you measure, it will
be within about 1/8 of an inch. The great part is that now we can
add measured values directly. Say we measure 2 3/8 inches and
6 7/8 inches. We can add them easily to get 8 10/8 inches or 9
and 2/8 inches. Now you may want to change it to 9 1/4 inches,
but that value is no longer on our scale, so we would leave it in
eighths.
The closest we can measure with this ruler is 1/8 inch which
is 3.175 mm. If we go to 1/16 inch, that is 1.58 mm, so if we use a
millimeter graduated rule we will be just slightly better than 1/25
of an inch. We already start out measuring much more precisely
than a common yardstick, just by using millimeter graduations!
What most Americans think of as a metric ruler is shown in
Figure 2.4 below. I like showing it, because it’s from a thoughtless
anti-metric diatribe, written at the turn of the twentieth century,
which was presented before congress—and is wrong.

Figure 2.4: Centimeter-millimeter Ruler Mislabeld as a Millimeter Scale

It is designated to be a millimeter ruler according to the “distinguished” and “scholarly” author of The Metric Fallacy, but it
is not. It is a centimeter rule with millimeter graduations, what a
mess! You may be thinking, “but Maven, you already showed us
the same thing above is an improvement, isn’t it better to have
a version with centimeters and millimeters?” NO IT IS NOT.
Yes this is the type of ruler that is attached to lower edge of inch
rulers in the United States as an after-non-thought, and called a
metric ruler. It’s clear whoever decided this “design” is a proper
set of metric graduations has never actually used the metric sysFor Non-Commercial Use Only
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tem. Other English speaking fully metric nations, like Australia
and New Zealand, have learned to eschew centimeters on rulers.
Remember! The idea of metric is simplicity, full stop. Properly
implemented metric is not harder than the current measurements,
it’s much easier, as I will later show.
With this typical American style ruler we would have to measure say 2 cm 5 mm and 5 cm 7 mm to get 8 cm 2 mm. What we
have again is two scales, one centimeter and one millimeter. We
are forced to use two units, centimeters and millimeters, because
of the ruler’s design.This may seem comfortable to a culture which
measures people with values like five foot ten inches, but it is still
not optimum, and is cumbersome. I would bet that the yardsticks
given out in Monticello Iowa, in 1980, were centimeter-millimeter
ones. This would probably cause most people there to see no
advantage, and ignore the metric side. Here is the ad for yardsticks with metric graduations from the June 25, 1980 Monticello
Express:

We will now convert the centimeter/millimeter ruler from 1904,
with the magic of computer imaging software, to a true, single
scale, millimeter metric ruler shown in Figure 2.5:
Now this is a simple ruler anyone can use. If you measure
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Figure 2.5: Correctly designated millimeter ruler – Now just the spelling
needs to be Americanized

52 mm and 72 mm you can easily add them to get 124 mm. If
the free yardsticks offered to Iowans in 1980 had been marked
this way, some of the local residents might have immediately realized the advantages of using it. In my view, the mixed graduations of centimeters and millimeters on American rulers have held
back metrication considerably. Dual rules, millimeters and inches,
also are bad for metrication—but that’s another essay. Don’t use
centimeters!—ever! Here is an example of a section from a 300 mm
Australian ruler I use in my Engineering work:

Figure 2.6: Modern metric ruler from Australia

I tend not to need a ruler which is more than 600 mm long. It
is people in metric countries, who design with fabric, that use full
meter sticks with millimeter graduations—Like my grandfather’s
larger yard stick. In Figure 2.7 is a picture of a person using a
meter stick with mm graduations.
For the average person, there are only three distance measurement units that are important, millimeters, meters, and Kilometers, that’s it. The others, such as micrometers and nanometers,
are generally only used by technical professionals.
I spoke with my friend Thern, the Mechanical Engineer, about
all of this. He has experience building houses, and said “If we used
metric tape measures with only millimeters, people who have been
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Figure 2.7: Meter Stick with millimeter graduations

unable to accurately read inch measures for their entire careers,
would finally be able to do so accurately, and with way fewer errors
when building houses.”
In the Jan-Feb issue of Metric Today in 2005, the story of Professional Engineer Robert Bullard is detailed. He had the temerity
to design a house exclusively in metric—in Florida. He faced multiple layers of metric discrimination trying to get his drawings
approved by regulators. The attitude was “you don’t like it—
then sue us.” Bullard was inspired to go metric when he had his
first experience with a metric design. The construction design was
completed by a draftsman much faster than the US designs with
which he had exclusive experience. Overall the entire design was
about 20% more efficient
Quoting from the Metric Today article, we see Robert Bullard’s
builder, Blake Cougle agreeing with Thern about our current measurement system:
Cougle then turns his critical eye onto U.S. workers, who, he claims, even fail to show mastery of Amerc Randy Bancroft
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ican customary units of measurement. “[U.S. laborers]
can’t handle fractions of inches,” he said. “They might
use a ruler, but they often end up just counting courses
(concrete blocks). You’d be amazed.”
Actually, because I understand how baroque our rulers are in
the US, I’m not that amazed.
This is why Australia saves 10%-15% in material costs for
building construction every year compared with America. What
is a good use for all these old yard sticks? Perhaps they can be
broken up and used to fix tables with unequal legs. Some people already use them to make art. The time has long ago arrived
in America to drop by a lumber yard and expect them to hand
out wooden meter sticks for advertising—in metric only. Demand
millimeter metersticks not yardsticks.
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The American “Metric” Ruler

Early in my metric-only odyssey, I learned some metric lessons
the “hard way.” Because of my inexperience, I had a naı̈ve view of
metric implementation that caused me to be incautious. My better
half decided she would try using metric for some of her craft work.
She flipped her ruler over to its metric side and began using it. I
thought nothing of leaving her alone to work, after all metric is
simpler—right? Within a few minutes she was complaining that
the pattern she was working on was 1.5 mm long and she needed
it to be larger. I had seen the pattern and it was way larger than
1.5 mm. Incredulously, I walked into her study, looked at the
pattern, looked at the ruler, and realized it was more like 15 mm
in length. I inquired how on earth she measured 1.5 mm, she
quickly showed me the marking on the ruler, and I realized that
according to the ruler, she was indeed measuring 1.5 mm. Here is
the end of that ruler (Figure 2.8).
One notes that it is labeled
millimeters, and therefore one
would expect, that like inches,
each numbered mark, 1, 2, 3
and so on would be in millimeters! I looked at it in astonishment, and realized that anyone
not familiar with the metric
system could easily make this
Figure 2.8: Ruler which indicates mistake. I explained the situmm graduations — But cm are num- ation that the large marks are
bered
centimeters and the small divisions are millimeters. It was
my first realization that American “Metric” Rulers (AMR) actually had two units, and the imperial side only used inches. Until I
actually started using metric exclusively, I had never noticed this.
One of my biggest complaints is the common mixing of units in
imperial. For instance a person’s height might be 1 yard, 2 feet,
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10 inches and 1 barleycorn tall. Ok, we have simplified this to just
5’ 10 1/3” but that’s still two units—designated with quotation
marks. The use of multiple units is a clear violation of Naughtin’s Laws, and only serve to obfuscate the experience of a direct
cognitive understanding of magnitude.
I realized that the ruler
should say cm instead of mm.
This caused me to start looking at rulers offered in office
supply stores. It is there, one
can see that the metric side of
a dual-scale ruler gets little respect. For instance, I went to
an office supply store recently
Figure 2.9: Centimeter label with and purchased a green ruler,
cm designations
fabricated by a company which
boasts they have made rulers
since 1872 (Figure 2.9). You can see that the designation is cm
this time, but the origin of the scale is on the end which is rounded,
and used to hang the ruler on a wall. The inch side gets the square
end, which is psychologically more appealing. You don’t think this
is a big deal? When you pick up a slice of pizza, how often do you
begin eating the wide, crusted end?—rather than starting with the
point? Simple ergonomics matter.
But in reality, both millimeters and centimeters exist on this
ruler. To my surprise, the store brand rulers have both mm and
cm designated at the end (Figure 2.10). Someone actually thought
about this and marked both! Unfortunately, it now gives one
two possibilities for what the numerical marks might designate,
instead of resolving the situation. Assuming one knows which are
cm and mm, a person can, for example, measure something with
an American “Metric” Ruler, which is say 1.5 cm long. So how is
this done? One first looks at the 1 cm designation, then counts the
millimeters, and concatenates them with a decimal point to obtain
the answer. You are always holding the first digit in your mind, in
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this case 1, and then counting to the next digit, which is 5 and then
creating the answer of 1.5 cm. This is true even if you designate
the millimeter graduations as tenths of centimeters. When I first
received an Australian metric ruler, it had nothing but millimeters,
and my mind quickly responded to its ease of use. The Australian
who sent it to me said “I learned early on that centimeters cause
mistakes, and in my business this cost me money, and I stopped
using them.” He told me it took Australians a while to realize
this, but more and more, he was seeing centimeters, less and less.
In my engineering work, I
have never seen a metric drawing in centimeters. After I
had used a metric ruler marked
only in millimeters, I hoped I
would never encounter one. A
client, who is an imperial dieFigure 2.10: A ruler that acknowl- hard, informed me that there
edges both cm and mm units are on is no use using metric, you
it.
have to buy meat in pounds,
and lengths in yards, or feet or
inches in this country. I was told to “get real.” My reaction to
his statement was not what I expected, my mind wandered back
to my youth, when lumber yards, car dealers and others would
hand out free yardsticks on the Fourth of July, Labor Day and
on other important dates for advertising. I realized that I needed
to hand out mm only rulers to my clients, as I suspected many
of my clients, despite all being engineering firms, had never seen
such a thing as a mm ruler. I first tried to get wooden millimeter rulers from wooden yardstick suppliers. One of the vendors
informed me, in no uncertain terms, that this is America and we
use inches. Finally I came across a supplier who would make custom metal mm-only rulers for me. I decided to go with a 600 mm
long ruler to hand out to my clients and their Engineers. I reasoned 600 mm would be long enough to measure most common
designs found in my industry, which is microwave and antennas.
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The rulers are metric-only (no inches), have my company logo,
name and information, just like the old wooden ones, which are
now collected as antiques. The end of one of my mm-only metric
rulers is shown in the inset above.
When I handed out the
mm-only rulers, I was pleasantly surprised by the reactions.
One Engineer said
“Oh, thank heaven’s it’s 600
mm, that’s actually a useful
length.” Two others at another
company took the opportunity
to thank me for suggesting the
Figure 2.11: Custom metric ruler centimeter be eschewed, they
given to clients
really found it simplified matters. One older Engineer said
“It’s amazing, I’m starting to lose my feel for inches, and think in
millimeters now. This ruler is great.” I was floored. I was used
to a much more visceral and negative reaction, or one of dismissive semi-contempt. I later had lunch with two Engineers, one of
which has seemed to enjoy his attempts at devil’s advocate for
centimeters. He continued trying to needle me, and then quickly
moved the ruler I’d given him closer to his person, and said “Now
you aren’t thinking of taking this back—are you?” I replied “I
can see that a ruler like this desperately needs to be with someone
like you.” When I took a ruler to the Engineer who had told me
to “get real,” his countenance was that of a person who had asked
me to find a Unicorn, and I had obtained one, broke and saddled
it for his riding pleasure, then delivered it to his door.
This is the first time, that I felt I might have made a small
difference in American metrication, but why was this time different? My conclusion is the ubiquitous presence of American
“Metric” Rulers. They offer very little obvious advantage, and
probably are viewed as an equivalent to decimalized inches, or are
seen as even more complicated with their mixture of cm and mm
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scales. I’ve come to believe more and more that American “Metric” Rulers are a big obstacle to Americans adopting metric for
common everyday use. With millimeters, one almost never needs
a decimal point for common measurements, but this simplicity is
never experienced, or realized, because all that is around us are
American “Metric” Rulers. A small step which might help metrication in this country, would be to mandate that ruler manufacturers change the metric side of our dual-scale rulers to millimeter
only. It’s a minute change, but I think it might cause people to
view the metric system more favorably, and even possibly use that
side of the ruler more often. Dual scales (mm and inches) clearly
violate Naughtin’s Laws, and conspire to put off metric use, but
it would be some small victory toward mandatory metrication.
I have wondered many times since, that if, many years ago,
I had attended local Fairs in the Midwest, where the metric side
of the wooden yardsticks was in millimeters, if we might not be
much further down the path to metrication, and not continuing to
stand still as we have been for over 150 years.
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Building a Metric Shed

One evening over the phone, my friend Lapin told me that he
spent the weekend with another Engineer, Mr. Landi, building a
shed. Mr. Landi suggested they build it using metric, so it would
be more accurate. Apparently this exercise in construction went
down hill immediately. “We made all kinds of mistakes cutting
lengths.” Lapin said exasperated. I then asked a question which
took Lapin by surprise:
“Did you build it using centimeters or millimeters?”
“It makes a difference?” Lapin inquired with incredulity.
“Yes, you’re prone to make numerous errors when you use
centimeters. Millimeters eliminate a major source of those errors,
by eliminating the decimal point.”
I explained that in Australia, nothing but millimeters are used
for their building construction. The numbers are all simple integers, and no addition or subtraction with decimal points are
needed. The least numerate of the workers can use a calculator to
add and subtract integers with ease and accuracy. It’s saved Australia about 10-15% on the cost of construction since their metric
conversion in the 1970s, when compared with imperial.
It was hard to fault Lapin or Mr. Landi for not using millimeters. In the US, obtaining a decent metric tape measure, or other
construction tools in millimeters, is almost impossible, because of
The Invisible Metric Embargo.
The formal recommendations for metric construction in the
United States is in the Metric Design Guide (PBS-PQ260) September 1995. Here is what it has to say about the use of centimeters
in construction:
Centimeters (cm)
Centimeters are typically not used in U.S. specifications. This is consistent with the recommendations of
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AIA and the American Society of Testing Materials
(ASTM). Centimeters are not used in major codes.
Use of centimeters leads to extensive usage of decimal
points and confusion to new readers. Whole millimeters are being used for specification measurements, unless extreme precision is being indicated. A credit card
is about 1 mm thick.
Here is the Guide’s statement about millimeters:
Millimeters (mm)
SI specifications have used mm for almost all measurements, even large ones. Use of mm is consistent with
dimensions in major codes, such as the National Building Code (Building Officials and Code Administrators
International, Inc.) and the National Electric Code
(National Fire Protection Association).
Use of mm leads to integers for all building dimensions and nearly all building product dimensions, so
use of the decimal point is almost completely eliminated. Even if some large dimensions seem to have
many digits there still will usually be fewer pencil or
CAD strokes than conventional English Dimensioning.

Figure 2.12: Canadian Illustration of How To Read A Metric Tape Measure
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A Canadian building construction guide has nice illustrations
of the difference—which are absent in the US guide. Unfortunately, Canada’s building trades have not converted to metric,
which is why I generally discuss the Australians instead. I have
not been able to locate Australian building guides. This is why
you will find none in this essay.

Figure 2.13: Australian Metric Tape Measure

Figure 2.14: Example Wall With Imperial Dimensions

The Canadian guide shows how to read a metric tape measure,
Figure 2.12. This tape measure has two units on it, meters and
millimeters. You can compare it with an Australian tape measure
I own shown in Figure 2.13. It remains all millimeters, but only
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Figure 2.15: Example Wall With Metric Dimensions

counts off the 100 mm between without the largest digits.
Next the Canadian guide shows a typical wall dimensioned
with imperial units, Figure 2.14.
It never strikes Americans as excessive to use two units to
describe every dimension. Feet and inches are found everywhere,
along with fractions.
The same wall is then presented as it would be dimensioned
and drawn using millimeters, Figure 2.15. The numbers are all
simple integers.
No Feet and inches, no fractions, no decimal points, and just
one unit used for all sizes. The dimensions are easy for a novice or
experienced builder to read clearly. Experience in Australia shows
that workers will attempt to cut to the exact millimeter when
given tools with that capability. We would have more accurately
constructed buildings, which are more weather-tight, simply by
switching to metric.
Pat Naughtin relates that the head of AVJennings construction
in Australia had two identical houses constructed, one in imperial
and one in metric. It took two large trucks to haul away the scrap
from the imperial work site. The metric house work site had only
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about a wheelbarrow full. When reformed in a rational up-to-date
manner, metric can provide easy dimension checks. Pat relates
that Australian bricks are 90 mm thick, and are specified to have
10 mm of “mud” between them. This means that if you have ten
rows of bricks laid down, they should measure exactly one meter.
Imperial units simply do not accommodate this manner of easy
check.
One owner of an Australian construction company has a blog
entry with a title which is succinct concerning our American building practices: “Why not going Metric makes America a laughing
stock.” He concludes his blog entry thus:
One of the last hold outs in a the push toward
metric is the American building industry. The lure
of inches for lumber and lengths in feet is seemingly
irresistible. (it is even curious that the Americans call
that timber a 2X4, where in Australia it was a 4X2)
To avoid the confusion . . . the Australian building industry declared.
The metric units for linear measurement
in building and construction will be the metre
(m) and the millimetre (mm), . . . This will
apply to all sectors of the industry, and the
centimetre (cm) shall not be used.’
We banished the centimetre as some defacto inch
measurement and have never looked back.
It speaks volumes about the US that they believe
in some unalienable right to an outdated, and uniquely
strange system of measures in this current millennium.
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The Design of Everyday Rulers

One day my father was helping a relative create a wooden
plaque for an extracurricular
project. They needed to find
the center of a piece of wood,
and searched for my father’s centering ruler, but it was nowhere
to be found. The relative grabbed a nearby ruler and began to
measure the distance, which involved fractions. They began to calculate, and confusion began to proliferate. Finally my father said,
let’s do it in a way my son would be proud of. My father always
carries a high quality tape measure which has inches on one side,
but is marked with millimeters on the other (not centimeters). A
quick measurement produced a value of 86 mm which immediately
told them that 43 mm was the center.
When he was relating this story to me, my father commented
that the centering rulers he owned had inches, picas and other
units, but no metric. At first I thought this odd, but I realized
that with a mm tape measure, the need for a centering ruler would
be essentially eliminated. It also struck me as an example of a tool
that one purchases because in the US we use Ye Olde English measures with fractions. Finding the center with millimeters is such a
simple calculation, it essentially eliminates the need for a centering ruler (aka center finding ruler). It was yet another example of
unnecessary costs involved with using inches and fractions.

Figure 2.16: Dual Rule – Inch Scale

When I started trying to use metric at my place of work about
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a decade ago, I was also required to use inches, so I was stuck with
using a dual scale ruler. Figure 2.16 is a scan of the ruler I used
for many years.
I had not looked at it in a long time, but I noticed that it has
1/32 inch minimum graduations over the first inch, that is from
zero to one inch. After one inch, the minimum graduations shift
to 1/16 inch. I looked at another ruler and found it had 1/32
inch graduations on the 0-1 and 11-12 inch sections, but 1/16
in between. I had a hard time understanding how this could be
useful. Was this scale to be used only when measuring below 1
inch? If that was the case, why have it repeated on the 11-12 inch
section of the ruler? When I looked, all three of the different inch
rulers I own have the divisions from 0-1 and 11-12 with 32nds, and
elsewhere 16ths of an inch as the minimum graduation.
I spent some time online looking for an explanation to this 32nd
of inch on each end mystery. My six inch rule was consistent in
that it only had 32nds from 0-1 inch and had no 11-12 inch section.
Why on earth was this done, and it is done very consistently.
One Saturday, when talking with Sven, I pointed out this mystery to him. He took a breath, and then began: “I swear, I once
saw a ruler like this.” Sven then drew the ruler on a sheet of paper
as an illustration for me. What he drew is Figure 2.17

Figure 2.17: Sven’s Ruler

This is a ruler which has only inch marks from zero to five. In
other words, there are only whole inches from zero to five. From
the virtual -1 inch, which is not marked, to zero the graduations
are in 32nds. I looked in astonishment and asked: “How on earth
would you measure with this?” Sven then explained that you would
take whatever object you were going to measure, and line it up
with the closest inch so that the other end would dangle between
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-1 and 0 inches. One would then figure out the fractional overlap
and add that to the integer inch value. I was dumbfounded, clearly
that would work. It was complicated in comparison to a millimeter
only metric ruler because of the choice of halves, quarters, eighths,
sixteenths, and 32nds, but it would work.
This method could be used with a common ruler, but a person
would have to remember to subtract 1 from the inch graduation
chosen, and then add on the fractional part. This seemed far too
complicated for use by the average citizen, but I see no other possible way to readily use the 32nds scale at both ends. Millimeter
only rulers will immediately provide an integer value which is precise to within 1/25th of an inch, and with some judgement, 1/50th
of an inch. No need to sort out fractions, just read an integer from
a “number line.”

Figure 2.18: Dual Rule – millimeter Scale

I have mentioned Donald A. Norman’s book The Design of
Everyday Things in previous essays. He has an idea called affordance. This is the idea that a product should have designed into
it clues as to how it should be used. In the case of the dual end
32nds, the ruler does not seem to immediately suggest how one
might make use of the scale. Sven’s ruler at least gives you a bit
of a clue about how to use it from the fact there are no fractional
divisions from 0 to 5. My dual scale ruler also has a clue as to
which side should be preferred. One can only read the Dual-Rule
logo, and the text which documents who manufactured it, when
using the inch scale. Despite the inch preference, this was the
ruler I really could not give up, because when you turned it over,
it was the only ruler I had which had a millimeter only scale on
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it, Figure 2.18. Others were all cm/mm rulers. This was my old
reliable.
It would not be until Mike Joy sent me 150 mm, 300 mm, and
600 mm single scale metric millimeter only rulers from Australia,
that I would finally be able to retire this dual scale ruler. I don’t
use it anymore in my engineering work, but for some reason I keep
it on my desk, perhaps because it was the only millimeter-only
scale I had for many years.
As I have pointed out previously, the Invisible Metric
Embargo in the US makes it
very hard to obtain mm only
rulers and tape measures. For
many, many, years my father
has carried around a small
dual-scale tape measure. This
tape measure is the same one
used to find the center of
the piece of wood related earlier. My father’s tape measure
is unusual because the metric
side is in millimeters. Unfortunately, his tape measure finally wore
out. The scale of the first 100 mm or so was worn off to the point
it had become illegible. My father called all the technical suppliers
he knows—and he knows a lot of them. He had no luck finding a
replacement. The tape measure had been discontinued. My father
was becoming desperate. He never did find a new replacement. He
had, however, purchased an extra tape measure over twenty years
ago with his original order, and serendipitously found it. Here is
what the “new” tape looks like, Figure 2.19.

Figure 2.19: Dual Scale Tape with millimeters on top
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This tape measure is truly a metric anachronism in the US. The
tape measure lists meters first on its front (3m-10’) and the millimeter scale is on the top, with inches below. This tape measure
suggests metric, with millimeters, and de-emphasizes Ye Olde English. Centimeter/millimeter tapes are common, millimeter-only
tapes are sighted slightly less often than Bigfoot and Elvis.
It was brought to my attention that there is a place in the US
where one can purchase an American-made millimeter only rule.
I ordered one, and after it arrived, realized that ruler designers in
the US are essentially Mormons making coffee. Here is a photo of
the US ruler and an Australian counterpart, Figure 2.20.

Figure 2.20: Australian 300 mm rule (top) and American made 300 mm
rule (bottom)

I’m sure my readers realize that the Australian rule is very
legible, and the US ruler, despite the high contrast, has such uniformly small numbers, that it is very hard to read. The US design
appears to have almost zero thought put into it. This is why I end
up obtaining rules from Australia.
One day I received an email from Peter Goodyear. In the
email, he stated he had purchased a dual-scale metric ruler that
weekend. It seemed like a joke, and I treated it as such. Peter
then wrote back to tell me it was no joke, and sent me a scan of
it. I was stunned. Proof that he had not Photoshopped his way to
this ruler arrived in the mail a week or two later from Australia.
Figure 2.21 has an image of the ruler.
I was absolutely floored when I looked at it. What I realized
was that even something seemingly as simple as the design of a
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Figure 2.21: Dual Scale Metric Ruler
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ruler actually has a number of options. The millimeter side of this
dual-scale ruler has millimeter graduation lengths which become
longer as one approaches half-way and then retreat in the same
manner as they approach the next whole number millimeter designation. I’m still thinking about if I think this is a good idea or
not—I’m leaning toward not. Sven is not impressed, and would
leave things as they are implemented on millimeter-only metric
rulers, with half marks and the other designations of equal length.
The remarkable side of the
ruler Peter sent me is the centimeter side. I’m perhaps deriving a bit of schadenfreude at
the dismal treatment the centimeter is given. It’s just seen
as a sort of close-enough for
no actual work dimension. It
only has half centimeter graduations, and no finer. The centimeter side reminded me of part of an aphorism about workmanship I heard in Montana that I will alter slightly: “He’s the kind
of guy that would measure to a millimeter, mark it with chalk and
cut it with an axe.” Well, in this case there’s no need, there is a
dual scale ruler for that, and he can use the centimeter side.
Pat Naughtin used to say
“Don’t dual with dual.” I could
not agree more. Use millimeter only metric rulers, without
a dual-scale, metric or Ye Olde
English, and life will be good.
As I was revising this essay,
I received a 300 mm long, millimeter only, metric ruler from
Peter Goodyear. It looked ordinary enough, but when I flipped it over, the backside had a
millimeter only centering ruler! This came as a considerable surc Randy Bancroft
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prise. After looking for a mm only centering ruler in the U.S. for
a long time, one would show up serendipitously from Australia.
Here is what it looks like in case you are curious, as Figure 2.22:

Figure 2.22: Metric Centering Ruler

I noted a setback for metrication this year when I came across
this set of calipers in a large electronics retailer:

Figure 2.23: Calipers with a readout for fractional inches.

I’ve never seen an electronic calipers with direct fractional
readout before. You will note it is the first option listed on the
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package. It strikes me as equally useful as offering calculators with
an option to have an output in Roman Numerals. It does have a
mm scale on the slide, and a very legible readout for them.
This is my third metric day essay, and usually I cannot find
a millimeter of change in the US, but this year is different. As I
stated above, the only metric millimeter only rule I could find in
the US, and manufactured in the US, is poorly designed and I cannot recommend it. But this year the Japanese company SHINWA
is offering mm only metric rules on a US based website, and I have
purchased a 150 mm and a 300 mm ruler. They are actually a bit
different from all the Australian rules I have. The 50, 100, and
150 mm labels are in red. The 300 mm rule has them at 100, 200
and 300 mm. The front of the 150 mm rule is given in Figure 2.24.

Figure 2.24: Front of Shinwa H-101A 150 mm Ruler.

These rulers are not just imports it appears. The back of the
ruler has tables which are clearly aimed at US users:

Figure 2.25: Back side of Shinwa H-101A 150 mm ruler.

Yes, it has a table of whole inches to millimeters, fractions
to decimals, and non-metric tap information. The rulers have no
dual rule markings, no centimeters, inches, or barleycorns, just
millimeters. The rulers are as high quality of manufacture as any
of my Australian rules.
Here’s wishing you the best on Metric Day. I say this with a
minute amount of hope that next year I can report that I purchased a satisfactory millimeter only metric tape measure from a
US based website. Until then, the only option I know about is the
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slightly less than satisfactory True 32 (blue case) tape measure.
Postscript 2018-11-02
I encountered an image of a ruler that is marked in a manner
different than all the options I’ve seen here or in my essay “The
American Metric Ruler”, it is shown in Figure 2.26

Figure 2.26: Ruler with centimeter graduations, but no numerical labeling. Millimeter graduations are not alphabetically labeled.

Here centimeters are shown as a coarse length, and are labeled
alphabetically as CM. They are passively discouraged as they do
not have numerically labeled divisions. The numerical (HinduArabic) labeling is given only as millimeters, but not labeled alphabetically. The user is assumed to understand the numerical
values are millimeters without explanation. This is another example of poor design choice. All the information a user needs,
assuming they are completely new to the device, should appear.
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Cultural Reactions

3.1

The Metric Football Game

On September 17, 1977 the only known NCAA metric football
game in America took place between St. Olaf and Carleton Colleges in Northfield Minnesota at Laird Stadium.
The game was proposed by Jerry Mohrig, a Chemistry Professor at Carleton College. This was precipitated by Jerry’s son,
who noticed that sports such as swimming and track were going metric—perhaps a metric football game might be good. The
NCAA had to grant permission for the game to take place—and
did—after working out how to convert the statistics back to Olde
English. The major concern was that with a longer field, it was
possible to have a runback for a touchdown that was longer than
a non-metric field. The field was 100 meters long by 50 meters
wide with 10 meter end zones.
The game program had the weights of the players in Kilograms
and their height in (archaic) centimeters.
Almost 10 000 people showed up to watch the Metric Football
game. The game was broadcast on KYMN radio with metric color
commentary by Dan Freeman. The announcers were filled with
angst about how calling the game was going to be a complete
horror—impossible! How would they constantly convert! It was a
piece of cake, the numbers were just meters instead of yards, there
87
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was no reason to convert anything. By halftime their fears had
vanished and the commentators were completely comfortable.
During halftime, special
guests included General Ulysses
S. Gram, skier Jean-Claude
Kilo, and baseball legend Harmon Kilogram. The half-time
show featured Misty Meters
and her Hectoliters.
Existing pictures from the
game show a female fan with a
tee shirt that says “Drop back
ten meters and punt!” Another
photo from the contest shows
a running back crossing the 10
meter line with no one to tackle
him in sight. The expanded
width and length of the football field really made the game
more dynamic according to one
Figure 3.1: Metric Football Game
of those involved.
Program Cover
Unfortunately it was a 430 defeat for Carleton. St. Olaf
gained 302 meters in “meterage,” Carleton had 106 meters in total
offense.
The game was, despite the lopsided score, embraced by the
students, and increased moral during a losing football season. The
director of men’s athletics at Carleton, Jack Thurnblad stated:
“The students just went bananas over it.” he continued “It’s the
only time I can remember in my 36 years at Carleton that students
had bonfires before the game. They were really into this.”
The game received national coverage in The New York Times,
The Chicago Tribune, Los Angeles Times and Sports Illustrated.
Carlton deployed Cheer-Liters to maintain team spirit during the
game. The Carleton students saw themselves as making history.
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The good people of Carleton even
contemplated playing a “Liter Bowl”
each year as the game had been so enjoyable.
The two teams are crosstown rivals
and play each year for a “Goatrophy.”
This allowed the winner to symbolically
“get the goat” of the loser. But unfortunately, an annual Liter Bowl was
never to be.
When Chemistry Professor Jerry
Mohrig was asked in 2008 why we never
became metric, even though the conversion push had begun in the late
1970s, his reply was interesting: “. . . that changed very quickly
after the election of 1980 and all of a sudden it wasn’t American
to become metric and we stopped talking about it.” Another participant described that September afternoon as a charming Norman
Rockwell type of day, that could only take place in small town
America, and not in a big city. The participants found The Metric Football Game to be an inspiring occasion. Two rival schools
were able to work together to host the one and only metric football game ever held in the United States. Metric had united the
rivals rather than creating cultural fissures. If only our country
had followed their example.
The Carleton—St. Olaf metric game inspired me to imagine
how an NFL game might unfold. Clearly no American would put
up with the replacement of the single syllable word yard, with the
two syllable word meter. But I know Americans, they would find a
shorter designation. I can almost hear the ghost of Howard Cosell,
calling a metric football game: “He’s out of bounds at the 21 m
line. . . oh my he’s knocked over 15 liters of Gatorade! Hope he’s
all right. He only weighs 84 kilos you know.”
Previously, I thought that converting American Football to
metric was not all that important, but I’ve since changed my view.
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Football is the one sport in the US where measurement takes center
stage. It is always about the distance to the first down marker.
When there is a dispute about whether a first down has been
achieved, the chain is brought out to measure the distance. I
cannot think of another sport which is so intricately integrated
with the idea of measurement and distance. Converting football
to metric would almost instantly de-mystify metric measurement.
I suspect by the end of the first metric football season no one
would even notice the use of meters.
The objection that is often forwarded about switching football to
the metric system is that it would
make all of the old records meaningless. In my time watching American
Football on this planet, I’ve seen an
almost uncountable number of rule
changes occur in professional Football
over the years. How on earth can one
argue that changing to a 100 meter
field with 10 meter end-zones would
be any more of a change than we’ve
seen in the last 100 years. One could
argue that metric conversion would
give the NFL a “clean start” and also
make football more international.
People many times use common objects to describe quantities.
Pea sized, or golf ball sized hail comes to mind as an example.
The football field is often invoked as a touchstone for area and
distance. A distance might be described as the number of lengths
of a football field. Areas are also often described using football
fields. (can you tell me how large an acre is? It’s smaller than
a football field, which contains 1.322 acres). The metric football
field had 6000 square meters, a current field is 5351.215 square
meters.
Converting football would most likely help metrication considFor Non-Commercial Use Only
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erably, and eliminate some silly Olde English usage. I was watching the Atlanta Falcons play the Denver Broncos on September
17, 2012 (2012-09-17) and heard this from the referees: “It’s third
down on the six inch yard line.” Clearly metric would help. It
would be third down on the 150 mm line—all meters.
The Northfield Minnesota Historical Society has an oral history
of The Metric Football Game on video. You can also watch it
on YouTube. I want to thank them for sending me an original
program from the 1st Metric Football Game to use with this essay.
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Chapter 4
The Frozen Republic

4.1

Testimony from the 1921 Metric Hearings

The metric hearings of 1921
were presided over by Chairman Senator Charles L. McNary (1874-1944) of Oregon.
During the hearings, a major concern of the Chairman,
which he emphasized over and
over, was his view that any
time limit or deadline to require metrication was a bad idea. Metrication in ten years was
just too restrictive and onerous. He argued that any metric transition should be open-ended. Here is what some of the people
testifying had to say in response:
Sweden
Mention was made of the time that it would take to
do this. I am informed that in Sweden they enacted
a similar act; that at the end of 10 years the metric
system was to be in force and the only system in force.
Then nobody thought anything about it until the ninth
year. Consequently, they made a rush and the change
was made in one year.
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Germany
The Chairman. Don’t you think, Mr. Macfarren,
that through a process of education in the schools
it would result in the establishment of this system
throughout the country, or by the Government leading, or by voluntary effort initiated by large concerns;
or do you think it should be established by enforcement through some statute within some specified time
3 years, 5 years, or 10 years, whatever may be the time
provided by law?
Mr. Macfarren. It is undoubtedly the function and
the duty of the Government to regulate weights and
measures, and this Government has sadly neglected its
duty In that regard, and It certainly should take the
lead. My only criticism of the bill is that the Government does not undertake within a year or two or three,
or much less time than 10, to do all its business in the
metric system, and force the contractors who wish to
do business with it that much.
As far as this limit of 10 years is concerned, the only
objection I have is that it is too long. Germany took
two years, and we are just as smart as the Germans.
The Chairman. What time would you suggest for
the period of transition?
Mr. Macfarren. I should say five years would be the
maximum. Immediately upon such a bills passage, or
even on the passage of this bill, educational arrangements will be made to see that the next generation will
be ready for it. And the saving will be effected for all
future generations once and for all.
US
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It is a great mistake to agitate in favor of a long transition period. This would mean a long period of watchful
waiting, with the outcome that nobody would do anything toward adopting the new system until the time
fixed had expired. Such a law would be forgotten before it ever became operative. The United States Government had this experience when the railroads were
ordered to equip all freight cars with automatic couplers and continuous brakes. The railroads did nothing
toward complying with the law until the allotted five
years had expired. The time was then extended two
years and seven months, during the last year of which
most cars were equipped.
In the United States, between 1890 and 1917, 230 000 railroad
employees were killed, and over two million injured on the job.
The link and pin coupler, which was enabled by hand caused numerous injuries before railroads were required to install automatic
couplers. Clearly, the dangers of being a brakeman before the introduction of the Westinghouse Air Brake was also still fresh in
the public’s mind, and an instructive parable.
US Administration of the Philippines
STATEMENT OF MR. JOHN S. HORD,
FORMER COLLECTOR OF INTERNAL REVENUE,
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS.

Mr. Hord. My experience with the metric system
was in the Philippines during the years 1906 to 1910.
There was a law enacted by the Philippine Commission in August, 1906, making the use of metric weights
and measures obligatory in the islands. At that time
I was collector of internal revenue for the islands, and
the enforcement of the law was placed in the internal
revenue bureau.
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The Chairman. The system was enforced upon the
people there through enactment of a statute?
Mr. Hord. Yes, sir.
The Chairman. What was the period of transition
allowed by the statute?
Mr. Hord. About seven months. The law was enacted August 8, 1906, and took effect January 1, 1907.
The Chairman. Was there any complaint against its
enforcement or was it generally accepted in the seven
months?
Mr. Hord. None whatever. The only delay, as I
stated, was caused by our failure to get the standards
quick enough.
Yes, the conversion was done in seven (7) months in the Philippines, by US administrators.
The US Military and Metric
In 1894 the Congress passed a law requiring that in the
medical services of the United States the metric system
should he solely employed and gave one year for the
change. It went into effect on the 1st day of January.
1895, since which date no transaction in medicine, no
prescription has been written except in the metric system. It apparently caused no disorder or confusion
and could not possibly do so because of its extreme
simplicity.
and a portent:
The Chairman. Do you believe in the provisions of
this act which attempts to make it obligatory on the
people of the country to adopt it in 10 years?
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Dr. Parsons. I do.
The Chairman. You do not think it is proceeding
fast enough now?
Dr. Parsons. No. That has been shown very plainly
by past experience. We are too subject to the inertia
of our race. It is gradually coming. I have not any
question whatsoever but what we will ultimately have
the metric system and be forced to it by the rest of he
world, but I hate to see the American people be the
last in the procession.
and
The Chairman. Are there any provisions In this
measure which you think should be modified, or that
new provisions should be inserted; or do you think that
the bill in its present form should be adopted?
Mr. Bearce. I am rather favorably disposed toward
the suggestion that has already been made to have this
time considerably shortened with reference to the Government: that is, have the bill apply to all transactions
of the Government within a shorter period, possibly a
year or two years
The Chairman asked over and over why a farmer should care
about metric. He could not see any advantage. Here is how one
person responded:
Did you ever wonder why it is that the boys of the
corn clubs and pig clubs, around over the country, are
raising better pigs at less cost and more corn per acre
than their fathers ever raised? How do they do it?
They do it by using a better system than their fathers
used. It is not because they are instinctively any better farmers, but because they select better stock and
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better seed; because they prepare their feed and fertilizer in better proportions, and feed it and apply it in
correct quantities. In other words, because they weigh
and measure where their fathers guessed.
As this weighing and measuring continues and increases
among the coming generations of farmers, these young
men are not going to be content to struggle along with
an antiquated and cumbersome system. Many of them
are already familiar with the metric system from using
it in the Babcock test of milk and cream and in soil
and fertilizer analyses. To these young men the complete adoption of the metric system would be an easy
step gladly taken.
When Australia metricated in the 1970s farmers profited considerably. According to Kevin Wilks in his book Metrication in
Australia:
One of the most useful changes in units used in agriculture was the simple change from points to millimetres
of rain. This had particular significance in irrigation
work. The simplification that this change brought the
ordinary farmer allowed him to make his own irrigation
calculations, something that was simply not possible in
imperial units.
What was said about centimeters versus millimeters?
If we are going to work in the metric system we will
think in the metric system, and you have no difficulty.
You know how long a meter is, and you can visualize a
meter; you can visualize a millimeter. Very few people
pay any attention to the centimeter, as the millimeter
is so easy to handle. A thousand millimeters is a meter.
Another thing: In our present system, when we are
handling small apparatus, which I have been doing a
For Non-Commercial Use Only
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good many years, the unit of 1 inch, which we now use,
is not small enough, and we frequently speak of such
dimensions as fifty-seven sixty-fourths. I ask you, can
you visualize what fifty-seven sixty-fourths is? You can
not. Hardly anybody else can. We don’t know what
those things are. and as a rule engineers who are working with these matters every day use decimals instead
of fractions; but we would rather use metric decimals
than present decimals. If you wanted to write that in
metric dimensions you would write 23 millimeters. You
can visualize 23 millimeters. but you can not visualize
fifty-seven sixty-fourths, because it is a very unusual
dimension.
We have. for another example. a working drawing
presented by a prominent locomotive company in the
United States. It is a side and top view of an ordinary
gauge cock. The drawing is full size. The words “all
dimensions in millimeters” obviate the need for the
familiar abbreviation, m. m. after the figures in the
drawing. There are 39 dimensions noted, and not one
of these includes a fraction of any kind. If inches had
been used in the design and manufacture of this particular American product, only 6 of the 39 dimensions
could reasonably have been expressed in an integral
number of inches.
That is. by doing the work in millimeters the inconvenience of 33 fractional numbers and the corresponding involved calculations were avoided. These
two illustrations are typical of the saving effected in
the measurement of length, area, volume, and in the
more involved calculations. It may fairly be said that
the more difficult the problem the greater is the advantage in having it worked out in the metric way.
The New System
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Rather than accept the metric system, the anti-metric participants submitted a bill to change the US measures over to decimalized US measures. What they had in mind is shown in Figure
4.1

Figure 4.1: New American System

Sam’L Russell was not content with the restrictions this table
placed upon measurement in the US:
I am not contending for an exclusive decimal system. I
believe that we ought to recognize and employ decimal
duodecimal and binate fractions of the foot as may
best comport with the convenience of trade, fabrication
and mechanics. It would be unnecessary and indeed
undesirable to restrict ourselves to decimal fractions.
There ought to be the utmost liberty in the use of
so-called common or vulgar fractions, every person to
accommodate his own convenience in the matter of the
division of the foot.
As if the proposals had not created a gallimaufry of new measures, there were also plans to decimalize the avoirdupois ounce.
It involved fractions.
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Chairman Charles L. McNary seemed like a person who would
have wholeheartedly backed metrication. His Wikipedia entry
states:
Steve Neal, McNary’s biographer, describes McNary as a progressive who stuck with the Republican
Party in 1910 even when many progressives left the
party in favor of West, a Democrat.[7] McNary backed
the Progressive Era reforms—the initiative, recall, referendum, primary elections, and the direct election of
U.S. senators— of Oregonian William S. U’Ren, and
he was an early supporter of public rather than private
power companies.[11] After West won the election, he
chose McNary to be special legal counsel to Oregon’s
railroad commission; the appointee used the position
to urge lower passenger and freight rates.[11] Meanwhile, McNary maintained friendly relations with both
progressive and conservative factions of the Oregon Republicans as well as with West.[7]
The entry continues with a laundry list of progressive initiatives which were endorced by McNary.
McNary’s Wikipedia entry is completely silent on the issue of
metric. It is never mentioned that he was Chairman of Hearings
before a Subcommittee of the Committee on Manufactures or A
Bill to Fix the Metric System of Weights and Measures as the
Single Standard of Weights and Measures for Certain Uses. Why
is it that the history of (non)metrication in the US so hidden?
Despite the overwhelming amount of pro-metric testimony at
the hearings, and the fact that the bill did not require any manufacturers to use the metric system—ever, the Chairman, Charles
L. McNary, argued that metric should be voluntary and gave his
reason thus:
The Chairman. If the thing is uneconomical, then
the great law or the science of commerce ought to adjust it. It does in other things. Why does it not operate
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in this field if everybody is losing by it, from the packer
to the consumer? Why does it not correct itself?
It is clear The Chairman was a Metric Philosopher. There
was no need to pass this feckless voluntary bill, as metric would
automatically happen if it was supposed to happen at all. Clearly
it must be done without intervention. The Metric Philosopher’s
Philosophy would take care of the problem. The bill was never
passed, and the testimony has been forgotten and left out of our
history. What is it about the introduction of the metric system
in the US that turns people of a progressive bent in the US, into
reactionary obstructionists?
The US has been waiting 91 years following the 1921 hearings
for this powerful philosophical juggernaut of inaction, endorsed
by The Metric Philosophers, to produce a metric America. It has
been 146 years since John Kasson was able to make metric legal in
the US. Every other country in the world (except for the tiny two)
exclusively uses the metric system today. Apparently the rest of
the world couldn’t afford to wait around for a plan that involved
waiting around for something to magically happen. I can’t imagine someone setting up a business, walking away, and expecting it
to operate efficiently without any guidance, coordination, or intervention on their part. Why do Metric Philosophers believe this to
be the case with implementation of the metric system? Benjamin
Franklin understood this well when he said “Drive thy business,
or it will drive thee.”
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The Metric Hearings of 1975

Senator Daniel K. Inouye presided over the 1975 Metric Hearings
as Chairman. The first person to speak at the 1975 Senate Metric
Hearings (SMH) was Senator Clayborn Pell. He was probably
the most dedicated Senator in favor of a metric changeover in
the US—but he was in favor of “voluntary metrication.” After
Clayborn Pell, there appears to have been no one to champion
The Metric System in Congress. There have only been complete
obstructionists or those who see metrication as a non-issue since.
The speech given by Senator Pell at the metric hearing is an
odd one for an avowed metric advocate. Senator Pell is convinced
that “metric is inevitable” and that the implementation of legislation which is completely voluntary will bring metric to the US.
I have to admit, my jaw dropped when I read this. The Legislation proposed by John Shafroth in the 1904-1906 period was
mandatory. It’s detractors called Shafroth’s legislation “The Metric Force Bill.” In the end, the committee on which Shafroth served
was stacked with two anti-metric people. He would be outvoted
no matter what he did. Shafroth decided to fight other legislative
battles and resigned. In 1921, the persons testifying at the metric
hearings stated over and over that voluntary doesn’t work, and
that a time limit of 2-3 years maximum worked best for all other
countries that changed to metric. Over and over they stressed
these points. Over and over the chairman of the 1921 metric hearings stated that voluntary metrication was fine and would work.
Fifty-Four years passed. It didn’t. Then in 1975 Senator Pell
somehow came to believe that a voluntary law, with an oxymoronic
ten year time “limit,” would bring about metrication? How could
this have happened?
I can only conclude two things. One, that Senator Pell had
not researched the history of the metric hearings. It was hard
to imagine that his staff didn’t. Assuming that Pell did know the
history, then why would he now believe that a voluntary metric bill
would have an affect? Unless Senator Pell was a stealth anti-metric
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mole, then I have to take him at his word that he actually believed
this feckless legislation would bring about metric conversion. Here
is what he said:
Mr. Chairman, previous efforts to enact metric conversion legislation have foundered on conflicts over mandatory versus voluntary conversion, and over the question
of compensation for conversion costs, at least in hardship cases, versus the principle of letting conversion
costs lie where they fall. The two issues are closely
linked. The case for some Government compensation
in cases of hardship is obviously much stronger when
the Government mandates conversion action.
To a great extent, however, these disputes have been
overrun by events. As you pointed out, Mr. Chairman,
metric conversion is going forward at an accelerating
pace in the United States, on a voluntary basis.
Indeed, metric conversion is moving ahead so rapidly
now that the critical need is for Government action to
provide essential mechanisms for coordination, planning, and information among Government agencies,
among industrial groups, and between industry, Government, and labor.
The most charitable view I can offer is that Senator Pell relied
on what Pat Naughtin called “social norm.” Pat used the example
of a group of people standing at a stop light waiting to cross. The
crossing sign indicated they should wait. The group waited, but
as soon as one person crossed against the light, a few others would
feel it was ok to ignore the signal, they would begin crossing, then
the group as a whole would accept that it was actually alright to
ignore the sign and cross.
Given the times, I think that Clayborn Pell may have actually
believed that “metric was inevitable,” and that the pressure of social norm from other countries would compel the US to convert to
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metric. Why would this be? Why would Senator Pell rely on such
a notion for US policy? Well, in the 1970s, country after country
was converting to metric. There was an avalanche of metrication
occurring. Like the group at the stoplight, Senator Pell may have
believed that the pressure of “social norm” would finally compel
the US to become metric.
How wrong he would be. Almost 40 years later, we are essentially the last nation on earth who does not have the metric
system, And when Ronald Reagan terminated the Metric Board
in 1982, who’s function it was to help with this “inevitable” metric
changeover, only Clayborn Pell stood up and objected:
It’s inevitable that the United States will change to
the metric system, and it would be best for American
businesses if the conversion were to take place in 10 to
15 years instead of 30 to 40 years.
Well Senator Pell, you were far too optimistic. It is nearly 40
years later, and the US is as non-metric as ever. The fact that
the bill was S-100 clearly was of no consequence. The testimony
of the time is enlightening. I offer excerpts below from numerous
participants to provide some context:
The DOD Statement in The 1975 Hearings
Department of Defense
Established metrication panel to assist Defense Material Specifications Board in planning.
Departmental plan and policy statement issued by Secretary’s Office; directs the use of the metric system consistent with operational, economical, technical and safety considerations.
I can translate this for my readers as: “Will the DOD become
metric?”
DOD: “No!”
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The AFL-CIO
It is premature, therefore, for Congress to pass any legislation
which would commit the Federal Government to any official policy
of facilitating or encouraging metric conversion. Conversion must
not be compulsory. We believe conversion to the metric system
must be entirely voluntary.
•••
Senator Inouye. We have heard from educators who suggest
that the metric system is much easier to learn and understand
than the English standard.
Mr. Hannman. Again, I think that is a subject that can be
debated among educators themselves. The customary system is a
binary system which divides halves and thus is more rational and
easier to conceptualize. I think it would be more difficult for a
child to conceptualize a millimeter as opposed to an inch.
This of course should be news to anyone in the US who has
actually used the customary system. Let’s see 12 inches = 1 foot,
3 feet = 1 yard, 1660 yards = 1 mile. It doesn’t look like it’s based
on two for the primary units of length.
It is surprising that Labor would then decide to quote Congressman Symington’s view:
The Committee feels strongly that in any sector,
the marketplace—not the Congress or the Metric Board—
should provide the impetus in deciding whether, when
and how metric conversion activities should proceed.
Well, we’ve been waiting for 160 year or so to witness the power
of Market Darwinsim to provide a metric change over in the US.
This echos the assertion made by the chairman of the 1921 metric
hearings that “.... the great law or the science of commerce ought
to adjust it,” in other words, “the market.” The AFL-CIO seems to
only know “weez again’ it.” The Labor Union cited the cost of tools
as being prohibitive, and indicated that metrication would cause
some small businessmen to go broke from the associated costs of
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new tools. It is amazing that the cost of his members already
needing to purchase two sets of tools is not cost prohibitive. Then
this bombshell:
The AFL-CIO is concerned about the impact of metric
conversion on its members as workers, as consumers,
and as taxpayers.
First and foremost, we are concerned that metric conversion will accelerate the deindustrialization of the
United States, thus cause soaring unemployment.
The AFL-CIO predicts a Metric Apocalypse! Adopting metric
will do nothing less than reduce us to an agrarian nation raising
sheep and goats! They also assert that if the DOD changes to
metric, the costs will be so large that “they cannot be absorbed
without deterioration of the military posture.” Not only will metric de-industrialize the United States, it will allow enemies to get
us. That’s a serious amount of FUD∗ promotion.
But there is one more snake in the grass, and the AFL-CIO is
there to help identify it:
The question is thus reduced to determining if what
is good for transnational corporations is also good for
the U.S. economy and society in general.
Ironically, these multinational giants, the champions
of the private enterprise system, will, as pockets of
resistance develop, pressure Congress to force metric
conversion. This is the tragic situation in the United
Kingdom today.
If only!—where is my metric!—after 40 years on? I guess
Translational Corporations just aren’t what they used to be. They
were powerless to force congress to impose metric, I guess they
didn’t have enough lobbyists.
∗

Fear Uncertainty and Doubt
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The American Bar Association
The idea of reading through what lawyers have to say about
metric seemed daunting. If I never see another patent to read the
rest of my life, I could live with that. Then surprising candor was
offered, which completely caught me off-guard:
The point is that Government by its nature cannot
be neutral, and in many cases so-called voluntary conversion cannot occur until there has been significant
governmental action.
The ABA offers a number of reasons why metric is just untenable in the US, but then is candid again. They state: “Given the
nature of the foregoing problems, the narrow legal scope of the
pending metric bills is remarkable.” And:
The House-passed bill, rather than simply expressing
a national policy in favor of a coordinated approach
to voluntary conversion and establishing housekeeping details for the proposed Metric Board, makes no
change in existing law.
“makes no change in existing law.” This is what I’ve been
asserting over and over. The 1975 and 1988 metric legislation
is just so many empty words on a page. They have as much
compulsory affect as declaring it “National Look at Pretty Flowers
Day.” The ABA then points out that this does not have to be the
case:
By the fifth clause of article I, section 8, of the Constitution of the United States, Congress is given express
power to “fix the standard of weights and measures.”
Under this clause, under the commerce clause, and
under the necessary and proper clause, Congress unquestionably has adequate constitutional authority to
create a “measurement czar” whose metric conversion
directives would preempt all inconsistent State laws.
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This observation by the ABA representative essentially states
the new metric legislation is feckless:
As H.R. 8674 has emerged from the House, the policy
direction apparently given by the Congress is circular:
to plan planning.
But what is the objective of this planning? When you
plan you ordinarily have an objective?
Engineers Joint Council
Next a surprisingly short amount of testimony was given by a
group called the Engineer’s Joint Council. They claim to represent
38 engineering societies and have resolved:
That the Board of Directors of Engineers Joint Council endorse the adoption of a single system of measurement in the United States, and that System shall be
the International System of units commonly known as
SI, as described by the resolutions of the General Conference of Weights and Measures.
Well, that’s great, I’m glad to see my fellow engineers are supporting metric only without any wishy-washy prose. Then the
unexpected is proposed:
We believe that engineers will use SI in engineering
design and communication. It is not important, in our
opinion, that the general public use every one of these
units in their everyday life.
WHAT! SI is just for engineers? Where do they think engineers obtain their preparatory education? They obtain it from the
public schools, and from common measurement usage in the US.
Can’t they see that? I take Mega-Umbrage at the very idea of it’s
not important for the public to use metric exclusively. I would argue this is why Aerospace and the DOD, along with NASA are not
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metric. When the multi-generational measurement bias is never
broken, and continues to chain us to the past, metric never is
adopted. I find the statement irresponsible. The metric system
is designed for everyone. It is the easiest way to unambiguously
express quantities when used properly.
When asked if he was concerned about what the ABA said
“I think what we do now in a voluntary way is taking care of a
great many of the problems and I really don’t anticipate quite the
trouble that the ABA does.” Well, with historical hindsight, we
know this was a completely ill-conceived viewpoint.
American National Metric Council
The ANMC was created to be a non-partisan arbiter of metric
standards for industry like ANSI. The existence of this organization would make sense under a mandatory metrication, but with
the vacuous metric “legislation” produced in 1975, there would
be no impetus for private industry to meet and establish metric
standards for their industries, when metric was not going to happen. They did have an interesting statement about the costs of
metrication:
An immediate concern is the cost of metric conversion.
There are costs, but experience has shown that realistic
cost estimates are difficult to determine. At General
Motors Corp. they are finding that their actual costs
are far below original estimates.
I might add, sir, that [this] has been generally the reporting of companies that [are] well along in the[ir]
metric conversion program. Current cost realizations
are lower than their original expectations.
Actual cost is far, far below “fear” driven costs, but
that has never altered the view of those who fear. In
every metric hearing from 1905 to 1921 to 1975 massive
estimates of metric conversion costs are offered, but
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any actual metrication costs provided by entities who
converted to metric are ignored.

Esther Peterson Giant Foods
Guidance in the form of Federal legislation is needed.
We need a uniform approach in order to implement a
smooth and total conversion in all areas . . . where standards are set and followed, target dates are met, and
uniformity in practice exists. The American Bar Association recently adopted a resolution urging Congress
to enact legislation to ease the transition to metric
units in statutes and regulations at all levels of government. We need dynamic leadership from the top.
Coupled with creative initiative from all sectors of our
society, our transition to metric Should be as orderly
and easy as possible.
Herbert Johnson Department of Mathematical Sciences
Winona State University
A further danger is involved in a lack of congressional
action and a subsequent national plan for metrication. Many students at different levels are being taught
something about metric measurement. These students
who could well be “metric missionaries” are finding
little application in their everyday lives beyond that
of a few temperatures being reported in degrees Celsius, a few informational road signs, and an occasional
reference to sale of grain in metric tonnage. Their enthusiasm for the simplicity of the metric system is soon
dampened since they have no place to apply their newfound knowledge. There are many citizens who will not
be convinced of the necessity to learn the metric system until Federal action occurs. There are industries
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in this country that recognize the need to switch to
metric but are deferring action until a Federal plan is
announced. I believe we need that Federal plan.
•••
I have no studies to document my belief; however, I
believe that a good many students are “turned off”
to mathematics about the time, they are in the upper elementary grades—about the time they are being
taught fundamental manipulations with fractions. I
have found entering freshmen at the university, and
possibly graduates, who cannot manipulate fractions.
Why were they taught fractional manipulation? Primarily because our antiquated form of measurement
depends upon a knowledge of fractions. The modern
metric system does not. Can we not, therefore, rationalize and simplify our curriculum?
Richard L. Thompson Chief of Weights and Measures for
the State of Maryland
The United States is the only technologically advanced
Nation with weights and measures regulatory programs
legislated and administered at the State and local level
and the system works primarily because of the success
of the National Conference on Weights and Measures
and the effort put into the National Conference by the
NBS.
Carl Beck National Small Business Association
. . . and there’s no question that our best conversion
period would be about 20 years, and to try to do it in
10 years would be horrendous and practically put us
out of business, and we made quite a study of it.
•••
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It is our understanding the Small Business Administration has determined that under existing authority it
may make economic disaster-type loans under Section
7(b) (5) of the SBA Act. It is also our understanding
that the Office of Management and Budget and the
Commerce Department concur in this decision.
We have just in the last couple of days checked again
with the Small Business Administration and are advised that they believe that since this is a voluntary
conversion act as opposed to a less voluntary act, which
was discussed in the House last year, that they would
not have authority at present to make hardship loans
for metric conversion.
•••
. . . but I do feel that if we are to go too fast we
tend to ride roughshod over small business, which so
frequently is not adequately heard, that it may do a
real disservice to the country. In fact, as I said in the
closing of my written statement, and as I have said for
many years, and I believe it to be very true:
If the United States can complete the metric conversion process in a manner which inures to the economic advantage of small business—the 98 or 99 percent of the private economy—the conversion will have
been a success; if this does not occur, the cost of conversion to the U.S. economy will require decades to be
overcome, and may actually incur irreparable damage
to the position of the United States in the economy of
the world.
•••
Senator Ford. Yes, sir. I understand it a little bit
better. I understand what you’re saying about the
problems that would face you. It could be an economic
disaster to convert involuntarily. There is a problem,
even though it could be economically helpful. It also
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could be an economic disaster if it’s implemented too
fast.
Mr. Beck. That’s right. We all recognize that there
is a large one-time conversion cost which we want to
get through as inexpensively as possible, admittedly,
but on the other hand, the only way this is going to
work is that there’s going to be a long-term economic
benefit. To the small businessman, the large conversion cost, whatever its size may be, is considerable to
him because he’s small and he maybe needs help to
get over this hump in order that the benefits repay
him over a period of years.
So what have we learned from the 1975 hearings? First, it was
believed that “metric would just happen” and so the legislation
was voluntary. Essentially since the days of John Kasson in 1866
we’ve been running an experiment with “voluntary metrication.”
For over 140 years in 1975 voluntary metrication had not worked.
Was the legislation naive, or just plain cynical on the part of our
legislators? The ABA indicated the law “makes no change to
existing law.” Was that the idea? Was it just a sop to prevent
social norm from having any affect over the short period of time
in the 1970s when the rest of the world completed its metrication,
and it would never happen again. The other countries will not
convert to metric again, as they already are, and not one has
decided it was a mistake. Today social norm no longer exerts any
influence, so we can just keep wasting money, and live with a set
of weights and measures so antiquated they can’t even describe
electricity.
Second, it was also believed that if metric were forced upon
us, it would lead to the de-industrialization of the United States,
which in turn would produce high unemployment. The coerced
implementation of metric would destroy our military posture, and
cost so much the US would have to provide disaster relieve SBA
loans to small business as if a hurricane had hit them. Senator
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Ford comes to the conclusion that “It could be an economic disaster to convert [to metric] involuntarily.” This is serious MegaHistrionics, but it worked, and we still use horsepower in an age
when most people have almost no familiarity with a horse.
If it was cynicism that drove the 1975 hearings and legislation,
then they set a very low bar. But that would be lowered even
further by the 1996 hearings. However, that is another essay. To
those who say “we already have the legislation in place” and to
the Metric Philosophers who believe in evolutionary metrication, I
recommend for your punishment, that you actually read the entire
body of the 1975 hearings. It has been punishment enough for me.
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4.3

Australian Metrication & American Procrastination

One day while surfing the web I ran across this rainfall graph which
was produced by the Australian Government. I longingly look at
the rainfall amounts in mm, and would like to see millimeters
used for rain and snow in the US. As one advocate I know said:
Australia is “Metric Heaven.”

When discussing the success of metrication in Australia with
another metric advocate, I quickly noticed he had looked at me
in earnest, and almost pleadingly said “How did they do it?”
His vocal pattern seemed to indicate that Australia had somehow solved a hyper-dimensional Rubik’s Cube while locked inside
a trunk falling to Earth to obtain metric. Australians are an English speaking, democratic society, and were able to become metric. The US claims to be the same, but is unable to change to
metric.
The story of Australia’s metrication is well told in the book
For Good Measure by Jan Todd. This book was published in
Australia in 2004, and is a nostalgic look back on the history of
the Australian metric change-over that is now becoming a distant
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memory.
In the 1970s Australia decided it would convert to the metric system. Australia would choose Alan Harper (1913-1991) to
shepherd the change. Here is what historian Jan Todd has to say
about this man:
Alan Harper was Australia’s metric man. From research scientist at NSL to Secretary of the NSC, he
would next don the mantle of metric missionary and
then head a metric conversion board. His goal was
to convert the nation to the sole use of metric measurements. The all-pervasive nature of measurement
made it a massive task, with all the minutiae of life put
under the microscope and myriad decisions required
on all implements—big and small, monumental and
mundane—from the tiniest screw to the largest tanker.
For that reason it had been avoided for decades by
Britain, and therefore by Australia
Those in the know agreed that Alan Harper made it
happen. His major opponents were tradition, comfort
and apathy, as well as a little fear.
On May 29, 1968 an Australian Senate Committee concluded
to unanimously to adopt the metric system exclusively as soon
as possible. The majority of Australia’s trade was with metric
countries. It was a clear, practical, economic decision.
Then government inertia took hold, there was uncertainty as
to what department of government would take charge, which led
to political paralysis. The Metric Conversion Act was finally accepted and a Metric Conversion Board was assigned the task. Alan
Harper was the obvious choice to head it. He was a rare combination of brilliant physicist and administrator, who had a passion
to bring the metric system to his country.
Harper realized that in countries where the metric system was
implemented quickly and decisively by the government, conversion
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had gone well. In countries which allowed the process to shepherd
itself (such as in Britain) momentum was lost.
The process was to be voluntary, but pressure would be applied
using strong legislative initiatives, and there would be significant
penalties for non-compliance. Harper also saw that metrication
should take place over as broad a spectrum of society and industry
as possible all at once. This would immediately create a metric
environment for as many citizens as possible, with no islands of
imperial ecosystems to hinder the transition.
Communication with the public was of paramount importance
in order to enlist them, and make Australians understand the
changes. Perhaps the most important aspect of metric conversion was to use it as an opportunity for commerce to reexamine
current industrial practices, and to streamline, simplify, and rationalize industries and practices. The Metric Board would act to
shepherd and facilitate to this end, not to dictate details.
Alan Harper had a very effective partner in this undertaking,
one John Norgard. He had the industry contacts which would
smooth out, and help coordinate the metric conversion. The
two complemented each other like salt and pepper. Norgard approached the heads of all the countries newspapers and asked them
not to take an editorial stand against metric. Only once was this
promise violated.
The Metric Board enlisted an army of specialists in multiple
fields to help with this broad transition. They would act as liaisons
on behalf of the nation in the coming transition. Despite some
wavering by the Government during the decade, the transition
remained firm
Weather reporters started to convert in 1972, and were finished
two years later. Dozens of industries followed suit. Strangely, the
conversion of women’s bras and biscuits (crackers) proved to be
stumbling points. The number of fasteners used by a Ford plant,
were reduced by a factor of four after metric conversion. The
implementation of metric threads reduced the hodgepodge of bolts
by 88%, and nuts by 72%. “In just one item, an inventory of 10,000
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fasteners before metrication was cut to only 2500.” According to
Todd:
Greater uniformity in state legislation was making life
easier in certain areas, especially in roads and building
regulations. And rationalizations had been possible in
many industries. The change to metric threads cut the
variety of bolts from 763 to 93 (88 percent), nuts from
1368 to 387 (72 percent) and machine screws from 1248
to 300 (76 percent). BHP’s rationalization of rolled
steel sections almost halved its range, while its flat
sections were reduced from around 500 imperial lines
to 160 metric ones.
The public demonstrated considerable anxiety concerning the
single day changeover of all road signs and traffic rules. This was
to take place on July 1, 1974. There were terrifying warnings
of mayhem that would take place. In a non-event reminiscent
of the Y2K bug, the ocean remained blue, and the cars on the
freeways traveled as easily as they always had. When voluntary
conversion time tables were violated, legal actions were taken to
enforce the changes. The most important mandate was no use
of dual units, they were not allowed. Pat Naughtin, an expert
on metric usage and conversion states simply “Don’t dual with
dual!” Direct metrication takes about a year, allowing dual units
can inhibit conversion for decades.
The best path to direct metrication is the use of millimeters.
Centimeters should not be used or encouraged in any way. No
industry has converted with centimeters. The Australian metric
conversion was nearly 75% complete by 1976, and by 1980 the
committees had essentially finished their tasks.
As Jan Todd summed it up:
Australia’s conversion process had shown how a centralized, coordinated national program of measurement
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change could work. With strong government commitment, full legislative backing and a national body dedicated to developing policy and leading implementation, even a federation of six unruly states could be
brought into uniform order.
Meanwhile in the United States of 1975
Metric hearings were underway in October of 1975. Person after person appeared and testified that a voluntary metrication with
no real government involvement, and without penalties, would
work effectively. The hearings took notice that Australia’s metrication was successful. Their assessment was that Australia is
“Currently moving rapidly toward a strongly metric environment—
more quickly and easily than expected.”
To my amazement, The American Bar Association seemed to
understand the importance of the Australian experience:
The reason why the Australian Post Office is converting its internal operations is to avoid becoming a customary island in a metric ocean with all the permanent
training and recruiting problems which would be incident to that status.
Sports were selected as pacesetters because it was recognized that their early conversion would be a most
effective way to generate public familiarity with metric usage on a widespread basis.
So that the U.S. Metric Board may have a pole star to
guide it rather than to be left to fend for itself without adequate congressional direction. . . [we recommend
these changes to the law]
Yes, sports were converted, and considered a vanguard to pave
the way for metrication in Australia. The American Bar Association (ABA) realized that the American metric legislation of 1975
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made “no change to existing law.” They suggested stronger wording be introduced into the bill.
Esther Peterson of Giant Food also understood the importance
of following and learning from the Australian example:
The Australians have given us a fine example of a
smooth transition to metric which involved the public
all the way. The primary aim of The Australian Metric Conversion Board was to overcome public apprehension. Dual labeling and conversion exercises were
avoided for a “think metric” approach. The consumer
was saturated with metric information. Special target dates were set for each sector—speed and road
signs, temperature, clothing, et cetera—so the consumer knew what to expect and when. The board
published booklets, distributed posters, showed films,
gave speeches, and utilized the media. There were
very few cases of unfair practice in the marketplace,
because no-one dared to cheat the consumer with a
metric-sensitive press watching every move.
The success of the Australian metric program was also
enhanced by a strong initial and sustained support by
the Australian Government. We need that same kind
of support from all branches of our own Government.
Many agencies have already begun to prepare for metric. All need to move ahead.
The most important point here is that the Australian
legislation utilized a metric conversion board which
kept their public informed right from the beginning.
Today, a little over 5 years after legislation was passed
in Australia, the conversion process is almost completed.
Esther argued that “guidance in the form of Federal Legislation
is needed, We need a uniform approach in order to implement a
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smooth and total conversion in all areas. . . where standards are
set and followed, target dates are met, and uniformity in practice
exists.” Her wise words would fall on deaf ears, and the vacuous
metric legislation would not be strengthened.
The Australian notion of a “voluntary” metrication appears to
have been lost on Dr. Ernest Ambler who was Acting Director of
the National Bureau of Standards:
They have taken great pains to emphasize education.
Not only education with regard to the technical details
of the metric system, but also with regard to the public
information aspect of the conversion. They have taken
great pains to tell the public what is happening, when
it is happening, and why it is happening.
So the public information aspects have been an important factor.
I would say that these are the main features of the
Australian experience and plan that we might well emulate. Mr. Chairman.
Senator Inouye. Was it mandatory or voluntary?
Dr. Ambler. It was voluntary, certainly, Mr. Chairman; voluntary, but well coordinated and managed.
He seems to believe that all of the metrication in Australia just
happened, and the government just stood back and offered some
advice as the country changed. Everyone could just do what they
wanted to become metric. The current NIST director has an even
more lax attitude toward metrication.
Detractors appeared to attack the credibility of Australia’s
metric conversion methodology. Donald Peyton of the American
National Standards Institute (ANSI) had this to say:
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Senator Ford. Thank you Mr. Peyton
I asked Representative McCauley and Professor Johnson what kind of timetable would be desirable—the
minimum and maximum. Do you have a recommendation as to what target dates and number of years we
should plan for completion?
Mr. Peyton. Well, frankly, Senator, having worked
in the field where you have to get a reasonable consensus to be effective, we have concluded that mandated
time spans long or short, really are counter-productive.
I’ll tell you why. In the United States, you have an entirely unique situation. People have been talking about
Australia, comparing a nation of 13 million people to
one of our size, and the concentration of industries is
like comparing a high school football team with the
Green Bay Packers. With all the things you have to
coordinate and all the different facets, we really believe that the flexible approach of H.R. 8674 without
mandated times is preferable, the major reason being
if you give some people 10 years, they are going to take
10 years, but there are other segments that are going
to be ready to go and they shouldn’t be held up.
Well Mr Peyton, it appears that your fictitious High School
team won the Superbowl and the Green Bay Packers have yet
to win a single game when it comes to your metric simile. Your
statement is 37 years old now, and just as incorrect and naive.
Alan Harper did not appear at the 1975 Metric Hearings. But
after the verbal testimony, there is a long written section entitled:
“Additional Articles, Letters and Statements.” Nine pages in we
find:
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Congress of the United States,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C., October 7, 1975.

Hon. Warren G. Magnuson,
Chairman, Semite Committee on Commerce,
Dirksen Building, Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Chairman: I understand that your committee will be
having hearings on metric conversion legislation on October 8 and 10.
The enclosed correspondence from Mr. Alan Harper, Executive Member of the Australian Metric Conversion Board, points out the difficulty in considering a voluntary conversion plan.
If possible, I would like to have Mr. Harper’s letter inserted in the
hearing record for consideration by members of the Senate Commerce
Committee.
Thanks very much.
Sincerely,
Donald M. Fraser.
Enclosure.
•

•

•
Metric Conversion Board,
St. Leonards, N.S.W. 2065, September 23, 1975.

Congressman Donald M. Fraser,
Congress of the United States,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

Dear Congressman: Thank you very much indeed for sending me
the pages of the Congressional Record containing your statement and
the report of the debate on the Metric Conversion Act, H.R. 8674.
I was, of course, aware of the passage of the Bill in Congress and of the
very gratifying voting figures but it was not until I read the Record
that I realized just how strongly the Bill was supported on the floor
of the House and that there was no spoken opposition to it.
Initially the event did not receive in our Australian papers the publicity it deserved (a brief announcement is attached) so I endeavored
to rectify this with comments for the press, a copy of which is also
enclosed. This was taken up in some of our major newspapers.
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The treatment given by the papers to this decision in the House of Representatives was in marked contrast to “Metric Bill Rejected headlines
used by the papers when the previous Bill was defeated. I think this
is symptomatic of the general metric climate in Australia now, that
it would be big news if USA decided not to go metric but merely a
normal development, not worthy of headlines, that a Metric Bill has
been supported.
Nevertheless, we can make very good use of the presumptive passage
of the Bill, of the strong vote in favour of it, of the many “quotable
quotes in the text of the report of the speeches and of the fact that
there were no speeches opposing it with those who still refuse to acknowledge that USA is well and truly on the metric path. Our small
but vocal “Australian Anti-Metric Association has lost another handful of feathers from its plumage and must be finding it increasingly
difficult to remain airborne.
Our operation is still proceeding very well. I hope to send you our
1974/75 Annual Report shortly which summarizes the position not
only for the past year but to some extent for the five years since the
Metric Conversion Board was appointed. In most of the technical
areas conversion is either complete or headed for completion. More
intractable are the sectors involving the public in the use of metric
units in affairs calling for some decision-makingeven if only as minor as
deciding whether to buy one or two kilograms of sausages. While one
can go a long way in these sectors with a wholly voluntary conversion,
we have come to the same conclusion as South Africa, United Kingdom
and Singapore that in such activities some degree of control of trading
practices is necessary if a prolonged period of consumer confusion and
trader disadvantage is to be avoided.
It is, of course, not possible to mount a wholly voluntary metric change
in the sense that every individual has a free choice. Consider the conversion of statutory speed limits and other changes calling for embodiment in legislation. “Voluntary in this context has to be taken to
mean that the choice of a program and plan for conversion in a sector
is made voluntarily by national leaders in that sector but thereafter it
is supported by all the pressures that can be marshalled, through procurement, legislation, appropriate amendment of technical standards,
adherence to the program by government and large organizations and
so on.
Unless your Metric Board can enlist such support for the programs
developed voluntarily, the agreement accorded many of these programs
may in the event prove too fragile to ensure their implementation and
aspects of your metric operation which provide their own incentives
will get out of kilter with those needing some additional stimulus for
their accomplishment.
By accident of history Australia is currently several years ahead of
USA in metric conversion so I believe we can offer useful experience
in situations in which there may be some parallel between the circumstances in our two countries. Please be assured we will be keen to
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make this experience as fully available as possible. I think the North
American-Australian Metric Conference held here last April, in which
you were unfortunately unable to participate, was a good indication
of what we have to offer.
With kind regards.
Yours sincerely,
A. F. A. Harper,
Executive Member.

Alan Harper seemed to understand that US metrication authorities like Ernest Ambler of NBS interpreted voluntary to mean
“to just do your own thing” in this epistle. Clearly Harper realized that the US had produced legislation that was a 10 Kilogram
turkey. Alan Harper clearly states that by voluntary, he meant
it will be voluntary for industries to decide how they want to become metric. It is mandatory that they become metric, that is
not voluntary as persons in the US misrepresented.
To mirror what had been done in the US, with that of Australia
would be this:
1. Pass legislation invoking Section 8 Article 5 of the US Constitution and make metric the exclusive measurement system of the US. Because it is Federal law, it would supersede
any local State and County laws. The existing weights and
measures infrastructure, which is tasked with enforcing and
regulating weights and measures, would now switch to metric. The laws which currently enforce the use of Olde English
would now be brought to bear to enforce metric. In 1975,
The American Bar Association argued that legislation was
not required, and metrication could be directly ordered by
the President who could create a “Measurement Czar.”
2. The change to metric would not be optional because existing
agencies would now enforce metric as the exclusive system
as they had USC, but the way in which metric would be accomplished would be “voluntary,” meaning the government
would not impose methods on the industries of the US. They
could all decide for themselves how they would comply with
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the law. A metric board would be set up based on that created in Australia, usher along the changes, and attempt to
smooth the changes along. The board would break all of the
US economy up into categories, like those created by Australia, and then appoint committees as they had done. The
board would negotiate M-Days as the Australians did for different industries, and hold them to compliance. Metrication
in Australia: A Review of the Effectiveness of Policies and
Procedures in Australia’s Conversion to the Metric System
by Kevin Wilks, (1992), would be an invaluable initial guide
to help US industry convert.
In April 1979, Mr. Harper was asked in person by a US Metric
Board member if Australia could have accomplished what it did,
had it been working under metric legislation similar to the U.S.
Metric Conversion Act of 1975
“No” was his emphatic single word answer.

Figure 4.2: Parking Ramp Clearance Sign in Australia — Photo by Mike
Joy

Alan Harper was right about metrication in Australia and in
the United States. Thirty two years after Australia completed
their metric conversion, the US has not even begun to untangle
itself, if it ever does, and the Green Bay Packers still use yards.
In Australia their signs are in metric as seen in Figure 4.2
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Chapter 5
Metric Psychological Resistance

5.1

Longhairs

Not long ago I recall reading
a dismissive Internet comment
which was something on the order of: “the metric system is
for scientists and not for regular people.” Clearly, if one
understands the simplicity of a
metric upgrade for the average
person, this statement is completely born of ignorance. If a
person uses milliliters, grams,
millimeters and so on, then
much of everyday life becomes
elegant, and the displaced medieval measures are as unwelcome as trying to figure out which
number Superbowl XXXVIII was. It was Superbowl 38.
The assertion that “metric is only for scientists” clearly was
not a technical statement, so what kind of statement is it? When
I read the statement, my mind went back to when I first lived in
Los Angeles. The music on the radio was no longer likely to be
The Beatles, but was instead The Beach Boys. When an old surf
129
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music oldies hour was introduced, the introductory line, (as best
as I can recall) was “Remember when boys with buzz cuts were
surfers and long hairs listened to classical music?” Indeed, “long
hair” was at one time a proverbial phrase. Isaac Asimov in his
1957 essay Victory on Paper, when discussing the importance of
paper chromatography states:
Nor is this ‘impossible’ problem just a matter of
idle curiosity on the part of long-haired biochemists
who have nothing better to do.
Surfers and long-hairs are viewed quite differently in American culture. Surfing is an athletic, sun-bathed, manly activity,
and happens out in the fresh air. Listening to classical music is
thought to be a square, intellectual non-activity that men who
have a delicate constitution engage in.
This seeming comparison of surf music and classical music actually also contains a succinct statement about American antiintellectualism. Richard Hofstadter in his work Anti-Intellectualism
in American Life makes this point about how teachers are viewed
in the US:
The boys grow up thinking of men teachers as somewhat effeminate and treat them with a curious mixture
of genteel deference (of the sort due to women) and
hearty male condescension. In a certain constricted
sense, the male teacher may be respected, but he is
not “one of the boys.”
I’ve found it a curious truth that US scientists generally use
more metric than not, but engineers use almost no metric. Engineering is also a profession that builds bridges, bends steel into
aircraft, and developed the muscle cars of the 1970s. Perhaps
this is an oversimplification, but when a statement like “metric is
only for scientists” is forwarded, it seems to be directed somewhere
other than at a comparison of the utility of medieval measures and
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modern metric ones. It becomes a “feeling” about what metric is,
and it’s not manly. One can almost hear a more modern version: “those latte sipping pro-metric guys can have their system,
no one’s stopping them. It’s a free country” with the implied attack on their manhood, and inveighing against comfort that these
sissies would embrace inside of a coffeehouse while discussing impractical literature.
Another aspect of American anti-intellectualism is the idea
that practical is always better than theoretical. John Kasson
(1822-1910) saw metric as practical, and said so much after he
lost his 1866 bid to make metric mandatory in the US:
The interests of trade among a people so quick as
ours to receive and adopt a useful novelty, will soon
acquaint practical men with its convenience. When
this is attained—a period, it is hoped not distant—a
further Act of Congress can fix the date for its exclusive
adoption as a legal system. At an earlier period it
may be safely introduced into all public offices, and
for government service. [emphasis mine]
In the US, then and now, metric is seen as an effete system
created by a bunch of scientific dandys from France, despite its
English origins. When discussing The Practical Culture of the
US, Richard Hofstadter states: “With all this there went a persistent hostility to formal education and a countervailing cult of
experience.” When I was growing up, I often heard these phrases:
“I’m a person who works with his hands.” “You can’t learn this
from a book” or “They don’t teach people this in college.”
When metric hearings were held in Congress in 1905, a Mr
Gaines asserted the usefulness of the foot for farmers estimating
how much volume would be needed to store grain. This exchange
took place between Mr George Wetmore Colles, a consulting mechanical and electrical engineer, which was used to make a point
about impractical people:
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Mr. Gaines. Now, you yourself do not use the peck or
the quart, or the pint. Then you are not an expert in
this. Then you are a professor in this.
Mr. Colles. No; I am an engineer.
Mr Gaines. Rainbow people want this metric system,
and the practical people do not want it. And when you
want to change the bushel into something else you become yourself one of these rainbow chasers. [Laughter]

Mr. Gaines was clearly not pleased that an engineer might
side with impractical scientific longhairs and wanted to press the
point. This testimony may have been in 1905, but in the late 20th
century, a supervisor at a company where I previously worked
summoned a group of engineers to present a talk he had prepared.
His presentation began with a question: “Who has done more
for humankind? Albert Einstein or Thomas Edison?” The engineers (mostly electrical engineers) looked at each other, and when
polled, unanimously stated that the answer was clearly Albert
Einstein. The supervisor had a negative and astonished visceral
reaction, he was sure it was Thomas Edison, and was furious the
group had given “the wrong answer.” What kind of people were
they?! Edison is a focal point for the “cult of the practical man”
and the supervisor was dealing with a room filled with apostates.
To the less-than-studious engineering supervisor, Albert Einstein was probably the archetypal impractical and effete “longhair.” Thomas Edison was a “practical” git ’r done person who
had “invented” many practical devices. Today, very few of those
devices are of any great importance. The invention of the electric
light bulb was an act of brute force, and Joseph Swan is certainly
its inventor. Edison simply won a blind brute force trial and error race to produce a commercially viable inefficient version. Albert Einstein explained the photoelectric effect, which is part of
what would become quantum mechanics, and in turn led to the
development of highly efficient LED (light emitting diode) “light
bulbs” that are rapidly replacing Edison’s “practical design.” Edison ignored the “Edison effect” as he saw no “practical” use for it
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although it was the key to vacuum tubes that would revolutionize
electronics. When cathode ray tubes were developed for television
screens, engineers needed to use relativity theory to predict the
path of the electrons inside which paint the images. The “impractical” Einstein also invented a new type of refrigerator with his
former student Leo Szilard.
The year 1905 was the “miracle year” when Einstein published
three amazing papers that changed engineering and physics forever. It was a less than miraculous year for metric testimony in
the United States:
Mr. Lanning. Is there any theoretical or practical relation between the electrical unit and other metrical units,
or the unit which we use in all ordinary standards of
weights and measures?
Mr. Colles. There is a theoretical relation, but no
practical relation. It relates in words, I may say, to
the velocity of light, and, as I say, it is very abstruse
that it does not concern anyone outside of a laboratory,
and even then only those engaged in investigations like
those of X-rays and other scientific inventions, which
have no practical constructive value, and probably never
will have. [emphasis mine]

1905 is a year for great intellectual irony in the US, where a
false dichotomy of meaningless “scientific inventions” and useful
“actual inventions” is delineated by a “practical person.”
I ran across a letter to the editor in the May 19, 1920 Bridgeport
Times and Evening Farmer that railed against current legislation
which would make the metric system mandatory in the US. Here
is the section that is pertinent:
The meter was never designed by manufacturers for
manufacturing. A meter was sort of conjured up by a
bunch of purely theoretical scientists. In practical use,
the divisions of the metric system are either too great
or too small to be of practical value.
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Go through any buyer’s guide from A to Z and see if
you see any products whose sale or manufacture would
be improved by metricalizing their measurements. Manufacturers are the immediate butt of the metrical joke.
(It’s a theoretical joke but a practical calamity)
The epistle is reprinted from a company newsletter called “Drill
Chips,” originally published by The Cleveland Twist Drill Company. This name still exists as a brand in the US.
It is the fate of the metric reformer in the US to be viewed
through the lens of American anti-intellectualism. These metric
ideas are seen as abstract; they are not “practical,” or we would
have known about them already, and adopted them in the US.
The reformer is not a “git ’r done” guy, but is instead a mamby
pamby complainer with impractical “ideas.”
There are many factors that contributed to the lack of metric
adoption in the US over the last 150 years. Our lack of a strong
central government is cited by Hector Vera as an essential roadblock, but even if it wasn’t, other contributing factors could be
America’s inward looking attitude, and a belief that if an idea was
worthy, a practical American would have thought of it, and the
rest of practical America would have already adopted it. The assertion that metric is for scientists and not for regular people is
not a technical statement, it’s just a prejudicial one.
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It’s Déjà Vu All Over Again (1916-2016)

The title of this essay is of course a famous quotation attributed
to Yogi Berra. It also expresses my experience when I decided to
see what was said in early 20th century issues of the American
Machinist magazine from about a century ago. This interest was
precipitated, when I noticed a large number of hits from a subreddit about propaganda posters connecting to The Metric Maven
website.
Most people think that US metrication (or the lack of it) first
took place in the 1970s, and, along with mint green leisure suits,
is relegated solely to “The Decade That Taste Left Behind.” The
early 20th century saw a number of attempts by people like John
Shafroth to pass mandatory metric legislation (something not even
contemplated in the 1970s). It was very strange to realize that the
same arguments and issues that are discussed by metric advocates
in 2016 were also present in 1916.
The 1916 issues of American Machinist are interesting in that
one would have expected their pages to be complete polemics
against the metric system, as the editor, Ethan Viall, is completely anti-metric. To my surprise, some of the best arguments
for adopting metric are found in its pages, but written as letters
to the editor.

The pages of this weekly devote more and more column-millimeters to anti-metric prose as the 1921 metric hearings approach.
One common “argument” found within its pages is that metric
people are just a bunch of longhairs. For instance, in 1920 we
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read:
Theory (Calculate) vs. Use
In discussing the pros and cons of the metric question,
it has been aptly said that the pros are represented
by by the professors and the cons by the constructors.
(Vol. 53, No. 2 pg 70)
Also editor Ethan Viall asserts:
[. . . As to the men who want the metric system so
badly, they seem to be scientists and pseudo-scientists
who have use for units of measurement to put down
the sizes of things that exist, but not for the dimensions of things to be made — Editor] (Vol. 45, No. 18
pg 780)
Or:
In the last few years I have come in contact with scientists and professors, among them chemists and socalled chemical engineers. These men generally used
dimensions and measures in the abstract only in their
calculations and in the investigations of the many problems presented to them. Many of them have no conception of the mechanical limitations encountered in
the development of their ideas into commercial propositions, and they therefore become strong advocates
of the metric system, which for their work has some
advantages. (Vol 45, No. 19 pg 828)
Of course the work of scientists is not “real work.” Editor,
Ethan Viall, in response to some of the letters to the editor, finally
resorts to a technical Darwinism argument against metric:
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[The metric system is not established to the exclusion
of all others in any country that we know. In Germany the inch (Zoll) is still largely used, and in France
the inch (pouce) is also extensively used. “The Metric Fallacy,” will give Mr. Greenleaf a lot of information on the different standards used in so-called metric
countries.—Editor]
Ethan Viall asks: if metric is so great, why isn’t imperial/Olde
English extinct in the wild? This of course assumes that humans
are rational beings, an assumption that appears inconsistent with
its author’s own views, and one’s general experience with life. Finally, Frederick Halsey’s sad polemic The Metric Fallacy is offered
up as a pound of prose, that, independent of content, vanquishes a
Yottagram of reason. For Halsey, questionnaires are an excellent
substitute for investigation, and a single use of non-metric in a
metric country means that metric Tinkerbell has died.
Some of the letters to the editor are fanciful, such as a longwinded argument for a base 8 measurement system. Others introduce cogent and recognizable contemporary arguments. What is
most interesting, is the pro writings all seem to understand the
importance of millimeters. Centimeters are generally introduced
by detractors. One millimeter example is a letter to the editor
from Adolf Langsner of Chicago Illinois:
A SCENE FROM REAL SHOP LIFE

In all our industries of light and medium nature no one,
from the tool maker down to the machinist apprentice, can get along without a number of tables that
the metric man would ignore entirely. Here is a little conversation which actually took place and which
shows characteristically where the English system is of
advantage to a modern industry:
Scene—in a medium-sized shop. Jim (who came from
the other end of the floor): “Say, Fred, what size drill
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must I take for a 19/64-in. reamed hole?” Fred, a little
surprised: “Why, ain’t ye have yer drill gauge!”
After pausing a while Fred continued: “Oh, I see;
19/64 in. is larger than a quarter, and No. 1 drill
is the largest in the gauge. Well, how much is 19/64
in.?”
Jim took his “mike” out of the apron. Looking at it
he gave the equivalent, 0.2968. “Oh, well,” he added,
“let’s make it 0.297.”
Fred was well pleased with the change in decimals,
because he instantly exclaimed, “That’s better.” He
crossed out the first figure and wrote the second down.
“Let me see,” Fred continued a while, “I think a drill
in the neighborhood of about 0.288 to 0.20 in. will be
right.”
“Ain’t ye smart?” shouted Jim again, “I know all that
myself. What I want to know is the number or letter
of such a drill.”
“I ain’t have not table; we have to ask Lang,” replied
Fred.
Both repeated the story to me. While I took out my
“American Machinist’s Handbook” and looked up index and page for letter-size drills, Jim, Fred and Gus,
who “butted in” to see what the argument was, had
a little conference. The question came up whether a
9/32-in. drill was not big enough. Jim assured them
that 1/64 was too much to ream and that he had to
make fifty pieces in a hurry. In the meantime I found
that letter “L” drill is 0.290 in.
Here is a case where four men spent about fifteen minutes. The “Old Man” did not know that Jim had to get
special information for the hurry job. Neither did the
efficiency man know that an hour’s time was wasted
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and that such time is lost daily. Otherwise he might
have introduced some new, efficient system—namely,
the metric system.
If the man in the metric shop has to ream a 7.5mm. hole (about 19/64 in.), he knows instantly that
7.4 and 7.3 drills are the nearest smaller sizes he can
use. Suppose the same man has to make some special
screws, say 5-mm. thread and 10.5 head. At once he
knows that his two diameters have to be the same as
given. On the other hand, if the man with the English
standard has to make similar screws, say 10-32 with
13/32-in. head, the first thing he has to do is to “look
up” what diameter No. 10 is and then get the decimal
equivalent of 13/32.
We cannot get away from the fact that, whether calculations are done on the drafting table, in the raw
material department or in the shop, there is always
a necessity of converting fractions into decimals and
vice-versa. These conversions alone have caused many
a job to be “junked,” and a “firing” followed, not to
mention the confusing mass of data of different wire
gauges, sheet-metal gauges and other standards that
cause endless trouble and waste of thousands of hours
daily. . . .
This was indeed deja vu all over again. My essay “Without
Metric Threads We’re Screwed” points out that machinists still
find calipers, or use a micrometer, to determine the decimal equivalents of drill bit sizes. Drill bit sizes come in fractions of an inch,
or number letter designations, but not in decimal inches. One cannot immediately know what drill size one needs for a 10-32 screw,
as the designations are uncoordinated, and were created in the
wonderland of technical Darwinism. I touch on this in my essay
“A Hole in The Screw Head.” If one wants to drill a hole that is
the same size as an M7 fastener (7 mm diameter) then one would
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locate a 7 mm drill bit. Fraction to decimal conversion charts are
ubiquitous in shops throughout the US. If we used the metric system, they would be as obsolete as slide rules. Further, metric drill
bits are not found in any US hardware stores, as I point out in
my essay “Yes! We Have No Metric Drill Bits.” But who am I
to question Metric Philosophers and their powerful philosophy of
technical Darwinism, that encompasses their imaginary ecosystem
of rational human beings?
More often what one discovers is that humans have spent time
learning a way to do something, and are terrified that this knowledge will become obsolete. Rationality has nothing to do with
their choice. I wrote the essay “Isaac Asimov—Technophobe” to
address this issue. This concern was as true in 1916 as it is today.
In a letter to the editor, Martin H. Ball of Watervliet, NY has this
to say:
If, instead of worshiping the theoretical, the rabid advocates of the metric system will divert their efforts toward changing the units of that system to dimensions
that are thinkable, they will be doing me a good turn.
. . . the length of the meter [should be] changed to 40
inches. That would divert their attention to something
practical.
As I have said before, it has cost me years of hard work
to get the technical education that I now have, and to
rob me of it is no more right than it is to rob me of any
other of my possessions. And to make me think and
work in the metric system would be doing just that.”
(American Machinist 1916-09-28 pg 561).
It’s deja vu all over again!
One aspect that is lost on all these machinists in 1916, is that a
single value for the inch did not exist, which caused confusion and
scrap. It was not until 1959, when it was decided that 25.4 mm
is an inch, just before Australia, New Zealand, Great Britain, and
all the other “Anglo-Saxon” English-speaking countries, with the
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exception of the US, decided to become metric in the 1970s, and
make the agreement moot.
One self-described “practical man,” W. Osborne of Oil City,
Pennsylvania, had this to say (Vol. 45, No. 13 pg 560) in American
Machinist:
A practical man might have realized that the diameter
of the earth could not be measured correctly without
instruments,. . . .
Indeed, instruments are a good idea, but I’m not sure why the
diameter of the Earth is brought into a metric discussion when
it was the circumference of the Earth that was of interest. The
“practical” man goes on to inform us:
Now the meter is a piece of metal that the United
States Government says is 39.37 in. long in the United
States, but a little bit longer than that according to
some textbooks. One of the books states that it is
39.37043 in., another that it is 39.3707904 in., and still
another states that it is 39.36996 in.
As I am a citizen of the United States, 39.37 in. it
legally is to me, and I’m rather forced to think that
our meter is either 39.37 times our inch or else our
inch is the meter divided by that number. I am not
certain which is which, but I do know that if I am
reading in the English system and trying to think in
the metric system, my inches must be divided by 39.37
and the answer pointed off at the right place to have
them changed to centimeters.
Centimeters are for detractors, and millimeters for metric allies in the pages of American Machinist. But the author does
not seem to realize that in 1916 “our inch” does not exist, other
than as a metric definition. The inch as a separate independent
standard did not exist. The decision to define the US inch using
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metric standards was made by a practical man, who realized that
the imperial yard standard from Great Britain was not stable or
workable. He took the practical step of defining the US inch in
terms of the only practical standard available, that of a meter.
Congress would not act, so this practical man saw that practical instruments required that he define the US yard as 3600/3937
meters.
This practical man was, of course, Thomas Corwin Mendenhall (1841–1924). Thankfully, so as not to injure the sensibilities
of the “practical” author of this letter to the editor, Mendenhall
was an autodidact. He was also a great promoter of the metric
system. The calibration of all the instruments Mr. Osborne would
use during his life could be traced back to a metric bar in Mr.
Mendenhall’s care. Our inch, is a metric inch. defined from the
length of a meter.
Carl F. Jeansen, Ordinance Engineer at the Washington Navy
Yard in Washington D.C. related how Sweden converted to metric
in five years. After that, a contract in any other system of units
was no longer legal, and had no standing in court. Mr. Jeansen
was at the Gothenburg Mechanical Works, which employed somewhere around 1000 to 1200 men when the change to metric occurred (American Machinist Vol. 45, No. 26 pg 1136):
The change from inches to millimeters was immediately started. All new drawings were made in the metric system, and when an old drawing was to be used
the dimensions in millimeters added. At that time
Swedish, English and Prussian inches were used in shop
work. It was a relief to throw them out and use millimeters. In this shop the metric system reduced the
number of errors in the drafting room and the cost of
manufacture.
The change was carried through with practically no
expense whatsoever. The taps in the Whitworth system were kept as they had to be used for repair work.
Later on metric taps were gradually substituted.
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When the American Machinist presented an article comparing the inch-pound non-system and metric in 1920 (“The English
and the Metric Measuring System—A Comparison” 1920-11-11
pg 511), the centimeter is crammed in for rhetorical use. But first
technical Darwinism must be introduced, after pointing out how
great the US and Great Britain are as industrial powers:
This does not imply that the English system of measurements is perfect. Some of its units and sub-divisions
have become obsolete by disuse. This is as it should
be. It is a matter of evolution and growth stimulated
by experience and changed conditions. . . ”
Then the “primary units” of the metric system are introduced:

The accompanying illustrations. Figs. 1 and 2, show some relative comparisons of English and metric units of length. A study
of Inch-Foot-Yard and Centimeter-Decimeter-Meter will show at
once that the former three dimensions harmonize perfectly for
practical use, while in the latter the unit sub-divisions of the meter represent too great a step from the meter itself. In the “inch”
and “centimeter” the same defect is apparent, to which is added,
the “indivisibility” of the centimeter into 1/2, 1/4, 1/8 and so on
as compared with the inch.
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Despite the fact that in the very pages of American Machinist,
the pro-metric letters to the editor implement millimeters, and
a centimeter is not to be found, their formal comparison article
offers up the centimeter as a bad version of an inch (which it is).
After subjecting the rest of the metric system to this “analysis”
the conclusion is obvious, just before the 1921 metric hearings they
offer a Goldilocks conclusion:
Conclusion
Briefly stated the metric system is devoid of the English system’s handiness and convenience; its units are
either too large or too small for the every-day requirements of industry. From the English system many subFor Non-Commercial Use Only
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divisions have been dropped, having outlived their usefulness; thus proving the English system’s adaptability
to the requirements of progress. The metric system, on
the other hand, presents a rigid structure incapable of
modifications and requiring conditions to adapt themselves to its use.
In 1917, Fredrick Halsey resumed his metric salvos of ignorance
within the pages of American Machinist. Again the introduction
of centimeters as a pseudo-inch was employed as grist for Halsey’s
rhetorical mill:
Fig. 1 shows an English and a metric scale in contact.
The lines upon the English scale give the dimensions
to which things have always been made in Englishspeaking countries, and reduced to its lowest terms,
the proposition before us is that these sizes shall be
abandoned and those shown on the metric scale be
substituted for them.

It is difficult to believe that Mr. Halsey is not aware of what
he is doing. The pages of American Machinist are filled with
millimeters as the “practical” small unit for metric work, yet as I
show in my essay “The Metric Fallacy?,” he appears to have called
a centimeter scale a millimeter one to make the metric system
seem to be a more confusing version of inches. Here, he is more
cautious, and uses the terms “English and metric scales,” rather
than labeling a centimeter scale as a scale of millimeters. This is
a curious difference compared to his earlier writing, and I suspect
it is not by accident.
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Halsey’s article is almost embarrassing in its juvenile arguments. I will not burden the reader with examples from it.
Elsewhere, simplicity is sacrificed for the “practical” so that
a non-metric world can be maintained. One letter to the editor
attacked the idea of pipe sizes in metric. The author used conversions from Ye Olde English to argue the equivalent sizes obtained
were odd and unworkable. In a reply, it was pointed out that
one could easily change pipe sizes to simple integer millimeter dimensions in terms of fractions (American Machinist 1916-11-23
pg 915):

Under the banner, “Letters from Practical Men,” a conversion
chart for inches to millimeters is offered in December of 1916,
Figure 5.1
Over and over it is apparent to all those involved and familiar
with metric in the pages of the American Machinist, that millimeters are the unit of choice, but Ye Olde English habits die
hard, and they adversely affect the metric system. J. Pearlman
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Figure 5.1: Metric conversion chart from American Machinist

of Walthamstow, England offers to show us how simple metric
conversion is:
Let us proceed to convert 50,204,378 mm to kilometers. Starting from the right-hand side tick off each
figure—50 km., 2 hm., 0 decam., 4 m, 3 decim., 7 cm.,
8 mm. With the other system the process would be,
first divide by 12, then by 3, then multiply by 2 and
divide by 11, then divide by 40, then by 8.
Wow, as I’ve pointed out in previous essays, even this baroque
use of the metric system seems simpler to the contemporaries of
1916 than Imperial/Ye Olde English. Today, the prefix cluster
around unity is eschewed, and we write this value as: 50 204 378 mm.
The triads immediately show us this value is 50 204 meters, or essentially 50 Km if it were a value to be placed on a roadway sign.
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Again it’s deja vu all over again as I addressed this in my essays
“Naughtin and 1929” and “Familiarity Versus Simplicity.”
It is not deja vu all over again for the rest of the world. They
have embraced the metric system.
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Chapter 6
Passive Aggressive Anti-Metric Design

6.1

The “Preferred” US Measurement System

The object to the left is an everyday thing, but it is making a clear statement about the
designer’s measurement preference. It may not be apparent
what the measurement preference is to you. It might not
have been to me had I not
read The Design of Everyday
Things by Donald A Norman.∗
The design of even the simplest
of objects is done in a manner that provides information
on how the designer intends them to be used. A person will unconsciously take an intended design clue, and use an object as
intended. Knives are provided with handles, and one doesn’t stop
to think which is the best end to hold in one’s hand after early
experience and instruction in childhood. Norman cites research
which argues there are at least 30 000 everyday things around us,
and decreases the number to 20 000 to state: “Suppose each ev∗

2nd Edition
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eryday thing takes only one minute to learn; learning 20,000 of
them occupies 20,000 minutes—333 hours about 8 forty hour work
weeks.” We have a considerable amount of time invested in learning about our everyday things. When we encounter a can opener,
or a scissors, or a potato peeler, we generally know exactly what
to expect, how to hold it, and how to use it. One way that a
designed object signals how it should be used, is to design it so
the ways it may be used are limited, this is called affordance by
Norman.
When I worked on the design of televisions, I immediately
ran into the idea of affordance. A television motherboard and
its chassis were dropped off in my lab, but about seven cables
had been disconnected. I protested that it was all apart, and
was calmly told by a technician that all the plugs would only
go into one place on the motherboard. Indeed, they did, and I
was impressed that because of this affordance, I couldn’t make a
mistake.
The affordance of the TV motherboard was essentially foolproof, but often designers can’t restrict a user that much, and the
affordance involves only discomfort or a subtle tactile clue. Donald
Norman offers this:
Take another example of good design. My felttipped marking pen has ribs along only one of its sides;
otherwise all sides look identical. Careful examination
shows that the tip of the marker is angled and makes
the best line if the marker is held with the ribbed side
up, a natural result if the forefinger rests upon the ribs.
No harm results if I hold the marker another way, but
the marker writes less well. The ribs are subtle design
cue—functional, yet visibly and aesthetically unobtrusive.
Norman also shows numerous door handles as examples. If we
see only a push plate on a door, we have no other choice but to
push to open the door. A handle which one can readily grasp cues
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us that we pull to open it. This brings us back to the measuring
cup shown above. Its design is pro-metric, as the metric graduations are facing a person’s eyes when it is held with the right
hand. About 70-90% of the worlds population are right handed.
Right handed Americans using this measuring cup, would find it
uncomfortable and unnatural to place the handle on the left. The
measuring cup shown is from the period when the US pretended
it might go metric. Measuring cups of this same type, which are
currently sold in the US, are all designed so that the Olde English
graduations face one’s eyes when held with the handle on the right.
One of mine is shown below:

Figure 6.1: Common American Measuring Cup

Measuring cup designs have improved since the 1970s. Some
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of the ones I now own are “top readable” and only sold (unfortunately) at product parties. Dual scale is always a hindrance to
metric adoption, but this set of top reading measuring cups are
the best I have encountered. I have visited many cooking stores
and looked online, but have yet to find metric-only measuring cups
and measuring spoons. The measuring cup shown below appears
to have eliminated a right hand bias as well as being easy to read.
Now if I could just purchase a metric-only one.

Figure 6.2: Top Read Measuring Vessel with Clear Metric Graduations

The design of common measuring cups is but one example of
subtle anti-metric bias in our everyday things. In a previous essay
I mentioned that the design of American “metric” rulers hinder
their use because of the presence of a centimeter-millimeter dual
unit scale, and the rounding of the origin end of one particular
metric scale. The origin of the inch scale is placed on the square
end, which is much more natural for measuring. For about 10%
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of our population, which are left-handed, the current dual scale
measuring cups are adequately designed for metric use. On the
other hand both metric and inch ruler scales have equally low
affordance for left-handed people. Left hand rulers exist which
have the numbering from right to left to increase the ease of use
by a left handed person.
My father gave me an expandable wrench for my last
birthday, which has mm markings on one side, and had inch
on the other (yes, I ground off
the inch scale). If one holds the
wrench as a right handed perFigure 6.3: Left Handed Ruler
son would, the inch scale faces
your eyes. On the opposite side is the metric scale, which has low
affordance for a right-handed person. The wrench is nice because
it allows one to immediately see what size a bolt head is in mm,
but it is very cumbersome for me to use, as I’m right handed. I
have a better understanding of what left handed people deal with
on an everyday basis in our world.

Figure 6.4: Expandible wrench designed with an affordability preference
for inches

These examples point to the fact that a preference for imperial measures is designed into our US tools, and US everyday
things. But I’ve been assured by non-binding legislation that the
US prefers metric measurements. Here is some background:
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The Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1988 was
signed into law by Ronald Reagan. It amended the Metric Conversion Act of 1975, yet didn’t have the word metric in the title of
the legislation. President Reagan and Congress apparently were
concerned that the voluntary nature of the Metric Conversion Act
of 1975 was not clear enough.
Section 3 of the Metric Conversion Act of 1975 is
amended to read as follows:
SEC. 3. It is therefore the declared policy of the
United States
(1) to designate the metric system of measurement
as the preferred system of weights and measures for
United States trade and commerce;
(2) to require that each Federal agency, by a date
certain and to the extent economically feasible by the
end of the fiscal year 1992, use the metric system of
measurement in its procurement, grants, and other
business-related activities, Except to the extent that
such use is impractical or is likely to cause significant
inefficiencies or loss of markets to United States firms,
such as when foreign competitors are producing competing products in non-metric units;
Well, it has been the case since the 19th Century, that switching to metric is always “impractical” in the US. Apparently there
was much concern among our legislators that we have an exception: “such as when foreign competitors are producing competing
products in non-metric units;” Apparently Liberia and Myanmar
(the last two non-metric holdouts in the world) might flood the US
(and the world?) with non-metric products, and thereby destroy
what’s left of our uncompetitive non-metric US economy. Thank
you President Reagan and Congress for the foresight to see the
threat and protect us from the economic danger posed by these
two tiny countries, and making an exception. Clearly the 1992
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date was meaningless and arbitrary. It made it look like the government was taking action, when in fact it was not. Metric is 21
years past the expiration date for becoming “preferred.”
One can easily see how “preferred” metric is in the US simply by inspecting the design of our everyday things, and everyday
tools. The legislation is feckless, and crass hypocrisy. It is in line
with the strange belief that if we cling onto the trappings of our
past, the future may be indefinitely postponed. This emotional
response, written in legislation, only postpones the day when reality intervenes, and forces Americans to realize that fantasy is no
match for reality. I’m not willing to wait another 150 years hoping
America will come to its senses. We need legislation that compels
industry to design and make available true metric products, during a short compulsory switchover by industry, government, and
education to metric. What we have now is legislation celebrating
the the metric system as the preferred system of the future that
makes sure it will always remain so.
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Chapter 7
Olde English & Atavistic Metric Useage

7.1

A Kilotonne is How Much in Metric?

When I was in college, I studied Electrical Engineering. I was told
many times that one was no longer to use concatenations of metric
prefixes, this was considered very bad practice. What this meant
was that one should not use two metric prefixes concurrently to
designate values. At that time there were capacitors which were
marked micro-micro Farad (µµF). Micro is 10−6 so two of them
together would 10−6 * 10−6 or 10−12 . There is a perfectly good
metric prefix called pico to describe this small amount of capacitance. The slang term is puff. So these µµF capacitors should
be described as picofarad pF capacitors. This made perfect sense
to me. I was surprised that such an ad hoc nomenclature would
make it into engineering or be tolerated. When I took my first
job, we used a device called a directional coupler to calibrate the
power level of measurements. The coupling factor for the directional coupler was shown on a graph which was on an attached
metal plate. The coupling was different at different frequencies
and the graph was used for correction. The frequency axis of the
graph said KiloMegaCycles. I knew this designation was from a
long time back as cycles per second had been called Hertz for
decades. I found this antique item to be a source of humor for
me. Who on Earth would write a frequency in Gigahertz (GHz)
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[109 ] as (KMHz) [103 * 106 = 109 ]. How on earth did that make
sense? What I didn’t realize was that the US “do your own thing”
anarchy of weights and measures allows, and seemingly promotes,
this type of designation.
Imperial and US Olde English unit usage have been retained
in the metric system, and have never been purged as they should
have been. I’ve spent considerable time expressing my views about
the centimeter as a pseudo-inch, (and have condemned the entire
prefix cluster around unity), but there is a much more sinister
and in-your-face Imperial/US Olde English holdout in the metric
system. It is the tonne. The fact that there is an extra n and e
should make one think Ye Olde English metric. The designation
tonne is actually an approved usage!
The tonne is properly called the Megagram or 1 000 000 grams,
but when used in a completely feral manner, they are known as
metric tons—no extra n or e, just pigfish. So what is a metric ton?
Well it’s 1000 Kilograms, or 1 KiloKilogram (KKg). It turns out
that 1 KiloKilogram is close to a short ton (0.907 KiloKilograms).
A ton is probably derived from a tun which was the weight of
a barrel of wine. So why was it so important to taint the metric
system with an unnecessary non-metric-metric unit? Had someone
been drinking? Worse yet, the metric ton is just another way
of writing KiloKilogram, and pretending it isn’t poor usage. If I
wrote something has a mass of 97 KiloKilograms I’ll bet most prometric people would wrinkle their nose and pitch a small fit, but If
I said 97 tonnes or even 97 metric tons, well, only the tinkling of ice
in glasses around the metric table would be audible. How about
K2 g for metric ton?—I’ll bet that wouldn’t go over well either. So
why is tonne or metric ton acceptable in polite company?
This essay was originally to be about Naughtin’s Laws and the
press. I was curious about how “professional” people talk about
large quantities. Well, it turns out that there are many varied
and mangled ways that this is done by journalistic denizens of
the only country which embraces US Olde English Units. I was
curious about the amount of metals produced world-wide, and
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Figure 7.1: Amount of metal production and equivalent mass.

found a slide presentation with this table, Figure 7.1.
When my mind encountered the word Kilotonnes, it seized up
for a moment, and I experienced metric vertigo. Kilotonnes!!! So
in other words the amount of metal is being described is in terms
of KiloKiloKilograms or KKKg! That sounds rather ominous—
perhaps K3 g would be better? Let’s see, what would that be in
non-pig-Latin metric? Oh, it would simply be Gigagrams. This is
not to be confused with Gt which is proper pig-Latin metric for
Gigatonne or in improper pig-Latin metric is K5 g. The source of
this table will remain anonymous. There is no need to single out
this person, he never chose to be in the spotlight. But news items
which are written by “Journalists” for the public, well, I’m less
inclined to invoke a Metric Maven Client privilege. Lest you think
this usage is uncommon, the article “Great Balls of Fire” in New
Scientist on 2013-06-29 (page 42) describes the explosive impact
of meteors in megatonnes and kilotonnes. Here are some values in
terms of metric tons I randomly found on the web using a google
search:
• Mining operations in Amapa, where Anglo American produced 6.1 million metric tons of iron ore in 2012
• According to Philips estimates, using the LED replacement
could also eliminate 11 million metric tons of carbon emisc Randy Bancroft
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sions annually, or the equivalent of removing over 2 million
cars from the road.
• This clean solar generation plant will displace the equivalent
of approximately 54,000 metric tons of carbon dioxide (CO2)
per year, which is equal to the amount that roughly 2.2
million trees would displace annually
• “The ground fish fleet is a huge contributor to local port
economies,” he said. In my district alone, on any given year,
you will have a dozen trawlers that contribute 10,000 metric
tons of fish and that represents about $20 million worth of
product, he said.
• The Wikipedia article referenced below indicates that the
Earth has around 40,000 Gt of carbon in the hydrosphere,
biosphere and atmosphere
• More than 2,000 farmers in six communities in the Northern
Region will benefit from a 500 metric ton certified warehouse
for grain storage at Datoyili, in Tamale.
• From July-February 2012-13 about 5,590,775 metric tons of
cement worth US$ 376.85 million exported as compared to
5,589,372 metric tons valuing US$ 303.71 million of corresponding period of last year.
Do you really have any idea of the comparative magnitudes
offered in these news stories? I would bet not. Let’s try to get a
handle on these values using Naughtin’s Laws (mostly) and metric
prefixes. The results are in Table 7.1
There is no excuse for Americans not to have an idea of the relative magnitudes of Mega, Giga and Tera. Computer disk drives
were in Megabytes, then as they became larger they came in Gigabytes, and now one can buy external hard drives of 1-2 Terabytes
without a problem. Peta—well, that’s way big, but one can look
it up online without a problem if needed.
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Numerical Descriptions in Articles & Metric Values
Material

Article Value

Metric Value

Iron Ore

6.1 million metric tons

6.1 Teragrams (1012)

Carbon

11 million metric tons

11 Teragrams (1012)

Carbon

54 000 metric tons

54 Gigagrams (109)

Fish

10 000 metric tons

10 Gigagrams (109)

Total Carbon (Eco System)

40 000 Gigatonnes

40 Exagrams (1018 )

Grain Storage

500 Metric tons

500 Megagrams (106)

Cement

5 589 372 Metric tons

5.6 Teragrams (1012)

Table 7.1:

Naughtin’s Laws applied to various print articles.

The presentation of quantities using metric tons, only obfuscates a person’s ability to immediately compare them. It also, in
many cases, can serve to obscure the decimal nature of metric values and money. For instance here is the pricing of copper in one
article:
• Benchmark copper on the London Metal Exchange (LME)
hit a session low of $7,439 a metric ton (1.1023 tons), its
weakest since August 21, and closed at $7,465 a metric ton. . .
We note that the price is given in metric tons, and then they
provide a conversion factor for US Olde English short tons. Let’s
see, copper costs $7,439 per metric ton; how could we possibly
compute the price of other quantities? I have an idea, perhaps actually using the metric system might help? How about $7,439 per
Megagram, or $7.43 per Kilogram, or 0.74 cents per gram. Look
ma!—no calculator! The metric ton designation really screws up
the simplicity of decimals, which is one of the reasons metric was
adopted internationally in the first place. Seriously, the metric ton
is just a tonne of problems, it should have never been accepted as
a legitimate usage in the metric system. It only serves to obscure,
and that means, that for unscrupulous persons, it’s used for dishonest purposes. It’s not a metric ton, it’s a Megagram! Members
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of the press—learn to clearly express quantities!—by using the
metric system!
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Familiarity versus Simplicity

Sometimes the advantage of simplicity is obvious. I recall a time
when a person at a grocery store check-out counter entered the
price of each item using mechanical buttons on a cash register,
then used their palm to press a large flat beige metal key which
would enter the transaction into it. Later, laser scanners that
could read universal product codes (UPC) were introduced. The
items just glided across a glass window, and with a beep, each
item price was registered. The person at the register went from
using some arithmetic skills to none. In other cases, where one has
to rethink an intellectual method, no matter how much simpler it
might be, people often cling to the familiar with great tenacity. If
they run into a new method, they often will try to impose the old
manner upon it, which only makes the new method much more
complicated.
I thought of this when I was reading an old folio on the metric
system. It is called The Metric System of Weights and Measures
and was written by J. Pickering Putnam in 1877. The book was
published by the American Metric Bureau. They describe themselves thus:

Figure 7.2: Metric Chart (1877)
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There is an amazing color chart included in the book which
completely illustrates my point about simplicity versus familiarity.
The entire chart is reproduced in Figure 7.2, but I will address
parts of it using cropped sections.

Figure 7.3: Volume Examples (1877)

The illustration of metric volumes from the chart is reproduced
as Figure 7.3. When the modern metric system is used, generally
volumes are described using milliliters and liters. One can introduce the archaic prefix cluster around unity and have centiliters,
deciliters and so on, but they are impractical, and generally understood to be nothing but a complicating factor. First let’s look
at the volumes offered in the chart. It shows 1/2, 1/5, 1/10, 1/20,
1/50 and 1/100 fractions of a liter as suggested volumes. These are
500 mL, 200 mL, 100 mL, 50 mL and 10 mL volumes. When written in a modern manner, they are all nice whole numbers which
can be immediately compared; but that’s not what was suggested
by the pro-metric American Metric Bureau chart. It expresses
liters in the common vernacular of the day—fractions, which do
not provide an instant recognition of relative magnitude. The
nineteenth century was still a place with an almost uncountable
number of measurement units—so this would probably seem like
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a simplification.

Figure 7.4: Section of chart which shows 1000 cubic millimeters is a
milliter.

The chart has also suggested names for each quantity below
one-half liter. They are the Double Deciliter (200 mL), Deciliter
(100 mL), Demi-Deciliter (50 mL), Double Centiliter (20 mL) and
Centiliter (10 mL). Amazingly, my nemesis, the cubic centimeter,
is also expressed as 1000 cubic millimeters and correctly asserted
to be equal to 1 milliliter in Figure 7.4. It is shown that one
milliliter of water weights one gram, but we note that milliliters
are not used at all in the “parade of illustrated volumes.” What
this demonstrates, is that the ubiquitous way pre-metric weights
and measures were used, was unconsciously foisted on the much
simpler metric system. They were imposed without a technical
justification, but instead relied on an unspoken common usage
justification. It reminds me of a section of the TV version of The
Hitchhiker’s Guide to The Galaxy where a hair dresser is given
a pair of sticks to make fire, and constructs a faux-scissors from
them. They were feckless for producing fire, but they seemed like
a rational path to him, based upon his experience and education
as a hair dresser. He is only able to think in terms of what he
knows, what is familiar.
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The fact that 10 cubic centimeters is 10 milliliters, which is also
1 centiliter, and when filled with water is a dekagram is never seen
in modern metric usage, but is given in the chart. Generally we
don’t use a k in deca either. The multiple equivalences is related
to the idea that somehow we need lots of weights and measures,
because we have always had lots of weights and measures, such
as: a firkin, a hogshead, a kilderkin, a chaldron, a pottle, a gill
etc. It is a nineteenth century reflexive belief that we need many
measurement monickers. It is familiarity over simplicity.

Figure 7.5: Mass Values (1877)

When looking at the “parade of grams” they appear to use
a capital G with a typeface that looks like a C, which may be
an archaic Latin usage. In this case, they actually use integer
values of 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100 and 200 grams; but at the last
moment they resort to 1/2K for 500 grams, and 1K for 1000 grams.
Yes, they use a capital K, with which I agree. Each quantity
again gets its own name: 1 gram, double gram, demi dekagram, 1
dekagram, double dekagram, demi hektogram, double hektogram,
and demi Kilogram. This time I did not put the integer values
next to the names. How did you do at identifying the values from
their names? I’m sure the names were completely opaque. The
modern nomenclature is much simpler. Remember, this chart was
published by a group that was promoting metric, they were trying
to help. They were trying to illustrate the simplicity of “The New
System.” This fact serves to imply how complicated are the old
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weights and measures, by comparison.

Figure 7.6: Decimeter Ruler

For length they offer a five decimeter rule, Figure 7.6, which
I guess is supposed to be a sort of metric foot size of rule. It is
marked in decimeters with black and light brown patches which
show centimeters, but no millimeters. It does identify that a Halfmeter = 5 decimeters = 50 centimeters = 500 millimeters. They
also offer a “Double Decimeter” length rule, Figure 7.7, which is
divided into centimeters and millimeters.

Figure 7.7: Double-Decimeter Ruler

In my view, these are all artifacts from the era when the metric
system was created, but it was not understood how it might best
be used. Clearly the chart did not need fractions for the volume,
milliliters would have been fine, with a reminder that 1000 mL is a
liter. None of the names for each volume division are needed, and
are not currently used. This probably seemed to make sense in
an era where every commercial quantity might have its own measurement unit. The grams could all have been shown as integers,
and again there is no need to name each multiplication of a gram
as shown. When illustrating volume, they started with the liter,
and subdivided it with fractions. In the case of the gram, they
started with it, and used integer multiples. In modern use, mL
and grams make the most sense. We know that 500 mL of water
is 500 grams, and the integer values match. The American Metric
Bureau’s suggested use of the metric system in the 19th century
offered familiarity, but not simplicity. The use of Naughtin’s Laws
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allows one to make metric the simplest and most intuitive measurement system so far devised. There is however one particularly
egregious archaic metric holdout which still haunts our world.
Recently, my long-time friend Ollie came upon myself conversing about metric with a few other persons at a table. Ollie has
a background in Geology and Paleontology. She related that I
should be very happy because at her Paleontology meetings all
measurements are metric. I sighed and said “yeah, but I bet they
do them all in centimeters.” She began to protest that using millimeters produced numbers that are “too big.” I reached into my
pocket and obtained a mm only metric tape measure, extended it,
and asked her to find the centimeters on it. She studied it carefully, and was clearly surprised and a bit confused that it existed.
Ollie was getting over a cold and was concerned that I might
get it because she handled the tape measure. She ran to a rest
room to clean it off. When she returned others asked her what
she was doing:
Ollie: “I was washing it off so he would not catch my cold.”
Maven: “No she wasn’t.”
Ollie: “Yes I was!”
Maven: “No, she was hiding in the bathroom measuring items
with the tape measure and enamored at the simplicity of millimeters compared with centimeters. She just doesn’t want to confess
it.”
Fortunately I came to no bodily harm. Ollie changed the subject before I could complete the explanation I had for her. I will
now offer it here. Ollie had stated that 31.7 centimeters is easier
to state than 317 millimeters. I want you to note how many symbols are used to write each number. There are four symbols in the
centimeter expression, that is three numbers and a decimal point.
In the case of using millimeters you have three symbols, and no
decimal point. This clearly requires less typing or writing when
using mm rather than cm. Your mind stops to note the decimal
point, but sees the integer as a “packet.”
How do they compare linguistically? Thirty-one-point-seven
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centimeters is eight syllables. Three-seventeen millimeters is six
syllables. Wait! I might hear you protest, you cheated and did not
use hundreds! Ok. Three-hundred-seventeen millimeters is nine,
so it took one more syllable using the hundred designation. Well,
that way it is barely longer. I have no studies which compare the
linguistic efficiency, but for the most part I think it’s pretty close
whether one relates cm or mm values linguistically.
This form of argument was also enlisted against the use of metric pre-fixes, and the metric system in general in centuries past.
It was stated the units had too many syllables. Yard or meter,
Kilometer or mile, micron or micrometer, it’s the same complaint.
Actual understanding of measurement quantities is sacrificed on
an imaginary altar to some innumerate linguistic deity. The same
argument could be made about English in general. Suppose I say
“I have a group of books” Why do I need an s? Why can’t I
say “I have a group of book.” The word group clearly tells me
there are more than one book—it’s just extra! The great advantage of having the extra prose in a language is that it offers more
and redundant information. This provides clarity. A millimeter,
milliliter, and milligram all tell us the division of the base unit
is by one-thousand with three syllables. This one syllable shorter
than one-thousandth of a meter. One can also directly write down
the numerical values from the prose.
As I have said before, the centimeter is but a pseudo inch,
which is maintained for no good reason, and complicates the measurements made by ordinary citizens. It is the hold-out on the
1877 metric chart which has not been exorcised. The centimeter
needs to be banished to where-ever the decimeter, decameter and
hectometer were exiled over the years. We can get along without
them just fine, and with greater ease of use. Is a milliliter and
a gram too small of a unit to use?—I never hear that argument.
Would you miss the centigram or the centiliter if they were never
again used? Then why would you miss the centimeter?—what
makes it so special? Reject it! Choose simplicity over familiarity.
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Milliards and Milliards

A seminal advance, that allowed
for the development of the modern
world, seems never to be consciously
noted by most persons. That advance, was when people began to
identify groups of objects with the
abstract idea of numbers. The concept that 1, 2, 3, 4 and so on could
be mapped with a one-to-one correspondence to a group of animal
skins, or fruit, or whatever, took
a considerable amount of abstraction, and can be counted as one
of the great conceptualizations humans embraced.
Francis Galton (1822-1911) is reported to have made this observation about a tribe in Southwest Africa:
When inquiries are made about how many days’
journey off a place may be, their ignorance of all numerical ideas is very annoying. In practice, whatever
they may possess in their language, they certainly use
no numeral greater than three. When they wish to express four, they take to their fingers, which are to them
as formidable instruments of calculation as a sliderule
to an English schoolboy. They puzzle much after five,
because no spare hand remains to grasp and secure the
fingers that are required for units. Yet they seldom lose
oxen; the way in which they discover the loss of one is
not by the number of the herd being diminished, but
by the absence of a face they knew.
I don’t know if Galton felt sanctimonious about this lack of
numeracy, but if he was, it was not particularly justified. Isaac
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Asimov (1920-1992) was the person who led me to this realization.
In his book Fact and Fancy, he states:
It was 1300 A.D. before the word “million” was invented. Until then, the largest number word was “myriad,” which was Greek for 10,000. Even Archimedes,
in calculating the number of poppy seeds in the entire Universe as he knew it, used expressions meaning
“myriads of myriads of myriads. . . .
It was only seven centuries ago that a word to describe 1 000 000
was created, which is equivalent to the modern metric prefix Mega—
and adopted only in 1960.
In 1871, Fredrick A.P. Barnard (1809-1889) gave a speech,
which was expanded into a book called The Metric System of
Weights and Measures. Barnard had done his best to make the
metric system the exclusive system of measure in the US, but
Charles Davies managed to derail this initiative. In his book,
Barnard presents this table:

The largest metric prefix used with a meter is a myriametre.
The myriad apparently continued to remain an upper value limit
for the everyday person. This is true even though the word million
existed at that time, and Friedrich Bessel (1784-1846) determined
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in 1831 that the star 61 Cygni was about 98 Petameters from
Earth, or 9 800 000 000 000 myriametres. The early metric system
was provincial and still mired with numerical magnitudes from
the time of Archimedes. It would not be until 1960 when a prefix
larger than myria would be adopted, which is of course Mega. The
prefixes Giga and Tera were also adopted that year. The use of
myria as a prefix, despite its ancient origin, seems to have been
eschewed without much difficulty, and the better by 1000 approach
began. The seldom used prefix cluster around unity has proven
much more difficult to eradicate.

Figure 7.8: Long and Short Scale Descriptions

While the numerical value for the word million was agreed
upon after 1300 A.D., a fork occurred when English words were
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chosen for larger numbers. The word billion is used for Giga in the
short scale; in the long scale, the word milliard is used. The word
billion is used for Tera in the long scale, but it is called trillion
in the short scale. The history of the changing values of words
used to describe large numbers is considerable and meanders. The
prefix table of Figure 7.8 provides succinct documentation of the
differences between short and long scale words.
Douglas Adams’ The Hitchicker’s Guide to The Galaxy has
a computer called the Milliard Gargantubrain, which shows that
long scale usage is still with us. The use of the short and long scales
has allowed for very poor literary numerical expression, which was
long ago forbidden in the metric system, but is ignored when long
and short scale words are combined with metric prefixes. The
statement that a celestial object is one million Kilometers from
Earth does not meet with objection, but if it is a KiloMegameter away, that would be laughable. The proper term Gigameters
would probably also cause heartburn for the provincial literary
crowd, who are proudly literate, and willfully innumerate, but it
is the most succinct prose expression, and does not contain any
numerical ambiguity. If we have a billion meters, it could be a
Gigameter or Terameter. Carl Sagan (1934-1996) used the term
billions and billions.∗ But which billion? Alternatively he could
have said milliards and milliards, which would have been unambiguous by comparison—even if it is a metaphor.
The long or short scale words are not prefixes, they are improper prefixes which at worst have dyadic values (i.e. two different
values for billion and billionth) and at best are redundant. Long
and short scale words should not be combined with metric prefixes to present a numerical value. They only promote innumeracy.
Does a milliardth of a nanometer improve one’s understanding of
magnitude? Attometer is shorter, clearly and unambiguously defined, and has a metric context. When I see a headline like: 35
∗

Sagan did not use the term before it became attached to him. The term
actually made no numerical sense to Sagan, but he went ahead and said it in
print, in his posthumously published book, Billions and Billions
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years and 18 billion kilometers later, NASA’s Voyager approaches
exit from solar system, I can only do a face-palm. Is this 18 Terameters or 18 Petameters? 18 000 Gigameters is probably more
meaningful. Until we are able to reform our prose, and make them
all metric, we have little justification to believe that we are clearly
more numerically advanced than the Southwest African tribe described by Dalton in the 19th Century.
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The International Unit of Mystery

I’ve had the pleasure of visiting a number of technology and manufacturing firms over the years. But whenever I question them
about if and how they use the metric system, I often feel I’ve been
thrust into an Austin Powers movie. Because Austin was frozen in
the 1960s, and thawed in the 1990s, he had not kept up with the
times. His use of groovy is clearly anachronistic. Dr. Evil’s plan
to hold the world hostage for ONE MILLION DOLLARS shows
that he has not been out to purchase a Bob’s Big Boy Burger in
a while. Austin’s cryogenic nap has left him culturally temporally
challenged. Here is a version of the Austin Powers conversation I
have about metric:
MM: “So, do you use metric here at your company”
Proud Company Representative: “Yes we do, we use
microns and millimicrons.”
My mind halts, and is transported back to the time many
moons ago, when I was employed at my first engineering position.
This position is also where I produced my first drawings in metric, and was told in no uncertain terms that they would not be
accepted. Not long after, I had been told that metric was not acceptable in aerospace, I had a dimension described in microns in
a drawing. “Micron?—what the hell is a micron?” I thought. I’d
never heard of it when I was in college or doing amateur projects. I
opened up my copy of Reference Data for Radio Engineers, which
was published in 1982. There was no entry for micron in the index.
Another engineer who also had a copy said, “look on page 1-1”
which is the very first page of the reference. When I did, the book
did not exactly define the micron, but it did have this footnote:
(Note that the term “micrometer” has superseded the term “micron.”). Micron was only mentioned as a term which should not
be used in engineering work, which I was now told to use in my
non-metric aerospace engineering environment. Now that’s groovy
baby! Just as groovy, was the use of the term mil or 1/1000th of
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an inch. This was the aerospace default measurement “unit,” but
the way micron and mil were used, one might never realize that
one was Ye Old English, and the other a poor usage of the metric
system. Microns were welcome, but no micrometers please, this is
American aerospace, only proven “heritage” is welcome.
In fact, I seldom heard micron used, so mil became the preferred default feral non-unit of choice. Then when discussing some
coatings with a researcher one day, he said “yeah, these are really
thin” and then quoted a value in millimicrons. Millimicrons? Ok,
so we’ve proudly added a metric prefix to a non descriptive archaic
metric moniker of French origin which has lost its prefix. In other
words, it’s a millimicrometer, which is of course a nanometer for
those of you out there who are numerate.
Wikipedia confirms my experience with a micron in industry:
The term micron representing the micrometre, was
officially accepted between 1879 and 1967, but officially
revoked by the International System of Units (SI) in
1967.[2]
Nevertheless, in practice, “micron” remains a widely
used term in preference to “micrometre” in many English-speaking countries, both in academic science (including geology, biology, physics, and astronomy) and
in applied science and industry (including machining,
the semiconductor industry, and plastics manufacturing). [citation needed] Additionally, in American English the use of “micron” helps differentiate the unit
from the micrometer, a measuring device, because the
unit’s name in mainstream American spelling is a homograph of the device’s name.
In engineering it is common to use the micron as
a replacement for the traditional thou or mil, each of
which represent a thousandth of an inch. So a bin bag
may be originally specified as 0.35 mil thick, but stated
as 8.89 microns.
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Part of this Wikipedia entry is laughable: “the use of “micron” helps differentiate the unit from the micrometer, a measuring device.” I used a micrometer when I worked as a printer, and
experienced a bit of machining. Every US technical person I’ve
met calls the measurement device a My-crom-et-er (accent on the
first syllable). The measurement unit is pronounced mike-Crowmeter with an emphasis on the second syllable. The word micron
is pronounced mike-ron, and the instrument for measurement, the
micrometer, is proverbially called a mike. When I worked as an
offset pressman, all other printers called a micrometer (the instrument) a mike. We generally shared one mike, and I never recall a
single pressman requesting that he borrow the micrometer. This
explanation appears to be yet another strange after-the-fact rationalization for strange versions of US metric non-usage. The
micrometer-micron usage explanation also appears similar to folk
etymology. There is no excuse other than the irrational urge for
US engineers to continue Living in The Past.
Wikipedia also “weighs in” (I could not help myself) on the
millimicron:
The nanometre was formerly known as the millimicrometre – or, more commonly, the millimicron
for short – since it is 1/1000 of a micron (micrometre),
and was often denoted by the symbol mµ or (more
rarely) µµ.[1][2][3] In 1960, the U.S. National Bureau
of Standards adopted the prefix “nano–” for “a billionth”.[4] The nanometre is often associated with the
field of nanotechnology. Since the late 1980s, it has
also been used to describe generations of the manufacturing technology in the semiconductor industry.
I’m not knowledgeable enough of the current workings of the
semiconductor industry in the US to know if they use nanometers
or not. I do know one of the largest semiconductor corporations
uses it as a company name. The irony of using micron is that it
appears it was coined by the French in 1880 for one millionth of a
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meter, and became accepted in 1892. Apparently the tonality of
a French term for a micrometer is so alluring that Americans just
can’t give up sonorous franophonic sound of the word micron.
One would generally never get a clue that the micron is French,
or a metric measurement when looking through a US technology
catalog. Here is an advertisement for a micromachining product:

One of the most curious of articles I have come across, is in
a trade magazine. The article has five authors, and is about a
new glass material which allows one to create through glass vias
(TGV). Vias are just methods of connecting electric circuits together. The entire article is nothing but a discussion of micron
dimensions. The caption for figure 2 of the article, (Figure 7.9),
is all microns.
The next figure has descriptions using microns, but also reminds the reader that it is a millimeter wave circuit. figure 3 of
the article (Figure 7.10).
The final figure, figure 4 in the paper, (Figure 7.4) is even more
“descriptive,” it has millimeters, microns, and micrometers
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Figure 7.9: Example Figure 2

Figure 7.10: Example Figure 3

The mad desire for microns is not confined to engineers. Caleb
Scharf in his 2012 book Gravity’s Engines on page 52 describes
interstellar dust:
This is not the same kind of dust you find under
your bed. This is far finer and very different in composition. A typical grain of interstellar dust is only about
0.001 millimeters (one micron) across. . .
It’s not Austin Powers fault that he had not kept up with the
times, he never experienced them. We in the US have no excuse
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when it comes to metric usage, other than we refuse to experience
change, and try to preserve the perfected world of 1789 forever.
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The Olde English Prefix Modifiers
I demand 1 billion, gagillion, fafillion, shabolubalu million illion
yillion — yen
– Dr. Evil

I’ve been over the fact that in SI, or the modern metric system,
multiple prefixes should not be used. The idea of a Kilotonne I
find to be just plain decanted of information. One should never
use KiloMegaHertz or any compound prefixes. The only practice
I find more fiendish is when this taboo is broken with ad hoc premetric conventions. For instance it is often stated that the distance
from the Earth to the Sun is about 150 million Kilometers. The
immediate desire to inject the word million to modify the metric
prefix Kilo appears to be an irresistible Ye Olde English force.
The word million itself is from words that mean one thousand,
but it actually is used to mean one thousand thousand. 150 million Kilometers is essentially the same as writing 150 MegaKilometers, but with a space. No metric advocate would put up with
concatenating metric prefixes, but little is ever said about million
Kilometers. Clearly the introduction of million as a modifier is
frivolous as the distance is compactly expressed in metric as 150
Gigameters. Astronomers are insistent on calling this distance an
astronomical unit or au or sometimes AU, despite the fact that
the metric system easily deals with astronomical dimensions.
Owners of Tesla electric cars are purported to have driven more
than one billion gas-free Kilometers. Yet again, the press cannot help but place an unwelcome numerical modifier in front of
a metric prefix. The word billion has its own sort of prefix. It
originally stood for for bi-millions or a million millions, but now
it “unambiguously” means 1000 million. One billion Kilometers
is one GigaKilometer. Even more unambiguously it could be said
that Tesla electric cars have collectively traveled one Terameter or
1 000 000 Megameters which allows one to immediately note that
the circumference of the Earth is 40 Megameters and with a quick
computation we see they have traveled around the Earth 25 000
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times. The billion non metric ad hoc prefix only gets in the way
of numerical understanding.
The light-year (don’t get me started) is about 9.5 trillion Kilometers, which could be rounded to 10 trillion Kilometers as a rule
of thumb. In this case the concatenated metric “equivalent” would
be 9.5 TeraKilometers. Appropriately, and compactly expressed,
it’s 9.5 Petameters and does not need any unwelcome trillion modification. Despite the belief that a light-year is a large value, the
nearest star (other than the Sun) is over four times that distance
or about 41.5 Petameters from Earth. I’m sure by now readers
realize that injecting trillion, so that a provincial dimension like
Kilometers can be maintained, only adds complexity, if one wants
to actually compare numbers, or use them in a computation. In
my view, it is also wordy. This is true for the introduction of
quadrillion, quintillion, sextillion and septillion, so I will end my
examples here. The inappropriate nature of millionth, billionth
and so on for numerical reduction also applies. They are all verbose.
When talking about the ratios of numerical magnitudes, that
is, unit-less multipliers, the words million, billion, trillion and so
on are also used, and in this case people might think they are appropriate. One hears that something is a million times larger than
something else, or a billion times larger and so on. For instance it
was reported that a black hole which is 18 billion times as large
as our Sun has been discovered in a galaxy known as OJ287. The
phrase billion times is quite proverbial, but it could also be shortened. It could be said that this black hole is 18 gigatimes† as large
as our Sun. The single word gigatimes is clearly shorter than the
two word description billion times.
Why not kilotimes, megatimes, gigatimes and so on to describe
ratios of dimensions in words? I think it’s at least yottatimes as
good of an idea as using confusing long scale or short scale expressions. There is compactness, consistency, and instant magnitude
†

lower case is probably best in this case, as it’s not really a prefix for a
metric unit.
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recognition, when using the metric prefixes in this manner. Brace
yourself. I see myself using this expression in future essays, and I
encourage you to do so as well.
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Who Says!?

One Sunday, I was attending my weekly coffee klatch, when one
of the participants asked: “Who besides you thinks millimeters
should be used instead of centimeters?” I was rather surprised
at the question, even though I’m the resident metric advocate. I
blurted out “Well, Isaac Asimov does for one, so does the U.S. metric building code, the late Pat Naughtin did, and so did Herbert
Arthur Klein in his book The Science of Measurement.” The person who asked the question has a solid scientific background, and
what surprised me about the question was the appeal to authority.
I have found it very puzzling that when I explain the situation,
people do not seem to absorb its meaning, or don’t really think
about the simplified symbolic expression.
First, lets start with authority. In his 1983 book The Measure
of The Universe, Isaac Asimov has this to say about the centi
prefix:
The prefix “centi” (SEN-tih), symbolized as “c,”
represents a hundredth of a basic unit, from the Latin
“centum” meaning “hundred.” A “centimetre,” therefore, is a hundredth of a metre. The prefix is not
commonly used, except in “centimetre,” and its use
is falling off even there.
Isaac Asimov has this to say about the milli prefix:
The prefix “milli” (MIL-ih), from the Latin “mille,”
meaning “thousand,” is symbolized as “m,” just as
“metre” is. A millimetre is therefore symbolized as
“mm.” Increasingly “milli-” is replacing “centi-” and
“deci-” in use. We are approaching the point where
1 centimetre will routinely be referred to as 10 millimetres, and 1 decimetre as 100 millimetres. This is
even more true where these prefixes are used for any
basic measure other than “metre.”
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There it is, documented with sans serif typeface, Isaac Asimov
asserting the utility of the milli prefix over the centi prefix. Asimov
also had this to say in his essay “Read Out Your Good Book In
Verse” in his 1984 book X Stands for Unknown:
Light wavelengths have traditionally been given in
“Angstrom Units,” named in 1905 for the Swedish physicist Anders Jonas Angstrom (1814-74), who first used
them in 1868. An Angstrom unit is one ten-billionth
of a meter, or 1 x 10−10 meters.
Nowadays, however, it is considered bad form to
use Angstrom units because they disrupt the regularity of the metric system. It is considered preferable
now to use different prefixes for every three orders of
magnitude, with “nano” the accepted prefix for a billionth (10−9 ) of a unit.
In other words, a “nanometer” is 10−9 meters, so
that one nanometer equals 10 Angstrom units. If a particular light wave has a wavelength of 5,000 Angstrom
units, it also has a wavelength of 500 nanometers, and
it is the latter that should be used.
Again Asimov asserts the importance of using metric prefixes
with separations of three orders of magnitude.
Nine years earlier in 1974, Herbert Arthur Klein, in his book
The Science of Measurement, wrote about metric prefixes, see Figure 7.11.
Herbert Klein sees the atavistic magnifying prefixes deka, hecto,
and myria as unnecessary and implies that separations by 1000 are
best. He sees only milli as a reducing prefix in good standing, and
again argues for reduction by factors of 1000.
Pat Naughtin spent considerable time exploring why millimeters worked so much better than centimeters when implemented in
industry. When millimeters were used, the metric transition was
quick and almost painless. The introduction of centimeters would
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Figure 7.11: Herbert Arthur Klein on metric prefixes.

delay metric adoption almost indefinitely. He wrote a long discussion of this in 2008, and pleaded for people to use millimeters.
Long time readers know that when the issue was explained to
me, and I used millimeters, and millimeter instruments, in my own
engineering work (sans centimeters); I became convinced that the
centi prefix, and centimeters are considerable intellectual barriers
to metric adoption in the US.
After I understood the problem with centimeters, it seemed
obvious to use millimeters, but as Isaac Asimov states in his 1971
book The Stars in Their Courses:
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One of the pitfalls to communication lies in that
little phrase It’s obvious! What is obvious to A, alas,
is by no means obvious to B and is downright ridiculous
to C.
I’m going to do my best to return to my unexamined world
view and try to explain the epiphany that struck me at Mach III+.
Figure 7.12 is an image from a newspaper film box, probably from
the 1970s. The film size is in inches, and it is converted to metric
in centimeters.

Figure 7.12: Newspaper film box from the 1970s.

The film size is 45.7 x 58.4 centimeters. The number of symbols
used is four for each linear dimension. In the everyday world, a
measurement with only the precision of a centimeter, is generally
too coarse to be of any practical use. The odds that one will
measure to an even centimeter are rather low, and so almost all
common measures in our world require an unnecessary decimal
point and a value for a tenth of a centimeter.
But a tenth of a centimeter is a millimeter. This implies that
everyday measurement is generally useful only to a millimeter
value. When 45.7 cm and 58.4 cm are written in millimeters,
only three symbols are required to express the very same value
of length: 457 mm x 584 mm. The mind does not need to stop
and perceive the location of a decimal point, and parse the decimal number. The number of symbols used is reduced from four to
three.
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The objection often offered is that one only has to move the
decimal point to change from millimeters to centimeters! Pat
Naughtin pointed out that often people who work on construction are less familiar with manipulating numbers than scientifically trained professionals. Asking them to slither a decimal point
along in any calculations they might do, will only introduce an
opportunity for error. In the case of centimeters, the error can be
very large because of the unit size chosen.
But, indeed, the proof of the pudding is in the eating, and so
it is with the millimeter and the metric system. Pat Naughtin has
an extensive discussion (50 pages) about millimeters versus centimeters. His original observation was an empirical one: Industries
that used the millimeter had quick and smooth metric transitions,
those that chose the centimeter are still in turmoil to this day.
Why is this the case? It was analysis after-the-fact that offered
clues.
Naughtin makes this observation:
Talking or arguing with people who have not done
any measuring with the metric system is quite pointless. But as soon as they experience the simplicity of
the metric system for themselves they will then convince themselves that it is the better
Sven had lobbied for the use of millimeters, but it was only
when I had all-millimeter rulers and instruments, that I realized
their utility, and adopted millimeters exclusively.
I continue to have people who are from “metric countries,”
who, with an air of sanctimoniousness say “I’ve never had a problem with centimeters. I use them all the time.” They don’t seem
to realize I could just as easily say I’ve used inches (feet, yards,
rods, miles) here in the US and I’ve never had a problem. Or stating that “I can use Roman numerals, and have for years,” with
the implication that your mind is obviously too small and dim to
handle them. Not that they are in fact awkward. It took about
1000 years for people to realize there was a problem with Roman
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Numerals. They never saw a problem because the were immersed
with them. These denizens of “metric countries,” have an antique metric system usage, that is contemporary with (thorn)he
Olde English, and they are fine with the retention of familiarity
over simplicity. There is no examination or self-reflection, just a
thoughtless assertion. References are offered, reasons explained,
and the response appears to be reactionary truthiness, rather than
thoughtful introspection.
Certainly Isaac Asimov has demonstrated that he is trustworthy, but I’m sure he would also indicate that a person should
never take his word alone. It is always best to understand an idea
directly. The question should not be who says?!—but why?
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Doubling Down

When I lived in Mexico as a
boy, it was pointed out by
my peers, that rather than
drink the more expensive Coke
or Pepsi, one should buy a
less expensive Cola they called
Doblay Cola. I became used to
the pronunciation as Dob-lay,
and expected it was a Mexican product. Years later I was
in the US and saw a bottle of
Dob-lay Cola, but suddenly I
realized it was actually called
Double Cola, and is from the
US. When I was surrounded
with Spanish, I saw words as
all being pronounced as they
would be within that environment. The modern bottle of Double Cola, shown on the upper
left, has the marketing copy: “Double Measure Double Pleasure.”
In light of the information that follows, it struck me as rather
prescient. Recently Amy Young brought an interesting web page
to my attention, and again I was faced with an English-French
version of what I had experienced with Double Cola.
The university web page has an English translation of the original 1795 metric decree in France. There are a number of declarations about measures, and they are mostly what I would expect,
but it offered extra context. It is interesting that the millimeter
does not appear to be mentioned, but not exactly shocking. What
did surprise me was item number eight:
8. In weights and measures of volume, each of the decimal measures of these two types shall have its double
and its half, in order to give every desirable facility to
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the sale of divers items; therefore, there shall be double liter and demiliter, double hectogram and demihectogram, and so on with the others.
Suddenly, the origin of the incredible name proliferation found
in a chart made by the American Metric Association in the 19th
Century revealed itself. In my essay “Familiarity Versus Simplicity,” I diagnosed the inclusion of the double gram, demi dekagram,
dekagram, double dekagram, demi hectogram, hectogram, double
hectogram, demi kilogram and kilogram as a vestigial inclusion
of pre-metric thinking. I suspected it had been ad-hoc, and was
very suspicious that it was introduced by Americans. It had not
occurred to me that double in English, and doublé in French,
would both mean well—double or twice an amount. I then realized that double and demi were introduced as concatenation prefixes of sorts. This is not unlike the Ye Olde English prefixes used
with metric, like one billion Kilometers or one million Kilometers.
The prefix demi (in the linguistic sense) is from Latin dimidium or
“divided in half,” via Old French and Middle English, it became
demi.
Why on Earth was it so important to include a prefix that is a
factor of two rather than ten at the time? We have 3 barleycorns to
an inch, but often the inch is divided into halves, quarters, eighths
and sixteenths. When moving upward using linear measure it’s 12
inches to a foot, 3 feet to a yard and so on. The interest in doubling
and halving is not presented for linear measure in the early metric
system. There is no double meter or demimeter offered in the 19th
century chart. The value of masses and volumes are given double
and half values in this metric chart. Why? Probably because it is
fairly easy to use a beam scale to halve flour or sugar or beer or
whatever. This binary approach would match our Ye Olde English
measures right? Well—not exactly.
Isaac Asimov in his work Realm of Measure has this to say
about factors of two, reproduced in Figure 7.13.
Binary relationships quickly breakdown in Ye Olde English linear measure, volume and weight. The Troy pound has 12 ounces
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Figure 7.13: Section of Isaac Asimov’s Realm of Measure

and the Avoirdupois pound has 16 ounces. Those who claim our
Ye Olde English measures are consistent and binary are simply
wrong. What is interesting is that the first draft of the metric
system had provisions for doubling and halving values. I can only
speculate at this point, that this inclusion was an attempt to encompass a binary set of measures as a kind of reform of earlier
measures, that might have been more useful if they had strictly
stayed with doubling and halving. This reform was developed
at a time before modern scales with analog or digital readouts.
When continuous reading scales were introduced, the idea of using a balance scale for everyday measures was moot. There was
little reason to use the double or demi designations. I discuss the
importance of the creation of a measurement continuum in my essay “The Count Only Counts—He Does Not Measure.” Modern
measurement instruments are more than likely the reason that binary measures began to vanish. When one was no longer chained
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to binary quantities, it opened up a world where any measure for
a product could be realized. Just look at any set of supermarket
shelves.
Section 6 of the document calls for the prefix cluster around
unity and the myriameter:
6. One-tenth of a meter shall be called a decimeter;
and one one-hundredth thereof, a centimeter.
A measure equal to ten meters shall be called a decameter, which furnishes a very convenient measure
for surveying.
Hectometer shall signify the length of 100 meters.
Finally, kilometer and myriameter shall be the lengths
of 1,000 and 10,000 meters, and shall designate principally the distances of roads.
The incredibly useful millimeter is not listed in the document.
The liter is defined and is asserted to be for both dry and liquid
measure, as it is to this day.
The original formulation of the metric system as presented
in this document illustrates how far we have come in simplifying
and thereby increasing the utility of this ubiquitous system of
measures—well ubiquitous outside of the United States.
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Soft (In The Head) Metric

Not long ago I was in an engineering meeting, and the persons
involved were using inches. I attempted to convince them to use
metric instead. The design was then quoted using a strangely
odd number. With millimeters, the dimensions should now be
round integers for the mounting plate and other design options. I
protested that the design did not appear metric even though the
dimensions were dual. The engineer looked back at me and said,
yes it’s metric, we use soft metric here. I’m sure my jaw became
slack when I realized what he was saying. I replied “soft metric
is no metric at all.” After considerable discussion, I realized that
I was yet again going to lose when it came to using actual metric
in a US engineering environment.
One of the first times I encountered the idea of soft metric was
in the monograph Metric Implementation in U.S. Construction by
Andrew J. Holland. This report was written for Holland’s Master’s
Degree in 1997. Here is how it defines hard and soft metric:

Optimistically Holland states that only a few products will
need to be resized for hard metric:
A handful of products which are considered to be
modular products, such as suspended ceiling grids, drywall, plywood and rigid insulation, raised access flooring, brick, and concrete block fall in the category of
“hard-metric” and therefore will need their dimensions
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changed to the new rounded metric numbers.
. . . and that 95% of products will not need to be altered. While
this sounds promising, those affected in the US will ask for “exemptions” which will become permanent, and then nothing will
change. Take NASA for example, the rocket scientists there have
been issued metric exemptions for decades. Any drawings they
would ever generate in a “metric switch-over” would probably have
both metric and Ye Olde English, would continue to be drawn in
Olde English inches, and after a time no one would see why metric
is a superior idea, and go back to inches, like the California DOT
did. Here is the US escape clause for construction:

The idea is to change all of the important (modular) stuff to
metric so the numbers will all be simple ones, see Figure 7.14.
Unfortunately, we must be “flexible,” so there are exemptions,
for sheet metal thicknesses and such, see Figure 7.15.
The term gauge is meaningless and a fountain of confusion.
Gauge values need to be given priority for reform. I have written
about this problem in my essay “Don’t Get Engaged With Gauge.”
This type of metric change might possibly work in the building
construction industry, if a mandatory metric-only metrication (no
dual units) was implemented, and most soft metric eschewed. In
practice it has been crushed by the building industry. The idea
of soft metric has been exported to other engineering disciplines
in the US by those who want to maintain the status quo. That is
what I’ve experienced in industry. Soft metric was waved in front
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Figure 7.14: Hard metric conversion to simple number examples—with
escape clauses.

Figure 7.15: Exception for gauge.

of me as a distraction, so Ye Olde English could continue to be
used as soon as I left the room—and so that no metric changes
would despoil our perfect engineering life in the US. The drawings
might continue to have metric dimensions on them, side-by-side
with Ye Olde English, but the metric values would be ignored for
the familiarity of the inch versions, as Naughtin’s first law predicts.
Soft metric is pretend metric.
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Metric and English Usage

8.1

Elements of Bile

When I first attended University, my
English instructor became concerned
about my competence with the language. She insisted that my writing
was so riddled with problems, that I
must be tested for a learning disability. I sat for about eight hours of testing. The next week I returned to have
my results analyzed. The woman
looked at me with an almost relieved
countenance and said “oh, your problem was easy to identify, you spell logically instead of correctly, and generally use a single letter in place of
redundant ones when spelling, you
Metric illustration from 1877. don’t see any rhyme or reason in why
capitalization occurs so you only do
Note the capital K.
it at the beginning of sentences, and
you see many grammatical rules as arbitrary and inconsistent, and
so you do not follow them. We can fix this!”
I have done what I can to conform to the requirements of
197
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“standard” English over the years, but I have more regard for
what appears to be rational usage than “proper” usage. Longtime
readers know that I have a real problem with using a small k for
kilo. The ordinary frequencies of radios waves are described as Hz
(hertz), kHz (kilohertz), MHz (megahertz), GHz (gigahertz), THz
(terahertz) and upward. All the metric prefixes for magnification
in this series are capitalized—except for?—kilohertz? Longtime
readers also know that I would do away with the prefix cluster
around unity, and only use them for historical reference as atavistic prefixes. No more deca or hecto in the case of magnifying units.
This would make the kilo prefix k, the only one which is not capitalized for the magnifying prefixes. I would then use capital K
so that all the magnifying prefixes are consistent, and their capitalization would be a clue that they are magnifying prefixes. The
frequencies I cited would then become KHz, MHz, GHz and THz.
Distances would become Km, Mm, Gm and Tm. We would have
Kg, Km and KL for kilogram, kilometer and kiloliter respectively.
Incidentally, I recently gave
a lecture to a chemistry class at
a local all girls high school and
mentioned that small k was the
accepted symbol for kilo, but
I would make it a capital k.
The teacher approached me after the lecture and indicated
that it was her understanding
that capital K is the recognized
Shinkasen (Osaka-Tokyo) Bullet Train prefix for kilo. “Where did you
Speedometer circa 1964
get that idea?” I asked. She
opened the chemistry textbook
used for the class and in the first section it had all the metric prefixes listed, and to my amazement, the K for kilo was capitalized. I
was dumfounded and stared for a moment in disbelief. It was clear
to me that a capital K is so logical, that it had somehow made its
way into a high school chemistry textbook. Recently I also saw a
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PBS documentary about a famous train crash in Japan. The documentary had historical footage from 1964 of Japan’s early bullet
trains and for a moment the speedometer of a train was shown.
It had Km/h with a capital k (or should it be capital K?). It
was clear to me that many peoples minds automatically attempt
to make the metric prefixes logically consistent, independent of
“accepted usage.”
I’m sure there are plenty of reactionary minds which would
object to a capital K for the metric prefix kilo on the basis that it
would be confused with Kelvin.∗ I’ve made it plain in a previous
essay, “A Planet Named George”, that I believe the practice of
naming units after scientists never should have occurred. There
are also those who point out that the kilogram is a base unit
(one must admit its an odd base unit that has a prefix.) and we
must for some reason be reminded of this by using a lower case
k—for mass and all other uses! —km, kL, kHz, and so on. This
assertion is nothing but a goldfish bowl filled with red herrings.
Rational consistency in engineering and science takes precedence
over “heritage.”—or as the English might say “heritage”.
In my usage, all the magnifying prefixes would be upper case,
K, M, G, T, P, E, Z, Y, and all the reducing prefixes would be
lower case, m, µ, n, p, f, a, z, y. This would produce an “element of
style,” which would be consistent with technical usage. All metric
prefixes would differ by 1000, the upper case would magnify and
the lower case would reduce the base unit. Could we all just agree
on the gram as a “heritage virtual base unit?”
This proposed usage would be a consistent expression that any
grade school student could master in a day and use for the rest of
their life. It would be a consistent rule for the literary expression of
metric prefixes that one could count on, unlike “i before e except
after c and in words like neighbor and weigh.” And weight of
course.
Longtime readers have heard this all before, but what I’m
∗

I would go with A for absolute temperature. If you insist on naming it
after a person, then think of it as degrees Asimov.
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proposing in this essay goes far beyond capitalizing K when using the kilo prefix. I have my own ideas about the capitalization
of their accompanying words. I would capitalize Kilohertz, Kilogram, Kilometer, and all the words which use a magnifying metric
prefix. In general, if a word is describing a metric prefix-unit combination, and the prefix magnifies, then it should be capitalized,
and if it reduces, then it should be lower case. For example Petagrams would be Pg, and mg would be milligrams. In astronomy
Km would be Kilometers, Mm is Megameters, Gm is Gigameters
and so on. All the names would be capitalized. If one is working with electronics, mm is millimeters, µm is micrometers, nm is
nanometers and so on.
The only barrier between myself and this usage is the pedantic
“keepers of style manuals.” They will complain about my use of
KHz, but not object to a sentence which states “the weight of a
piano is many kilograms” which is a fundamentally flawed statement. If it were written “the weight of a piano is many Kilograms”
I’m sure there would be guffaws and outbursts about the capital
K. It would probably be lost on them that grams are mass and
newtons are metric “weight” which is a much larger problem.
I’m going to institute this style practice in my essays, and fully
expect there will be some wagging of bony fingers, and venting.
My only defense will be to state that I have developed my own
consistent style manual, which is named for what it might generate
by its usage, The Elements of Bile.
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Spelling Out Metric
Mind, like parachute, only function
when open. – Charlie Chan

Chang Apana — The “real”
Charlie Chan

My interactions with English pedants has generally been filled with friction. They offered spelling rules which
are clearly arbitrary, and somehow link
the ability to regurgitate these strings
of letters with intelligence. Take for instance the number 4 is spelled four, but
the number 40 is “correctly” spelled
forty. One web page of pedantic rules
reminds the reader:

When writing out numbers between forty and forty-nine, be sure to remember
that forty has no u in it (this is a common spelling error).
Is something really an error when it makes no logical sense?—
and such rules appear to have sprung out of an intellectual vacuum? Let’s change the spelling of 40 to fourty and have it make
sense. Is the spelling color or colour more intelligent? Program or
programme? The British might have some input on this.
I was recently reading the interesting book, Charlie Chan, by
Yunte Huang, who has a PhD in English. One expects with that
background, his prose will conform to the most up-to-date standards of our American English grammar. A paragraph in the book
stopped me in my tracks:
What particularly impressed Twain, besides the
flamboyant tales of Captain Cook’s demise and the
indigenous cannibalism, was the sugar-industry boom
supported by shrewd local planters’ use of Chinese
coolie labor. The master ironist did a little math:
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With more than 250 sugar plantations in Louisiana
and Mississippi, the aggregate yield was only twentyfive million pounds in 1866. By contrast, Hawaii’s mere
twenty-nine small plantations yielded a total of twentyseven million pounds that year. The secret, Twain concluded, lay not just in the fertile soil or advantageous
weather but also “in their cheap Chinese labor.” When
one company paid only $5 a month for labor that another company had to hire for $80 and $100, there was
no question which business would fare better.
Overlooking any questions of the viability of this computation,
I realized that when I hit:
. . . with more than 250 sugar plantations in Louisiana
and Mississippi, the aggregate yield was only twentyfive million pounds in 1866. By contrast, Hawaii’s mere
twenty-nine small plantations yielded a total of twentyseven million pounds in that year.
I had no idea what the magnitude of the numbers were. The
concatenation of the two spelled out quantities, sandwiched between the number of Hawaii’s plantations left me bereft of numerical information.
I had an immediate flash-back to a lesson my High School
English teacher imparted. She was adamant that when writing
proper English prose one spells out numbers, and does not introduce numerals. At the time, I didn’t really think much of it,
after all, a spelled-out number is as cognitively understandable as
a Hindu-Arabic expression?—Right?
After a considerable number of solar orbits, I began to question
this assumption. When I read this passage, I became convinced
that spelling out numbers was an arbitrary “rule of English grammar” that served to allow one to readily read the prose, and lose
the numerical content.
One style page I found online asserted there are rules for “regular folks,” and rules for when it involved “scientific writing.” This
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is the same odoriferous BS used in the US to say that Ye Olde
English measurement is for “regular folks,” and metric is only for
“science.” This is simply absurd and promotes innumeracy. Over
190 countries would probably also demur.
Take the value twenty-seven million pounds. We can write it as
27 million pounds. The numerical representation uses two symbols
to convey the same information that when using prose requires 12.
The hyphen is to tie the two words twenty and seven, so you realize it is a single number, and not 20, 7. We have a Ye Olde English
modifier of million, which when written out would be 27,000,000
pounds. I’m assured by English pedants that the commas are
“proper,” which demonstrates that grammar rules are but monuments to some mythological tradition devoid of introspection, and
not an enlightened scientific one.
Perhaps we could write 27 million pounds using the metric
system as: 12 Gigagrams and 25 million pounds as 11 Gigagrams.
Now if the quantities in the sentence are written numerically,
rather than alphabetically we obtain:
. . . with more than 250 sugar plantations in Louisiana and Mississippi, the aggregate yield was only 11
Gigagrams in 1866. By contrast, Hawaii’s mere 29
small plantations yielded a total of 12 Gigagrams in
that year.
Wow, look at that! The numbers all seem to stick to their
respective nouns and provide easy comparison. I can see that
just under 10 times as many mainland plantations were needed to
approximately match the same sugar output as Hawaii!
I have been accused many times of being verbose with my
prose. Sadly, the evidence is generally on the accuser’s side. Wordiness is indeed undesirable, and I struggle to prune my sentences.
Wordnik defines wordiness thus: “The excessive, often unnecessary, use of words in a sentence.” Why is it that no English pedants
have an objection to being verbose when expressing numbers? It
is argued in one style guide that: “It is generally best to write out
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numbers from zero to one hundred in nontechnical writing.” So it
is better to write out eighty-seven Kilograms, than to use 87 Kg in
a sentence? Seems verbose to me. What may be easy to read, does
not translate into ease of cognition. The practice of writing out
numerals alphabetically often inhibits “reading comprehension” in
my view, which English pedants also use as an important metric.
According to the pedants, Hindu-Arabic numerals have such a
polluting effect on English prose, that no sentence is to begin with
one. So
Seventeen seventy-six was the year America became a nation.
is a correct sentence, but,
1776 was the year America became a nation.
is an abomination of the written form of The (definite article)
English language. One must have a word first, such as:
In 1776, America became a nation.
That is a shorter sentence with the number assumed to be a
year, but a clarification is spelled-out (literally) in the previous
sentences. One loses a clarification in the sentence above. It could
be re-written:
In the year 1776, America became a nation.
instead, which is a lot of extra effort to prevent a Hindu-Arabic
number from starting a sentence, when both sentences have the
same number of words and numbers.
My interest is to present numerical information in written
prose in a manner that provides the easiest cognition. If the “rules
of grammar and style” try to interfere, I will gladly slay them for
clarity. Winston Churchill made himself quite clear on this point
when he said: “Ending a sentence with a preposition is something
up with which I will not put.”
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9.1

International Dating

It is a strange aspect of human social interaction that often two
people will become embroiled in an argument, part ways, go home,
continue to fume, and then be unable to recall what the subject
was that precipitated the argument.
I have had an opposite situation occur when talking with my
friend Sven. I find myself involved in a conversation, Sven brings
up a point I’m only slightly absorbing. I tend to dismiss the information from my mind as not that important, pay little attention
to it, and then go home. When home I suddenly become highly
agitated as I recall what he said, think it over, and then violently
agree with his point.
This has happened twice that I recall. One instance was my initial half-hearted entertainment of the idea forwarded by Sven that
perhaps centimeters might not be a good idea. I only vaguely recall what that conversation was about. In the second instance, my
mind cannot recall what initiated Sven’s comments at all. What
I do recall, was what he said in response: “You know, you should
consider using the International Dating method.” No, this is not
a suggestion for a method I might use in order to meet and date
attractive women from overseas. What he was suggesting is writing dates as YYYY-MM-DD or year first with a hyphen, month
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next with a hyphen, and then the day. So the founding of the US
would be on 1776-07-04. The Gettysburg Address was given on
1863-11-19. Pearl Harbor was attacked on 1941-12-07. The Day
The Music Died was 1959-02-03.∗
My mind showed about as much interest in the information
Sven offered as it might have when shown the losing numbers
printed on a year old lottery ticket. I went home, my mind started
thinking about what Sven had suggested. At first it struck me that
this dating method was a bit odd and perhaps unworkable. The
more I thought about it, the more I realized how useful it would
be, and then began violently agreeing with him. I realized that
International Dating (ID) could solve many problems I had with
my business data, engineering data, my outside work—well—it
would help with a lot of things.
It is common in the US to write a date like July 4, 1776 as
7/4/76. Of course this leads to a problem that without some
prose to provide context, that the date could be interpreted as
July 4, 1976, which was the bicentennial of the US. A person in say
Britain could look at the 7/4/76 as April 7, 1976. Other countries
use day first, month second and year third. These ambiguities are
eliminated when International Dating is used. It is important to
understand that leading zeros must be included when using ID.
So 1776-07-04 is the correct way to write July 4, 1776. 1776-7-4 is
not a valid representation, there must be leading zeros as shown
previously. The date 1976-07-04 is unambiguous as the date of the
US Bicentennial.
Our Hindu-Arabic number system always has the largest digit
first, and the smallest last from left to right. So 1234 has the onethousand digit first (1), the one-hundred digit second (2), the tens
digit next (3), and the final digit is the ones (4). This of course
continues if a decimal point is added: 1234.567. It only makes
logical sense to have the year first, month second and day third
like we do for all other numerical representations.
When dates are written using the international standard (ISO
∗

Strangely, by coincidence, my father called for the ambulance that day.
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Figure 9.1: Backup folders example for Metric Maven blogs

8601) computers automatically sort files and folders by date. This
may seem like a small and inconsequential thing, but it is not.
It completely changed how I did my work as an Engineer, and
non-professionally. The first thing I realized, was that I could use
it to name engineering drawings, and their revisions, with greater
utility. The file naming format is something like this for most of
my files and folders.
Name or Title which is constant YYYY-MM-DD Changeable Title or Description.

Example:
Des Moines Register 1975-08-23 Islands in a Metric World.pdf

This allowed me to have a common method of naming technical
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papers, newspaper articles and other files so they would automatically sort into the name of the journal, the date, and the title of the
article. I create folders for my consulting projects with a Project
Number-YYYY-MM-DD Client Name and Project Description. A
screenshot of my backup folders for this blog is shown in Figure
9.1.
A UK website has a great explanation of the ways international dating can be implemented.† It turns out that one can also
uniquely add on the time of day using a 24 hour clock. For instance
The Apollo 13 spacecraft was launched on 1970-04-11 13:13 CST.
Yes, people forget, Apollo 13 was launched on the thirteenth hour
and thirteenth minute that day—well in central standard time
anyway. There are a number of useful variants allowed by the ISO
8601 standard.
Somewhere during my adventure with International Dating I
realized that Pat Naughtin was a
promoter of its use. I was sold.
When people fly to visit me, I
track them on a website that has
the departure dates in international format. My father volunteers for a small town historical
society. One of their projects was
to scan all the old newspapers into
www.flightstats.com
electronic format. When I looked
at the resulting files, the newspaper files were all named with international dating, and sorted
themselves automatically. This provided confidence that the company that scanned them probably knew what they were doing.
I don’t recall exactly when I discovered that my computer (PC)
could be set for the international date standard—but set it I did.
It is shown in Figure 9.2. The PC can also be set for 24 hour
time if one wishes. The USMA Website has a nice discussion of
†

www.cl.cam.ac.uk/˜mgk25/iso-time.html
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how to set your computer to display the international date. I have
changed all my computers to display ID. The more I used the ID
notation the more I liked it. My computer backup folders are
always sorted, and I can erase the oldest with ease.
It is after I used ID for about three
to four years that I could really see how
nicely it allows one to organize folders
and files on a computer. This is yet one
more important international standard,
Figure 9.2: PC Display
which we probably do not teach in our
when set to International
public schools. Which like the lack of the
Date Scheme
metric system in our country, hinders our
society, and keeps it mired in the past.
The time for measurement and standards reform in this country
has long passed. We need more than just a new metric board with
Congressional authority behind it in this country, we need a US
Standards Modernization Board which would implement the latest
most efficient international standards into our country, teach them
in our schools, use them in our government, and use them in our
places of business. We can stand still and refuse to change, but
the world will continue to progress forward, and we will suffer for
it—even if we are not aware why.
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9.2

The Metric Paper Tiger

I had the privilege to work with a number of television engineers
who developed HDTV. Early on, there was much discussion about
the aspect ratio chosen for HDTV. The idea was to chose an aspect
ratio that would fit as many different film formats as optimally as
possible. The aspect ratio finally chosen was 16:9. I naı̈vely asked
why on Earth they didn’t just make it 2:1 (18:9). This choice
was apparently some manner of committee decision I was told—a
political compromise. The original television aspect ratio in the
US was 4:3, but now there was an opportunity to choose an aspect
ratio that fit as many film formats as possible. The aspect ratio
used for HDTV would be increased, and would enhance a viewers
experience.
When an image has an aspect ratio that is 4:3 it cannot be
stretched (i.e. mapped) onto a 16:9 aspect ratio rectangle without
distortion. Early HDTVs were set so that the 4:3 images were
expanded, cropped and distorted. I very much disliked this, and
I’m most pleased that for the most part the aspect ratio of the old
4:3 television shows are shown with black (sometimes grey) side
panels. This leaves the image undistorted. There is no way to
stretch an image into a different aspect ratio without distortion.
I attempted to explain this to a number of people in the early
days of HDTV, but it clearly was not intuitive to them, and in
some cases they found it hard to believe “there wasn’t a way to do
it.” There is not, it is as mathematically impossible as squaring a
circle. Figure 9.3 has a number of common aspect ratios of films,
and the side panels they generate when projected on an HDTV
screen.
I introduced this discussion of HDTV aspect ratios in an attempt to better explain why the world uses A4 paper rather than 8
1/2” x 11”. A-series (ISO 216) paper is used by all countries with
the exception of the United States, Canada, and parts of Central and South America. This is why quite often a photocopier or
printer will request that one “load A4 paper” when its paper casFor Non-Commercial Use Only
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Figure 9.3: Common aspect ratios projected onto an HDTV screen.

sette is empty. A4 is the international default paper size. At first
glance, the size of A4 paper seems odd. It is 210 mm x 297 mm.
Despite the random appearance of these numerical values, they
have, in fact, been chosen very carefully. Unfortunately, it is not
immediately obvious that this is the case to most people in the
US.
I worked as a printer for a number of years, and I can assure
you that during that time, I never heard of A4 paper. I could tell
you right off what the “standard” American paper sizes are: 8.5”
x 11”, 11” x 17”, 17” x 22”, and 22” x 34”. The “approximately
equivalent” A-series “metric paper” sizes are: 210 mm x 297 mm,
297 mm x 420 mm, 420 mm x 594 mm and 594 mm x 841 mm.
So why would the rest of the world choose these strange paper
sizes over the nice monotonic values of American paper? It all
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comes down to what happens as one doubles each paper size in
one direction only, as both of these paper sizes do. In Figure 9.4, I
have taken American paper sizes, and “Metric Paper” sizes, placed
them side by side, and formed a triangle from each of the paper
sizes. This is equivalent to cutting a sheet along its diagonal,
and producing a triangle with exactly half the original area. If
one mirrors a copy of the triangle from top to bottom and left to
right, and then joins the edges, it produces the original rectangular
paper from which it was derived.

Figure 9.4: American paper sizes are in the left column, and A-Series
paper is on the right.

Do you notice any difference so far? I thought I did, but then
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Figure 9.5: American and A-Series Triangles

I knew for what I was looking, which can affect my perception.
The way to clearly see a difference, is to overlay all the colored
triangles for each paper size with a common shared point at the
vertex of their right angle, Figure 9.5
It should be immediately obvious that the hypotenuses of the
A-Series “metric paper” are all parallel, and the American sizes
are not. But what does this mean? It means that the aspect ratios
of the “metric paper” are all identical. They are all equal to the
square root of two. If you take 297 mm divided by 210 mm you
will obtain 1.414 which is the square root of two. The American
paper aspect ratios oscillate back-and-forth between 1.2941 and
1.5455. Why is the aspect ratio important? Well, if the paper
aspect ratio is the same, then one can enlarge A4 paper to A3
exactly, and from A3 to A2 exactly. The lengths of the two legs
of the “metric paper” triangles can both be altered by the same
amount to fit into the next sized triangle without distortion. This
is not the case for American paper. One cannot exactly fit an 8.5”
x 11” image onto 11” x 17”. One can fit every other size however,
so 8.5” x 11” will fit onto 17” x 22” or 34” x 44” and 11” x 17” will
fit onto 22” x 34” but they will not map onto each other without
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distortion or “letterbox” waste—just like HDTV.
If I have an engineering drawing which is A4, I can double it to
A3 perfectly on a printer or plotter. I could double its size again
from A3 to A2, and still it would fit perfectly without distorting the dimensions, or producing “letterbox” waste. I have many
times thought about using A4 paper, so I could do just that, but
try finding A4 paper at your local Office Max, or other office supply store. You might as well go on a snipe hunt. Try finding A4
notebook binders at the same location. Because we’ve never had
coordinated weights and measures in the United States, we waste
lots of paper, and continue along the path of least resistance, and
least intellectual effort, as always. It’s what makes us the “Greatest Country in the World.” I feel so free.
Paper Size

Paper Area

A0
A1
A2
A3
A4

1 000 000 mm2
500 000 mm2
250 000 mm2
125 000 mm2
62 500 mm2

Table 9.1: Area in square millimeters of A-Series paper

Secretary of Commerce Herbert Hoover (1874-1964) chose 8.0”
x 10.5” paper for government use on March 28, 1921. Why he
chose this size appears to be unknown. There is conjecture, but
no established scholarship. A January, 12, 1979 newspaper article, titled: “Government, After 58 Years, Standardizes Paper
Size,” printed in the Lawrence Journal-World states it was Senator Clayborne Pell (1918-2009) who wrote a memo implementing
8.5” x 11.0” for government use. This was the recommendation of
the Joint Committee on Printing (JCP). Clayborne Pell is seen by
some as a pro-metric Senator, but he would only support voluntary
(i.e. no real) change in 1975. I have written about his testimony
in the 1975 Metric Hearings. The newspaper article indicates that
For Non-Commercial Use Only
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government archivists could not find any information about why
8.0” x 10.5” paper had been chosen by Hoover in 1921, but there
apparently was a government Bureau of Efficiency which appears
to have had a hand in the choice. In 1923, the printing and paper industries were consulted and recommended 8.5” x 11.0”, but
government and industry simply continued to disagree on paper
size.
Paper Size

Paper Mass

A0
A1
A2
A3
A4

80 grams
40 grams
20 grams
10 grams
5 grams

Table 9.2: Mass of 80 gram/m2 of A-Series paper

Is it possible?—that in 1979, Clayborne Pell, and the members
of the JCP could not have known about A4 paper? Had the issue
of paper size been researched exhaustively? The simple answer
is no. The Germans first created the initial standard in 1922,
it was next adopted by Belgium in 1924, and by 1977, A4 was
the standard letter format in 88 of 148 countries. Today “metric
paper” is used by all countries with the exception of the United
States, Canada and parts of Central and South America. Was
Pell’s mandate to use 8.5” x 11.0” paper in government simply
the implementation of what the paper industry wanted in 1923—
and they finally had their way?—I don’t know. What I do know is
that Pell did not recommend A4 metric paper—and it was clearly
in wide international use.
Some might take exception with my calling A4 “metric paper”
but it seems very appropriate to me. The base size is A0 which
has a 1 square meter area. The paper sizes exactly halve the area
of each sheet as shown in Table 9.1.
The weight (paper density) of “metric paper” is given as gramc Randy Bancroft
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Figure 9.6: American basis sizes for common paper.

mage or grams per square meter, and often called GSM. So if the
grammage of typical office paper is 80 grams/square meter, one
can immediately compute the mass in one’s head for all the paper
sizes, Table 9.2
So how is this done with American Paper? Well a common
value is 50 lb offset. So, is this the weight of one square yard?—one
square rod?—one square mile?—or one square Ye Olde something?
No. The paper weight designation depends on the “basis size”
and the “basis weight” of 500 sheets of that basis size. Which is
a known as a long ream, which is of course 20 quires of 25 sheets.
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Figure 9.6 a list of the basis sizes for some common papers.
Yes, they are all random.
This table succinctly explains
why my father would shake his
head with annoyance when he
would try to discuss computation using the basis weight of
American paper. The baroque
nature of this non-system is almost beyond comprehension and
Australian A10 Postage Stamp – 26 mm is so anachronistic as to be alx 37 mm
most beyond description. Some
basis sizes are not even manufactured anymore, but exist as “virtual standards.” This situation is
nothing short of an embarrassment. We need a comprehensive set
of mandatory weights and measurement reforms throughout what
is left of our industries. If every industry in this country cannot be
bothered, resists, or waits, so they are not the first to change, and
continue to subvert governmental reform, as they have for over
150 years, all the worse for “The Greatest Country in the World.”
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Chapter 10
Metric Best Practice

10.1

Naughtin’s Laws

On 2011-07-16 advocates of US metrication lost one of their greatest friends: Pat Naughtin, of Metrication Matters. In his untiring
efforts to introduce the metric system to Americans, not as something to be feared but as an amazing benefit, he should be counted
among the nation’s greatest unappreciated friends.
Pat Naughtin was an expert in the psychology of measurement.
He was, as he was quick to point out, not at all the right person
to consult on the purely technical aspects of measurement, such
as the calibration of scientific instruments. Instead, he was fascinated by questions of why people measure in certain ways, why
these are often awkward and counterproductive, why people often
resist adopting better ways, and how they can be helped over such
mental hurdles.
It is a field in which there are very few, if any, other experts.
In fact, although he was far too modest to make such a claim,
it is hard to think of him as not having invented the field. And
it is an important field. The Australian conversion to the metric system was probably the most successful national metrication
ever accomplished: every industry involved, all work essentially
completed within a single decade, the 1970s, and all done without
any of the social disruption and mental anguish which Americans
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have been taught to fear by our political classes. That this was
done so easily was in large part the result of attention to details
and methods which Pat studied and promoted so effectively.
Pat was not the kind of person to formulate anything so pretentious as a set of precepts named after himself. But it is impossible to read through the written material he left behind, and
listen to his recorded presentations, without noticing that certain
simple and elegant principles occur throughout. Here at the Metric Maven, we will be exploring these, in detail and diverse ways.
Since they will be referenced often, it seems good to give them
names at the start, and summarize them in a single, prominent
place. And since Pat was, whether he would claim them as his
own or not, at least their most effective contemporary advocate,
it also seems fitting to name them in memory of a fine and generous gentleman. Here then, we propose Naughtin’s Laws.
Naughtin’s 1st Law: Dual-Scale Instruments are Evil
Don’t let the word instrument put you off: a ruler, a measuring cup, and a kitchen scale, are all instruments. One might
suppose that a dual-scale ruler, inches down one edge and centimeters down the other, would be an excellent teaching device
to accustom a non-metric user to metric measurement. In fact, it
has the opposite effect: as long as the familiar scale is within the
user’s field of vision, the unfamiliar scale might as well be invisible. To make matters worse, what most Americans think of as
the centimeter edge of a ruler is almost always a millimeter scale
numbered as though it were a centimeter scale. This is just sad.
Currently, this is a hard rule to apply consistently in the U.S.,
because well-designed purely metric measures are almost impossible to find. This is particularly the case in kitchen measures.
One can find measuring spoons with metric markings, but these
are usually smaller than the imperial markings, and the numbers
make it clear that the metric markings are an afterthought. A
tablespoon, for example, may carry the secondary legend of “15
mL, or even “14.7 mL,” as though recipes regularly called for such
For Non-Commercial Use Only
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awkward amounts. Kitchen scales are almost always dual-scale
devices, but at least the better ones today “remember” the scale
last used when activated. There may, however, be some so poorly
designed that they always “wake up” in their imperial mode and
have to be reset every time. The Metric Maven strongly supports
recycling such nightmares at your nearest electronics recycling center.
Naughtin’s 2nd Law: Prefer Measures Without Decimals
Decimals are wonderful. If given the choice of using decimals or
fractions, what sane person beyond grade school would not prefer
decimals? You can look at two decimal numbers, and immediately
tell which is larger, something impossible to do with fractions of
mixed denominators. But if both fractions and decimals can be
avoided, why not do so?
One rather startling fact about the Australian metric conversion is that nearly all of their industries opted for the millimeter as
their preferred unit of measure, including the construction industry. The plans for Australian houses are drawn up in millimeters.
Why use something as small as a millimeter to design something
as large as a house? Because decimal numbers are eliminated from
the blueprints. Which means that the guy on the job site running
the radial arm saw never has to deal with anything but whole
numbers. Which means that he makes fewer mistakes. Which
means that waste is greatly reduced.
Naughtin’s 3rd Law: Don’t Change Measures in Midstream
To give the simplest possible example, if you start out measuring things in millimeters, don’t feel obligated to switch to meters
just because you find a few objects that go past the 1000 mark
on the tape. Zeros are a good thing. They are your friends: you
do not need to swap prefixes and shift decimals just to avoid zeros. The most common wine bottle today is 750 milliliters. What
then should we call a bottle exactly twice that size? For a number
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of reasons, including the fact that it would make the columns in
the shopkeeper’s inventory spreadsheet more readable, because it
saves the customer from the mental effort of shifting a decimal,
and because it precludes the need for a decimal at all (see 2nd
Law, above), the Metric Maven strongly advocates 1500 milliliter
wine bottles (and responsible consumption). Wine bottles in this
size, however, are usually labeled 1.5 liters. Wine shop advertisements may flip-flop between liters and milliliters, decimals and
whole numbers. This is not, for once, a matter of U.S. metric obstructionism, but a matter of worldwide metric obtuseness. Even
metric countries could do metric better.
It’s also possible to find examples of switching measures within
a single measurement. In the strange phenomenon of “unpacking,”
a single number may be broken into two or more numbers, or more
than one prefix may be applied to one number, and the author may
actually believe this makes things clearer. The deprecated metric
prefixes around unity (see 4th Law, below) encourage this error:
“125 mL” may become “one deciliter, and two centiliters, and five
milliliters.” This sort of awkwardness may be acceptable in nonmetric cookbooks (“now add one cup and two ounces. . . ”) but it’s
unnecessary in metric.
Naughtin’s 4th Law: No Centimeters!
Actually, no centi-anything. Also, no deci-anything, no decaanything, and no hecto-anything. But the centimeter is far-andaway the most common violation of this rule, and the only one
most of us ever hear much of, so it gives its name to the law.
The system of metric prefixes is, ultimately, a fantastically useful
device. But the inventors did go a bit crazy by placing a tight cluster of prefixes around the number one. There are metric prefixes
for tens and tenths (deca and deci) and hundreds and hundredths
(hecto and centi). These should be forgotten. They convey much
less information to the mind than an extra zero. Quick, which is
more: 1 mL or 1 cL? Yes, I’m sure you got the right answer, but
I’ll bet there was a moment of thought. Which is more: 1 mL or
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10 mL? Now wasn’t that easier?
Drop these four prefixes, and there are only two remaining that
non-technical people will ever have to deal with commonly: kilo
for thousands, and milli for thousandths. Conversions between
measurements become almost unnecessary, and on the rare occasions when they do crop up, there is one and only one conversion
factor to remember: 1000.
These four laws, or rules or precepts if you prefer, can be taken
as a kind of style manual in embryo for metric usage. As with any
language or tool, the metric system can be used well or poorly. Pat
Naughtin promoted metric usages designed to simplify rather than
complicate, communicate rather than obfuscate, encourage rather
than daunt the well-disposed, and persuade rather than alienate
the ill-disposed.
Thank you, Mr. Naughtin.
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